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The focus of this thesis is the rock art of Nevada, a state in the western United States.

While the previously dominant models of rock art interpretation (hunting-magic and

shamanism) have produced significant bodies of research, I argue that both are based on faulty

Anthropological theory and produce theorisations which are one dimensional because of the

focus on rock art imagery at the expense of site contexts. Because meaning is not derived from

the images themselves, but is rather derived from the social contexts of use and production,

it is these which must be reconstructed and which will elucidate the imagery. Therefore, it is

necessary to examine the details of rock art site contexts, rather than simply select a model and

apply it to the site regardless of fit. In short, rock art must be approached as archaeology,

albeit informed by ethnography when possible. In this thesis I examine in detail the official rock

art site records for the state of Nevada and identify patterns in the contexts and distributions

and examine variation and similarities throughout the state. Based on these, I suggest

alternative analyses of Nevada's rock art and discuss the role that it may have played in the

colonization of the Americas; the symbolic construction of social and ethnic identities; the

identification of ritual spaces in pre-history; and the significance of rock art to modern Native

Americans.
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Chapter 1: Contextualism and Rock Art

Rock art is a truly global expression of past human behaviour. It is found on every

continent (except Antarctica) and in every environment from barren desert to rainforest. The

cave art of Upper Palaeolithic Europe has since its discovery occupied an important place in

archaeological debates, especially those concerning the origins of fully modern human

behaviour (Jones, Martin and Pilbeam 1992:249, 261-264, 329). However, rock art studies

more generally have, until recently, occupied a somewhat more peripheral position in

archaeology, in the United States and elsewhere (Clewlow 1981:79; Schaafsma 1985:267-268;

Whitley and Dorn 1987:150; Whitley and Loendorf 1994:xii; Ouzman and Wadley 1997:3 86).

This is unfortunate since graphic representation or 'art' is the "material site of one's thought

about one's knowledge of the world" (Davis 1984:28, cited in Schaafsma 1992:3). As such,

rock art potentially provides an important means of confronting aspects of the past less

accessible through other archaeological resources (Schaafsma 1986:215).

One of the major reasons that previous rock art research has been peripheralized may

be because it has often been studied in isolation, with rock art motifs extracted from their

cultural and environmental contexts. Yet one of the most important features of non-portable

rock art is that it is an "artifact in situ" (Ricks 1996:1). This makes rock art unusual in the

prehistoric archaeology of the western United States, in that we know without question it has

remained where it was created (except for engraved or painted portable stones [Schuster 1968;

Santini 1974; Klimowitz 1988]). The distribution of portable artifacts, which make up the

majority of the archaeological record, is on the other hand, often the product of mechanical

processes, not always related to purposeful action or intentional deposition. Unlike these

portable artifacts rock art is apart of the landscape (Bradley 1997:4), in some ways more like

a hearth or other archaeological feature. Because of this, the environments and archaeological

contexts in which rock art is located can address specific kinds of archaeological questions.
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Currently rock art research is enjoying considerable popularity among the general

public, with even mainstream archaeologists admitting something more than just intellectual

curiosity regarding the subject (e.g., Frison 1994:105-107). However, rock art studies

seemingly still lacks the "maturity to allow diversity, controversy and uncertainty" (Hodder

1992:x) which is important for the intellectual development of any discipline. This is an

historical problem in archaeology in general and the 'hard' sciences in particular (e.g., see

Kuhn 1962; Feyerabend 1975) where only a single explanation, a single methodology, or a

single paradigm dominates the field at any given time. This preference for monolithic

methodological and explanatory frameworks is justified by the belief, erroneous according to

Feyerabend (1975), that during these periods of theoretical consensus significant progress is

made.

One excellent example from New World archaeology is the 'Clovis first' paradigm

which has dominated American archaeological thinking for several decades. This model argues

that humans have only occupied the Americas since the very end of the last Ice Age, and had

replaced an earlier, equally dominant, model which suggested that Native Americans were

much more recent arrivals (Meltzer 1991:13 -49). The discovery of a projectile point embedded

in the ribs of an extinct Pleistocene animal demonstrated that humans had arrived in the New

World much earlier than previously thought. Only recently, in South America, have the most

influential figures in the archaeology of the peopling of the Americas (Meltzer et al. 1997)

accepted evidence of an even earlier time of arrival.1 These are exciting times for New World

archaeology and I will argue that rock art has an important role to play in the development of

ideas about colonization and population movements in the distant past, as well as the

identification of past ethnic groups and the construction of Native American tradition.

1 This controversy actually continues with some of these same researchers now casting doubt on the
reliability of some of the evidence reviewed (Fiedel 1999).
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ARIZONA

Map 1: Western United States with the Great Basin indicated by dotted line.

This thesis is primarily concerned with the rock art of Nevada, the heart of the Great

Basin in the western United States (Map 1). In an attempt to understand the rock art of

Nevada the primary research paradigms (hunting magic and shamanism) which have impacted

Great Basin rock art research are discussed (Chapter 4). These competing models have each
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contributed to our understanding of past human behaviour and each continue to provide the

foundations of thought provoking and important research in the Great Basin and beyond. It

is hoped that this study can add to debate, not merely by critical appraisal of these approaches,

but also by raising new questions.

Hunting magic dominated the field of rock art studies throughout the world for much

of this century, its longevity inextricably connected with the Abbe Breuil (1952). The

significance of this perspective is demonstrated by the fact that during the early 1960s it was

adopted in the Great Basin (Heizer and Baumhoff 1962) just as it was going largely out of

favour in Europe (Whitley and Loendorf 1994:xii). This perspective was inspired by

observations of magical rituals in Australia (Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967:124-126) and follows

the ideas of sympathetic magic (Frazer 1922) by suggesting that rock art was created as a

means of ensuring success in the hunt, or to challenge dangerous animals. It was thought that

animal imagery depicted in rock art represented game animals, while abstract imagery was

"'read' as wounds, arrows, traps, or hunter's huts" (Conkey 1989:136). Hunting magic was

only seriously challenged in the 1950s and 1960s in Europe by the pioneering structuralist

analyses of Laming-Emperaire (1962) and Leroi-Gourhan (1968), although this approach has

never played a significant role in Great Basin rock art research.

With the general trend towards positivistic epistemologies and methodologies in the

social sciences in the 1950s and 1960s, archaeological research became focussed on an

empirical, quantifiable approach, a trend which had begun much earlier (Molyneaux 1977).

American processual archaeologists, while acknowledging an interest in 'ideo-technic'

behaviours and artifacts (Binford 1962), were, by and large, convinced that the explicitly

scientific goals of archaeology were not best served by dealing with such immaterial artifacts

as rock art, which were at best problematic. Archaeology "with a capital'S'" (Flannery 1973)

became the goal, one that has since been described as 'physics envy' (Sapolsky 1997:47).
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Consequently archaeology repeated the mistakes of the New Geography which had,

"attachjed] such merit to quantification as to confuse ends with means, industriousness with

intellectual achievement" (Sauer 1938:381), in its search for universal laws of human

behaviour.

The flaws inherent in the New Archaeology project are well known (e.g., Shanks and

Tilley 1987:31-37; Hodder 1992:19-32) and need not be discussed here. However, it is

sufficient to note that the New Archaeology's emphasis on objectivity and positivistic

methodology led to rock art research being generally pushed to the margins of archaeology

(Whitley and Loendorf 1994:xi) since its constituent elements (signs and symbols) are not

easily classifiable or quantifiable. Although archaeological research into rock art did continue

throughout the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, the field played only a marginal role in the

development and refinement of archaeological methodologies and explanatory theory.

The revival in archaeological interest in rock art may be largely ascribed to the

development of the shamanistic model (Vastokas and Vastokas 1973; Hedges 1976, 1983a,

1985,1987; Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1988). This approach's focus on vision imagery and

the individual experience of shamanistic episodes seemingly accords well with post-

processualist trends in archaeology. However, intolerance of competing perspectives (e.g.

Lewis-Williams 1999:89; Whitley, Simon and Dorn 1999:13; Whitley 2000:31) continues to

mask the diversity of rock art and stifle debate. A pluralistic environment is essential if the real

diversity of rock art functions and symbolic meanings is ever to be appreciated (Ucko and

Rosenfeld 1967). As Gibson (1986:2) has noted, a "frozen view is impoverished... we need

to see all the way around . . . and take different points of observation."

A major problem with many interpretive approaches in current prehistoric rock art

research, is their heavy reliance on historic ethnography and their focus on the imagery itself

at the expense of context (Molyneaux 1977:45; Kinahan 1999:337). Ethnographic analogy is

of course an important source of ideas, and in some cases is critical for understanding the rock
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art of a region, especially the generally pivotal period of colonial contact. I discuss the

significance of historic rock art in Nevada in Chapter 8 and specific ethnographic information

combined with general anthropological theory may provide access to Native responses to

colonization. The use of ethnography, however, as the sole 'informed' source of interpretation

(Tacon and Chippindale 1998:6-8), especially for very old rock art, simply imposes the

ethnographic present on assemblages potentially made and used over very long periods of time.

This implies a lack of cultural dynamism, and a stagnant view of prehistoric peoples is created

(Monteleone 1998:28), where dynamic human beings are "reduced to an assumed sameness"

(Hodder 1992:149). This is especially problematic in a region such as the Great Basin where

many rock art sites represent palimpsests created over quite probably many thousands of years,

and where the relationship between the makers of rock art and the subjects of ethnography is

unclear (see Madsen and Rhode 1994; Rhode and Madsen 1994, for a discussion of the

difficulties of identifying prehistoric populations in the Great Basin). Even more lamentable in

the Great Basin is that the implication of seamless cultural continuity also denies the level of

cultural loss endured by Native peoples at the hands of colonial powers.

The general problems with ethnographic analogy are well known, and both Wylie

(1985,1989) and Lewis-Williams (1991) have discussed ways of strengthening analogy. But

it is important to recognize that, like other cultural practices, the reasons that rock art was

produced and the meanings and exegeses attached to it, have changed through time. The social

and environmental context of rock art must be recovered and reconstructed, not assumed on

the basis of historic ethnography. By approaching rock art as archaeology, rather than

ethnography, I believe that rock art can inform specific questions in the distant past and replace

timelessness with an understanding of dynamic historical processes. This is not to imply that

historic ethnography and contemporary indigenous accounts are without value or have no

place in rock art studies (Quinlan and Woody 2000a). However, the current enthusiasm for

putative indigenous understandings, though well intentioned, neglects that human populations
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past and present incorporate a variety of indices of the past (including archaeological

resources) into their own cultural heritage. This is an important issue in its own right and one

worthy of further study rather than using it merely to validate a particular academic theory.

In Chapter 4,1 discuss more fully the currently dominant theoretical approaches in rock

art research and their weaknesses, both generally and with reference to the rock art of Nevada.

This follows a discussion of the significance of the anthropology of symbolism for informing

rock art where I argue that to focus on imagery alone at the expense of context, leads to an

analytical dead end, while situated rock art research opens new avenues of inquiry and allows

more richly textured interpretations (Chapter 2). Rock art is also examined as a means by

which signs and/or symbols engender social communication in relation to the landscape. This

idea is not new, with the work of Martin Wobst (1977) generally acknowledged as the starting

point (Bradley 1997:12). His basic premise that "stylistic behaviour may be viewed as a

strategy of information exchange" (Wobst 1977: 317) has stimulated a great deal of research

in the twenty years since its publication, including the work of some of the best known

researchers in prehistoric art and early human behaviour (e.g. Margaret Conkey, Clive Gamble,

Polly Weissner).

In Chapter 3,1 explore the ways in which the landscape plays a role in the lives of

Native peoples and how the creation of 'places' in the landscape provides a legitimating ritual

context within which negotiation of social relations and the construction of social identities

might occur. Rock art examined in context can inform archaeological questions, such as issues

raised by 'socializing' the landscape with rock art. Many peoples (although not all) share a

feeling of attachment to their land and the mechanisms by which they develop a sense of

belonging to the landscapes in which they and their ancestors dwell may be the same

everywhere (Taconand Faulstich 1993:83). The connection that indigenous peoples feel to the

landscape is sometimes difficult for non-indigenous people to understand, where "the people
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are 'owned' by the country" (Rappaport 1977:43).

It is widely accepted that many cultures that attribute causality to the supernatural also

believe that the land is filled with power and participates actively in their lives. In this thesis

the concept of landscape will be treated as a structuring agent in the lives of people. It will also

be used to approach questions concerning both the diversity and homogeneity that is found in

the rock art of Nevada. In doing this I will attempt to recreate a landscape that the original

inhabitants may have been more likely to recognize (Thomasl993a:25).

It should also be kept in mind that prehistoric peoples were as well aware as we are of

the long-lasting properties of stone and knew that the marks they made would be more or less

permanent. This begs the question of why mobile people would wish to create permanent

marks on the land (while recognizing that a considerable amount of rock art in the southern

and eastern margins of Nevada was the product of farmers). Tacon has argued quite

persuasively that not only did the prehistoric creators of rock art intend it to be permanent, but

that this clearly implies that they were connecting themselves not just to the past but, perhaps

more importantly, to the future. They were in effect "'creating' the landscape for subsequent

human use" (Tacon 1994:118). I will argue that rock art might be seen as a way of defining

identities and social relations through the landscape. Rock art may have worked in constructing

and maintaining tradition and history through habitual action and witnessed performance,

legitimizing the present through shared memory (Giddens 1979; Connerton 1989) in much the

same way as other constructed and socialized landscapes.

A number of the archaeological landscape studies carried out in the United States, and

elsewhere, have made the constructed environment the focus of analysis. This may be simply

due to the difficulty of understanding the meaning of the natural environment for indigenous

people, or the (hoped for) possibility of a more emic interpretation that leads western

archaeologists to study such things as formal gardens (e.g., Leone 1984). Fewer studies deal

with the non-constructed aspects of the cultural landscape, but rock art does share many of the
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characteristics of other, more conspicuous manipulations of the environment. Landscape and

rock art have recently been the focus of a fair amount of research, especially in Australia (e.g.

Smith 1992, 1999); South Africa (e.g. Vinnicombe 1986; Deacon 1988), and Europe (e.g.

Tilley 1991; Bradley 1997). In the western United States landscape and rock art have also been

examined on a smaller scale, site-specific basis (e.g. Lee and Hyder 1993) and within larger

regions (e.g. Hamann and Hedges 1987; Sundstrom 1990; Hartley 1992 and Hartley and

Vawser 1998).

In Chapter 5 the rock art of Nevada is introduced first by a review of its landscapes and

an ethnographic review of its Native American populations. The Native peoples ofNevada and

the Great Basin were by and large highly mobile hunter-gatherers, and created no type of

permanent structures or monuments, with the Fremont and Anasazi (in the eastern and

southern margins of the state) being notable exceptions. We should recognize that the fact that

rock art was created on stone is why it has survived, while perhaps similar works in other

materials did not survive (Bradley 1997:5). Rock art is then most likely only a single thread

in the undoubtedly rich tapestry of prehistoric graphic and non-graphic communication.

The Great Basin in general has undergone very dramatic environmental changes since

the end of the last Ice Age, most notably the shrinking (and in some cases disappearance) of

the enormous Pluvial Lakes (see Grayson [1993] for a general review). Along with the water

loss vegetation distributions also changed, but in most cases the immediate surroundings of

rock art sites may have undergone only minor ecological changes (water sources may have

dried up, surface deposition may have covered other traces of occupation or minor geologic

change such as rock slides may have occurred) in the last several thousand years.

The Native peoples who occupied the majority of the Great Basin at the time of

European contact spoke languages belonging to the Numic language family (with the exception

of the Washoe). Despite this linguistic relationship most researchers would concur with

10
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Hultkrantz's (1987:11) comment that "[T]he diversity of these traditions cannot be reduced

to a single tradition." Numic speaking populations are also considered by most archaeologists

to be relatively recent arrivals in the area. Although there is continued debate regarding the

actual timing of the dispersal of the Numic language family into the Great Basin (Grayson

1993:270-271), it is generally thought to have occurred within the last two thousand to fifteen

hundred years, but it is no way clearly demarcated archaeologicaUy (Rhode and Madsen

1994:218-219)2. This is in itself important simply because at least a part of the rock art of

Nevada and other parts of the Great Basin may not have been made by its historic inhabitants,

or even their ancestors, calling into serious question the use of historic ethnographies for other

than the most general models.

I then present a detailed discussion of the characteristics and contexts of the rock art

of Nevada in Chapters 6 and 7. These data were gathered primarily from official rock art site

records housed at the Nevada State Museum (Carson City), and the Harry Reid Centre

(University of Nevada, Las Vegas). I am grateful to Ms Linda Blair (Harry Reid Centre

Records Manager) and Ms Susan Murphy, and especially to Ms Margaret Brown (Nevada

State Museum Records Manager) and for her help and support during this project. Additional

data were also gathered from the personal files of Mr Alvin R. Me Lane, and from my own site

records.

In Chapter 8,1 synthesize the data discussed in Chapters 5,6 and 7, and in Chapter 9,

I compare a contextual approach to rock art with the alternative interpretative models (hunting

magic and shamanism). These two models are found to be similar in their universalist

interpretations which ignore site contexts (both environmental and cultural), rather than allow

those contexts to inform the imagery. In Chapter 10,1 suggest ways that rock art may inform

2 There are some Nevada archaeologists who believe that Numic speaking populations may have arrived
in the present locations as early as 4-5,000 years ago.
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more specific archaeological questions such as the original colonization of the New World. I

follow this by discussing how a clearer recognition of past ethnic groups may be possible

through rock art, thereby allowing a better understanding of complex questions of prehistoric

population movements. Rock art may also allow the identification of ritual space among

hunter-gatherer populations that commonly leave little ritual residues, and the role that ancient

rock art may play in the process of building social identities of modern Native American

populations is also explored. And finally, in Chapter 11,1 conclude with a discussion of

important future directions in rock art research. It is my belief that rock art must be considered

from a variety of angles, not from a single perspective. From this we may better understand

how rock art symbolism was used by the prehistoric inhabitants of Nevada "to structure and

regulate inter-personal behaviour" (Renfrew 1994a:6).
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Because rock art is a visual medium research approaches have tended to concentrate

on its imagery to the exclusion of other characteristics (see Chapter 4). This focus is not

necessarily appropriate because symbolic meaning is not constituted by imagery alone. Rather,

it is the contexts of use and production which evoke meaning (Sperber 1975) and which need

to be reconstructed to allow rock art to be interpreted. Anthropological analyses of art in

small-scale societies have generally supported Firth's (1951:71) observation that "Primitive

art is highly socialized." The connotations of visual imagery, like other symbolic media, are

socially constructed (Turner 1969) and these connotations are contained within all art forms,

whether spatial, temporal or kinetic, all of which may be important aspects of rock art

production and use. These various arts potentially symbolize or express commentaries on all

aspects of society, as well as playing a dynamic role in social reproduction (Levi-Strauss

1955:433; Turner 1969:49; Firth 1973:76; Leach 1976:37). These socially constructed

discourses are communicated through "signals, signs, and symbols" (Leach 1976:9), although

the propositional force of the discourse transmitted through ritual contexts is potentially very

weak (Bloch 1974,1977,1986).

Bateson (1973 :242) recognized that there are some messages which simply cannot be

expressed in words, or at least not by words alone, but rather require special types of

expression, often non-verbal or verbal expression of a specialized nature. Symbols are noted

for their emotive properties and the emotions they arouse are one mechanism by which the

social order is accepted (Turner 1969:49). The dynamic role played by ritual in social

reproduction (Bloch 1974:67; Gibson 1986:285; Strecker 1988:9) owes much to the
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ambiguous character of its discourse and symbolism (Bloch 1974; Sperber 1975). This makes

ritual contexts well suited for the transmission of social information that cannot be overtly

stated without potentially provoking conflict (Strecker 1988). Ritual is the preferred context

for social reproduction in societies where hierarchy is unstable, or structural principles and

social representations are contested (Bloch 1977). However, the ambiguous character of ritual

and its symbolism can be exploited for a variety of other social ends, such as providing a means

of decreasing difference between social groups (Weissner 1984,1989), or providing an arena

of interaction for conflicting social groups (Turner 1967).

2.1 The Meanings of Symbols

Victor Turner's sensitive analyses of Ndembu ritual (1967, 1969, 1971) provide the

best anthropological documentation of the polysemous properties of symbolism. Turner

recognized that symbols legitimately meant different things to different observers and identified

three dimensions of symbolic meaning;

(1) exegetic - where the meaning of a symbol is supplied by indigenous

consultants, however one must take care to distinguish between
"specialists" and laymen; esoteric and exoteric interpretations; and
interpretations that are a "uniquely personal view."

(2) operational - where the meaning of a symbol is equated with its use.
(3) positional - where symbols derive their meaning from their relationship to

other symbols [Turner 1971:125-126].

Consequently approaches which insist that rock art can only be understood exclusively

from indigenous exegesis (see Chapter 4) privileges only one of the dimensions of symbolic
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meaning. This also implies that symbols, rather than bearing 'meaning,' actually may carry

many 'meanings' or evoke a wide range of varying responses from those interacting with it.

Important for rock art studies is Turner's distinction between "referential" and

"condensation" symbols. Referential symbols (or signs) were primarily cognitive, had single,

repeatable meanings, and include speech and writing. Condensation symbols, in contrast, were

multivocal and have a polarization of meaning ranging from at one extreme, referents to social

organization (the "ideological pole"), to at the other, referents of a natural and/or physiological

character ("sensory pole"). Examples of the latter include the use of the colour red to

symbolize blood (Turner 1967:50). In this way, a single symbol can stand for many things, and

these things are linked by association. For example, among the Ndembu: "'whiteness' enables

white clay [mpemba] to stand for a multiplicity of ideas and phenomena, ranging from

biological referents such as 'semen' to abstract ideas such as 'ritual purity,' 'innocence from

witchcraft,' and 'solidarity with the ancestor spirits'" (ibid:50). It is clear that the concept of

condensation symbols is a useful one for rock art studies to adopt. Even if some rock art

assemblages were intended to communicate very specific information (i.e., functioned as signs)

in the present day, with their original commentaries lost, they now function as symbolic

records.

The reason why symbols can elicit a number of interpretations from their users stems

from their lacking any essential 'meaning.' This is highlighted by the arbitrary nature of

symbolic selection. Turner (ibid:36) noted that although an observer may be able to examine

and explain the wider social context of a culture's symbolic system, the reasons why people

"select some natural objects rather than others to serve as symbols" cannot be explained.
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Similarly, Sperber (1975:13) argues that there is no relationship (and most importantly no

predictability) between a symbol itself and its 'meaning' because "symbolism has no semantics

comparable to that of language." He rejects the idea that symbolic forms can be "decoded,"

and suggests that the work of Turner "shows clearly, neither usage nor exegesis defines or

constitutes a closed set of given pairs (symbol, interpretation)" (Sperber 1975:32), although

Turner himself may have thought otherwise.

Sperber contends that substitutions of either symbols or contexts do not produce

synonymy or paraphrase as occurs in language, and "interpretation depends on the context and

is generally modified by any substitution" (ibid: 11). Sperber contrasts symbolism and language

because for him (although few others agree), symbolism is a cognitive learning mechanism

which continues throughout life, unlike language which has a clearly delineated threshold

(ibid:S9). He suggests that the cognitive symbolic mechanism serves to focalize attention and

evoke memories (ibid:ll9), or in Bourdieu's (1991:39) terms "awakening experiences."3

Irrespective of the merits of Sperber's cognitive theory of symbolization it is clear that

symbols do not 'mean' in any linguistic sense and are capable of provoking an unlimited range

of exegesis. Ritual discourse need not be coherent or linguistically intelligible to produce its

social effects (Bloch 1974), which derive from the perceived legitimacy of the social

institutions supporting the participants (Bourdieu 1991:113). Further, as Sperber and others

suggest, symbolism is not just concerned with communication but also with provoking an

emotional response (Boas 1927:351; Turner 1967:54).

3 As I will discuss below, memory that is shared is fundamental in the construction of any social order and
identity (Connerton 1989:3).
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One of Turner's (1969:49) most important insights was that symbols had considerable

emotive power and were as important for their social functions as for their 'meanings.' This

emotive power is partially derived from their ambiguous properties and partly (at times) by

their direct effect on human senses (Turner 1967:50). As Sperber (1975:xii) notes, although

"symbolism plays a major role in social communication," it is not a specific idea that is

communicated through symbols. It is rather emotions and relational meanings that are evoked.

Further, this evocation is an idiosyncratic event and while "cultural symbolism focusses the

attention [and] determines parallel evocational fields... If this shared orientation among the

members of a single society did not exist, the very existence of cultural symbolism would

remain incomprehensible" (Sperber 1975:137). This produces a restricted range of symbolic

meanings from which one chooses. Cultural symbolism then works to construct social

knowledge and memory through the "constructive character of remembering . . . the same

rituals are enacted, but with new actors; the same myths are told, but in a changing universe"

(ibid:l45). It is this repetition of ritual,4 using the same words, movements and in the same

places, that allows both individuals and societies to construct and reconstruct themselves and

their social relations, and which I believe may have played a role in the production of at least

some rock art.

This is not an original idea, Whitehead (1927:63) for example remarked that

"interpretation... varies much more rapidly than does the actual ceremonial" and meanings

may take on signification through time from the history of use. Boas (1927:88-143) likewise

4 The importance of ritual behaviour should not overshadow the fact that virtually all writers agree that
"symbolism is an everyday affair" (Sperber 1975:71).
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commented on the fact that not only can a single symbolic form mean many things (even to a

single individual), but meaning can change depending on context and different individuals will

have different understandings based on their own experience or understanding. In his analysis

he found "the general tendency to keep intact the form, but to endow it with new meaning"

(Boas 1927:353). So the image, the sound, the movement, or whatever form the symbolic

statement takes, is repeated morphologically unchanged but with emotional meanings or

evocations that do change. In fact, many researchers have suggested that some of the power

of symbolic forms may derive from precise repetition rather than from any particular

significance or meaning. Giddens (1979:200) makes this point when he discusses the power

of praxis or habitual action, and suggests that this is what Bourdieu (1977) calls the

"assumption of previous performance" that gives tradition its power. "Tradition has its greatest

sway when it is understood simply as how things were, are (and should be) done," and

especially when "it is sanctioned, or sanctified, by tradition: when 'reversible time' is invoked

in connection to the past and present in social reproduction" (Giddens 1979:219). Similarly

Austin (1962:35-38) suggested in his analysis of performative utterances that any "flaw" in

ritual utterances, whether incomplete or incorrect execution, will negate the meaning or action.

It may be simply a matter of repetition of "how it's done," even using archaic forms (Bloch

1974:56) because to do it otherwise is meaningless, with symbolic statements that are

"formally impeccable but semantically empty" (Bourdieu 1991:41).

Symbolism further "converts the obligatory into the desirable" (Turner 1967:30) by

"bring[ing] the ethical and jural norms of society into close contact with strong emotional

stimuli" during ritual action. In this way "Norms and values, on the one hand, become
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saturated with emotion, while the gross and basic emotions become ennobled through contact

with social values" (Turner 1967:30; see also Leach 1976:25). Ritual can also be seen as

naturalizing social institutions by "assigning properties of a social nature in a way that makes

them seem like properties of a natural nature" (Bourdieu 1991:118).

2.2 The Mechanisms of Symbolic Power

The mechanisms of symbolic power can be understood by reference to ordinary

language philosophy. Austin's (1962) discussion of performative utterances, elaborated by

Bourdieu (1991), illustrates the ways that symbols can be used to "do things" in the social

world. Central to this position is the realization that ritual and its symbolism derive their

authority from the social institutions underlying their production and use (Bourdieu 1991:119).

This authority legitimizes the subtle social commentaries contained within ritual and which

social agents tacitly grasp using their skills of understanding conversational implicatures

(Strecker 1988).

Austin (1962:6) recognized a class of speech acts whereby in saying something one

also did something, i.e., performative utterances, in effect "replacing action with speech"

(Bourdieu 1991:75). Austin (1962:12-24) argued that performative utterances actually created

new states of social being, and statements are either felicitous or infelicitous, as opposed to

being true or false. A felicitous utterance must, among other things, be made by individuals

who follow proper (socially accepted and recognized) procedure and are both authorized and

recognizedto make the utterance (ibid:26). But as Bourdieu (1991:72) notes, this implies that

the power of performative utterances derives not from language itself as Austin believed, but
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from the "the social conditions which enable it to secure from others a recognition of the

importance which it attributes to itself."

In further elaborating the social contexts of symbolic production Bourdieu (1991:121)

describes (somewhat deterministically) "acts of institution" as special acts of signification

which both identify and publicly impose expectations of behaviour. While his emphasis is on

individuals, the same is true of groups of individuals, where "stereotyped or ritual forms of

expression are programmes of perception... helping to impose a more or less authorized way

of seeing the social world, helps to construct the reality of that world" (Bourdieu 1991:106)

for all those participating.

Austin (1962) drew attention to symbolic accessories (e.g., the wigs and robes of a

British court of law) which signify or mark the proceedings as something other than normal.

In this way he implied that cultural trappings or material objects add to the power and efficacy

of the statements being made. I will suggest that other types of symbolic action, specifically

the production of prehistoric rock art, may also have been used to create new states of social

being by ritually creating and maintaining social relations at special places in the landscape.

Although ritual may articulate a powerful discourse, or provoke emotive

interpretations, its discourse may be propositionally slight. Ritual language appears to be

"impoverished . . . a language where many of the options at all levels of language are

abandoned so that choice of form, of style, of words and of syntax is less than in ordinary

language" (Bloch 1974:60). The syntactic complexities of normal speech have been purposely

given up, replaced by a structurally more simple form through a process of "formalization"

(Austin [1962:19] extended this to any form of conventionalized behaviour which he called
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"ceremony or ritual"). Bloch (1974:55) further suggests that ritual symbols can only be

understood through an understanding of the rules, or "features of articulation" that govern the

ritual medium in which they are embedded, mostly singing and dancing. Formalized ritual

speech is recognizable in that it often employs archaic forms and has a "set apart" character

(Austin 1962:32; Bloch 1974:56).

Bloch (1974:58) suggests that formalization occurs at every level in ritual. In ritual

oratory severely restricted ("impoverished") vocabulary and syntactic forms (often the most

polite and impersonal) are used; often traditional histories or proverbs are invoked; with the

whole speech following a rigid traditional structure and "a special type of delivery." This

combination creates a sense that the speaker(s) no longer act as individuals but have assumed

a role of power or authority that speaks traditional truths to and for all. Communication is no

longer dialectic because the traditional structure and forms restrict possible responses. This

can, in effect, "coerce the response of another" and "be seen as a form of social control"

(ibid:64). The words take on the force of traditional authority, "What is being said is the right

thing because . . . it has become the only thing" (ibid:67).

Bloch notes that religious and political oratory are structured and performed in the

same manner, and in fact are, in some cases, the same thing. For him this implies that the

unquestioned power of both traditional political authority and religion is articulated with this

transformation of the speaker, from elder to ancestor and the past becomes the present

(ibid:18) through the formalization of ritual speech. Traditional and religious authority (often

the same thing) shapes the present social reality, where to engage and participate in the ritual

implies acceptance of the "truths" that are being expressed in a "total bonded experience"
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where "repetition is the only possibility for emphasis" (Bloch 1974:76). Within this total

experience "religious rituals push the same techniques of the formalization of language further"

(ibid:6%-69) and is extended to bodily movement and intonation. Bodily movements are

formalized and become symbolic dance, where "symbolic statements are communicated

through a variety of movements from one person to another" (ibid:72). Ancestral truths

become "fused" through rhythm and repetition, producing a strong emotional and social

(illocutionary) force, where the greater the formalization, the greater the ambiguity.

If words in ritual have little explanatory power but much socially useful ambiguity
. . . they begin to perform less as parts of a language and more as things, in the same
way as material symbols. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that rituals seem to
show a predilection not only to use song and dance but also things for
communication [ibid:!5].

I would suggest that the prehistoric rock art of Nevada was also one of these things

used for the communication of ancestral truths, empowered through repetition of past imagery

and embedded with the illocutionary force of ritual formalization. Rock art may also be a

complement to oral history in the production of social knowledge, especially in regard to the

reproduction of social relations.

Bloch (1974) implies that the ambiguity of ritual communication allows for

manipulation, but his analysis focuses on the maintenance and reproduction of tradition and

authority, rather than the constitution of new social states. While Sperber (1975) describes the

assignment of symbolic meaning for the receiver of symbolic messages through emotional

evocation, Bloch shows how this emotional evocation is constructed by the message sender

through the process of formalization. In both cases, however, no specific "meaning" is created,
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in fact the greater the formalization, the greater the ambiguity, and the less specificity of

meaning. The question of how this ambiguity and emotional force can be manipulated to "do

new things" is not fully addressed by either.

Strecker (1988) confronts this problem, arguing that symbolic behaviour is exploited

by social agents in reproducing and creating authority in social relations. He argues, that

Sperber's (1975) analysis is one sided, focussing on the receiving end only and overlooking

the importance of the manipulation of symbolic forms. Strecker argues that examining the

motivations of those sending messages via symbolic media shows that the localization or

displacement which occurs during symbolic discourse, is the product of conscious selection:

Deep layers of experience are exploited when statements are constructed that
are meant to cause focalization and evocation. At the same time, universal
physiological and psychological factors play a role as well as specific cultural
and historical factors. Furthermore, the construction of these seemingly
meaningless and yet so compelling statements is intentional [Strecker 1988:37].

For Strecker, the symbolic communication event is seen as a 'triad,' including not only sender

and receiver(s), but also the symbolic medium itself. This allows symbols to have meaning and

appear not to at the same time, "to say something and say it not," and have meaning that is

"not absolute but situational" or to 'say' "several things at once" (ibid:44). What the message

sender means may not be what the receiver understands, or the sender may construct a

deliberately ambiguous statement. Consequently, various receivers may experience messages

differently based on knowledge, age, sex and many other individual contexts (Turner 1967;

Lewis 1980). Currently, several rock art researchers have focussed on the manipulation of rock

art symbols as a means of negotiating individual power (e.g. Dowson 1994a; Lewis-Williams
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1996; Whitley 1998a), but without attention to the various contexts of production which also

contribute to meanings, or to the larger social mechanism of negotiation.

Strecker (1988) attempts to explain why ritual becomes the locus of social

reproduction and why people in certain social situations prefer to communicate through

multivocal symbolization rather than univocal signs or straightforward signification. He

approaches this question by drawing on anthropological analysis of politeness phenomenon

(Brown and Levinson 1978). A variety of symbolic strategies are available that reduce risk in

social situations and in this model, indirectness (or ambiguity) provides the means by which

sender and receiver of symbolic messages can both be relieved of the tension of "having said

or understood something irrevocably." Strecker (1988:154) expands this to suggest that

"symbolization reduces the probability of confrontation and thus acts as a mechanism which

helps prevent social conflict in situations of risk."

The anthropological approaches to symbolism discussed here provide an essential

framework for understanding the ways in which humans "do things" with symbols and

understand the subtle messages they potentially contain (Austin 1962). This will provide a

starting point for understanding at least some of the possible connotations of Nevada's rock

art in the absence of Native exegesis.5

5 It is of course important to remember that native exegesis itself must also be considered a symbolic act
(Sperber 1975:48). In addition, the applicability of historic ethnographic sources of information on rock art
that may well have been produced in the very distant past will be further discussed below.
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2.3 The Symbolic Construction of Community

So far discussion has focussed on the role of ritual symbolism addressing dynamics

between social agents. However, equally significant is the role of symbolic manipulation in the

construction of community. Leach drew attention to the "artificial interruptions to what is

naturally continuous" (1976:34 emphasis in original; Gibson 1986:16; Bourdieu 1991:120),

that is, the areas where social life is filled with the greatest anxiety and ambiguity. Like Turner

(1967), Leach (1976) suggests that ritual symbolism helps to mediate such social tensions.

Similar to the ways that symbolic meaning derives from a structural contrast between what "is"

and what "is not," human communities create artificial boundaries to define social identities.

These boundary areas, between zones which are normal or clear-cut, require marking and these

markers "are themselves abnormal, timeless, ambiguous, at the edge, sacred' (ibid:35

emphasis in original).6

Enormous ritual importance is placed on gateways and thresholds (boundary areas),

in territorial space, social space, social time and in the orifices of the human body itself, areas

that are often the focus of taboo and ritual. And when no "natural" or biological boundary is

present one is often created which "marks a break point, a threshold, a point of entry" so that

"the purity of our social categories [can be] preserved" (ibid:62; see also Bloch [1986] and

Bourdieu [1991] on symbolic violence).

6 These boundary areas should not be confused with topographic perimeters, see Ingold (1987, 1993).
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The social construction of boundaries fosters "a mis-recognition of the arbitrary nature

of the limit and encouraging a recognition of it as legitimate"(Bourdieu 1991:118). These

socially constructed boundaries are the site of ritual that mark the transgression of the

boundary by those who are to be 'instituted.' In this way the initiates are themselves

transformed by the ritually crossed boundary and identified in opposition to those who have

not, or especially can not, cross. Bourdieu (1991:117) criticises Turner (and others) for not

recognizing this essential effect of 'rites of passage,' which he prefers to call "rites of

institution." In his analysis these rituals create "a lasting difference between those to whom the

rite pertains and those to whom it does not pertain," separating not just those who have

undergone the transformation from those who have not yet, but especially from those who will

not, establishing a critical distinction in status.

These boundaries, in space and time, then are the focus of intensive ritual and symbolic

marking of social categories of meaning, both through modification of the social body and of

social space. "Power, in this sense, resides in the interfaces . . . in ambiguous boundaries"

(Leach 1976:62). This focus on the social construction of boundaries suggests that those same

ambiguous areas may also be the site for the ritual transgression of boundaries. If social groups

construct identities in opposition to another, some groups may transgress social boundaries

together, thereby symbolically reducing difference between them. Weissner (1984, 1989)

examines the ways that "style" is used as a means of inclusion or exclusion. Prehistoric rock

art may have been one means of marking either difference or sameness; and variation in styles

may have been a way to define social identity either in opposition or in relation to others.

Another way of understanding these areas of ambiguity in relation to the landscape and places
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in the landscape may be as locales of interaction, where the paths of one group cross that of

another or important places that are shared (Ingold 1987).

Cohen (1985) explains that although others suggest a sense of community is defined

by highlighting differences and hostile relations to 'outsiders,' a sense of community is also

defined by zones of interaction with others. The boundary between "community" and "other"

may in this way be seen as both a beginning and end, creating a broader sense of sameness

within and of difference without. This is similar to the process of classification described by

Leach (1976), and Cohen (1985:14) suggests that "all such categories are marked by

symbolism." Symbols do more than stand for something else, but rather allow the user (or

receiver of the symbolic statement in terms of the discussion above) to provide at least part of

their meaning, "Symbols do not so much express meaning as give us the capacity to make

meaning" (ibid:14-15). This allows flexibility in symbolic statements, but also introduces

ambiguity because it allows multiple meanings by creator and consumer.

Within a community symbols can be shared but not necessarily meanings, and so the

sense of community is kept alive by the symbolic construction of boundaries (as discussed by

Leach [1976] and Bourdieu [1991]), by a continuous definition of'who is' and 'who is not'

and through the manipulation of shared symbols. These then serve to create a sense of identity

within a community and also relationships between communities can be symbolically

constructed. These "webs of significance" are continually produced and reproduced by people

through ritual interaction and the manipulation of these shared symbols.

Cohen (1985:20) suggests that "community" should not be seen as an integrating

device, where there is homogeneity of meaning, but rather as an aggregating device, where
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it is the common ownership of symbols (but not necessarily the meaning of those symbols) that

constitute the sense of community. He suggests that "the symbol can function quite effectively

as a means of communication without its meanings being rigorously tested [and] symbols are

effective because they are imprecise" (Cohenl 985:21), echoing Turner, Bloch, and Leach.

Cohen (ibid:30) suggests that small-scale "multiplex" societies (or "face-to-face"

societies in Giddens' [1984] terms), are those where interactions occur in several categories

or statuses at once. People commonly interact on several different levels and this requires

complex strategies of symbolic mediation. He suggests that corporate alliances of various sorts

are the best way of getting on in the world for these societies. In keeping with this, the greater

the complexity of relations (the more levels of interaction) the greater the need for ritual to

mark social roles on the public stage (ibid:30-3l). This echoes Austin's (1962:22) suggestion

regarding the importance of the public witnessing (being heard and understood) of ritual. This

implies that the symbolic construction of boundaries between communities may also be

reversed to include "outsiders" or "others" when and where the need for such integration

might occur. "Symbolic devices used to contrive and maintain an awareness of distinctiveness"

(Cohen 1985:40) might also be used to lessen that distinctiveness.

I will argue that at least some rock art sites are located in boundary zones in both social

and topographic terms, which are filled with anxiety and risk requiring symbolic mediation.

These places may have been marked using a very specialized form of communication,

intentionally ambiguous rock art symbols whose meaning could be easily shared, in effect

symbolically minimizing the difference between social groups, and reducing the risk of

misunderstanding.
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Furthermore, rock art sites are often located in important resource areas which were

repeatedly utilized by a variety of potentially non-related groups. The repetition or re-working

of earlier symbolic forms would in effect have symbolically legitimated the relationship

between these groups through reference to past imagery, evoking shared memories. This

symbolic sharing and reconstruction of past relations at important places in the landscape could

also have occurred whether or not situations of co-presence were established. By physically

"signing the land" (as Bradley [1997] calls it) through intentionally ambiguous rock art

imagery, any group could either ask permission for use of the resources (an important aspect

of hunter/gatherer life discussed below) or announce their presence ("advertisement" as Ingold

[1987] calls it). This may also play a role in understanding rock art as a system by which

relations are created, but also as a means of exchange or tribute, as a type of gift-giving.7 This

symbolic exchange is an important and necessary part of the negotiation and construction of

social relations between most communities, and also may be a means by which status is

negotiated with rock art as a type of symbolic capital. Cohen (1985:33-36) also discusses the

fact that in "face-to-face" societies markers of status are often hidden giving the superficial

appearance of egalitarianism, but with each community having very specific means of

attributing status and prestige or tacit recognition within the community of differentiation. This

approach is an important one, but not one that has attracted much anthropological interest.

And so, rather than expecting the locations of these interactions to occur exclusively in

7 Rock art may have begun as a symbolic exchange with the earth and later with the "owners" of strategic
resources, although as Ingold (1987) and others have shown the concepts of land tenure and ownership,
while clearly present among gatherer hunter peoples, are of a very different type than that of farmers or
urban dwellers. Rock art may have begun as a way of releasing the power of the earth, transforming the
stone and making it cultural (Rowntree and Conkey 1980) or even as a form of symbolic exchange with
powerful earth beings, a way of asking permission for or giving something back in exchange for the
resources which are taken.
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boundary areas, we might more likely expect them to occur in localities of exchange, or where

resources are seasonally available in abundance and utilised by a variety of people.

Furthermore, these long-term relationships may have been legitimated by returning to

specific locales and recreating specific symbolic forms, the "rightness" and legitimacy of

specific social relations confirmed through reference to the past. In the symbolic expression

of community "the past i s . . . used. . . as aresource" (Cohen 1985:99; see also Bloch 1977),

in what Malinowski (1925) described as creating a "mythic charter." Current action is

legitimised through a reconstruction of the past where traditional relations are reconstructed

or new relations created by conflating past with present and sometimes by inventing tradition

(Hobsbawm 1983; Cohen 1985:99), doing something new ("originative" in Kantian terms -

[Bourdieu 1991:42]). These condensed mnemonic symbolic references to the past evoke

emotions and complex messages become mythically infused with timelessness and

righteousness (Bloch 1977:287; Giddens 1979:201; Cohen 1985:102). This process is also

very much the same as that described by Turner (1967) where what is necessary becomes what

is thought to be correct through the recreation of symbols in ritual contexts.

For Connerton (1989:4), like Austin (1962:22), it is the public performative nature of

ritual that embeds itself into the social memory, through which "the past and recollected

knowledge of the pas t . . . are conveyed and sustained." Publically witnessed rites legitimate

the past and become embedded in the social fabric as a type of "social habit" through the same

types of repetition and rhythm as other types of symbolic communication, and "they do not

simply imply continuity with the past but explicitly claim such continuity"(Connerton 1989:45).

Through specialized, formal and unchanging symbolic actions in the present which constitute

a ritual "re-enactment" of the past, the communal memory is shaped in "special places at fixed
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times" (Connerton 1989:44; Gibson 1986:42; Ingold 1993:153, Basso 1996:145-146).

One of the most interesting points that Connerton makes about this performative aspect

of social memory is that it is fundamentally associated with the body. Habitual movement and

gesture, or "prescribed bodily behaviour" give ritual performances "much of their rhetorical

persuasiveness" (Connerton 1989:72). He argues that an important aspect of the social

memory is bodily memory, and that "performative utterances have to be cast in a standardized

form" in order to insure correct repetition by "the custodians of memory,"8 including repetition

and rhythm and "the co-operation of a whole series of bodily motor reflexes in the work of

remembrance" (ibid:16). I would argue further, that this performative rite of remembrance,

which reconstructs and negotiates social relations in special places at special times, may have

been augmented by "an inscribing practice . . . something that traps and holds information"

(ibid:73). Rock art may not have fully substituted but rather augmented an acoustic record

with a visual record as a part of a larger social ritual, using the same characteristics and

habitual bodily practices by which memory is sedimented (i.e. repetition and rhythm). By

reusing the same symbols in the same place, social relationships are created and recreated, and

become legitimated by reference to the past and preserving them for the future (Ingold

1987:153; Tacon 1994:126).

8 Who these "custodians of memory" might have been is, like everything else, debatable. Currently the
idea that shamans create rock art as a way of remembering their sacred visions would suggest that they
might be one candidate. Connerton (1989:39) however also recounts the work of Marc Bloch (1954) who
suggested that "the education of the youngest living generation was generally undertaken by the oldest
living generation." It seems likely then that elders could also be likely candidates as "custodians of
memory."
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2.4 Conclusions

While the focus on the legitimation of the past is important, it should also be

considered that the people who created rock art imagery understood that these symbols would

remain a part of the landscape into the future, and thus creating the landscape for future use

(Tacon 1994:126). By establishing a connection to others and the past, homogenous rock art

established sameness, while distinctive rock art may have played a role in distinguishing oneself

or one's own social group from others. The foregoing discussion indicates clearly that it is the

contexts of symbolic action that hold the key to meanings, although there is no single meaning

to be found. Next I will examine the role that landscape plays in structuring the lives of people

and how symbolic manipulation of the landscape creates places which provide an anchor for

the identity and social relations of its inhabitants.
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Given the importance of context in shaping the meanings and exegeses attached to

symbolic systems, it is important to establish the context of rock art sites in their entirety.

Landscape is a vital part of that context and has become the subject of a considerable amount

of archaeological research in recent years (e.g., Bradley 1991,1997; Bender 1993a, 1993b;

Tacon 1994; Tilley 1994). I begin with a discussion of the ways that symbolic power is

embedded in the landscape and general approaches that provide the necessary theoretical

background for understanding the cultural and social significance of place. I also examine how

socially and symbolically constructed places help to foster a sense of history within and

between communities and develop both individual and social identities. Understanding the role

ofplaces in the constitution of social praxis helps to address the issue of the placement of rock

art sites in Nevada's landscape and why such places maintain their power over time. Landscape

becomes conceptualized as "a whole [which] comes to be seen as a continuous record of

human behaviour, co-varying with ecological conditions" (Thomas 1993a: 19) and therefore

contains visible marks of past human interactions with it.

3.1 Perceptions of Landscape

Humans are not completely dependent on culture alone for perceiving their natural

environments as meaningful entities. Gibson's (1986) theories of direct perception give a real

sense of 'being-in-the-world' because they are based on what he calls 'ambient' and
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'ambulatory' vision as opposed to 'snapshot' or 'aperture' vision. In the latter cases unnatural

or impoverished information and perceptions are created because they are artificially

reproduced units of analysis that are fixed and not at all like natural vision. The "information-

based" and "panoramic" ambient vision of an animal that "goes from place to place" is a very

different type of perception, and Gibson's ideas express much more accurately how humans

(and other animals) "dwell" in the world (in Heidegger's [1977] terms). Gibson suggests a

"mutuality of animal and environment," meaning that an animal is embedded within the

environment, and that one implies the other. There can be only a potential environment

without an organism of some kind within it and no animal can exist without an environment

surrounding it (Gibson 1986:8).9 This panoramic, embracing environment is not to be confused

with the simple physical world, because that is what Gibson describes as the 'abstract world

of analysis,' which exists at scales both beyond and below human or animal perception.

Gibson's environment, on the other hand, exists within an intermediate size band, the same one

in which animals themselves exist (ibid:S-9), and it affords invariant opportunities or

possibilities to the organism within it. "Apath affords pedestrian locomotion from one place

to another... fire affords warmth" (ibid:3S-39), just as the air affords breathing and the earth

affords support. These affordances are possibilities or opportunities which exist in the world.

Hence meaning, in the world of ecological reality as described by Gibson, exists to be

discovered by its inhabitants.

Gibson (ibid:36) only briefly addresses changes in affordances through purposeful

human manipulation of the environment, but he does suggest that "an open environment

9 Sauer (1938) noted that the only "natural" landscape is one without people in it, a similar idea to that of
Gibson's "potential" environment.
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affords locomotion in any direction... whereas a cluttered environment affords locomotion

only at openings." Discussions of the role played by the shape and physical environment of,

for example, Neolithic tombs, in shaping the movement and perceptions of social agents'

experience of these monuments (e.g., Bradley 1993; Thomas 1993b; Tilley 1994) illustrate that

Gibson's point is now being appreciated by archaeologists. Such discussions, however,

concentrate on cultural obstacles to movement in contrast to rock art locales where such

obstacles are natural, albeit modified. This means that constructed monuments orchestrate

movement via artificial spatial constraints, whereas rock art locales represent purposefully

selected natural physical surfaces which are then modified by human action. Human agency in

setting the spatial constraints of the latter resides only in the selection of the rock face for the

placement of art. It therefore seems likely that one motivation of rock art location is the way

its physical context shapes access to it and movement throughout it, and hence perception of

the art. In both cases, though, the object is the orchestration of physical movement within the

area of these special places to construct new social affordances or meanings of the place.

For Gibson gravity provides an absolute axis of reference or orientation, in the medium

within which animals dwell. This is in some ways similar to Tuan' s (1977) discussion regarding

the way that the human presence imposes this primary schema onto surrounding space. For

Tuan, the upright orientation and structure of the body provides the fundamental principles of

spatial organization and result in social connotations with regard to space, some of which are

shared widely by human beings (e.g., prestige is often associated cross culturally with elevation

or height [Tuan 1977]). This provides for all humans and other animals as well, a basic

foundation for perception which begins with the self in the world.
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Also, importantly for this study, each person apprehends the environment and the

landscape which surrounds them in terms of the "permanence [that] underlies the change"

(Gibson 1986:13), in much the same way as other people do now or did in the past. This

permanence may help to legitimate whatever meanings are held in the rock art because of its

permanence and placement on enduring surfaces (Tacon 1994:126) in a sense creating history

(Bradley 1993:2). The perception of the environment and the landscape is in some ways both

familiar because of its regularity and shared because the "affordance, being invariant, is always

there to be perceived [and] offers what it does because of what it is" (Gibson 1986:139).

Landscapes then have a certain familiarity to individuals and because there are no distinct

breaks or radical changes, individuals move through the landscape with certain expectations,

even in a new area where they may never have been before.

Because there is a permanence to the layout of the terrestrial environment we are able

to sense changes whenever they occur which do not follow our expectations, because we do

not perceive "the flow of empty abstract t ime.. . but processes, changes, sequences" (Gibson

1986:12-13). This sense of familiarity and expectation is important for this study in helping to

understand the ways in which human beings come to identify with certain areas as a process

of habitual movement through a known landscape. It is also important for building a model of

expectations that might have been held by those entering a new area for the first time. As I will

discuss below (Chapter 10), these expectations may have guided the selection of rock art sites

by the first inhabitants of the New World and helped to identify significant places as they were

encountered.

Like Merleau-Ponty (1962), Gibson (1986:43) suggests that we view the world from

our own body, but adds that the "idea that each observer stands at the centre of his or her
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private world and that each environment is therefore unique gets its main support from a

narrow conception of optics and a mistaken theory of visual perception." The environment is

perceived, not from a single, static and stationary point of observation which provides each

individual with unique perception, but with reference to a moving point along a path that any

individual can travel. All observers are surrounded by the environment in the same way and

are able to perceive that environment similarly, even though no two individuals can occupy the

same space at the same time. Gibson (1986:141) further suggests that the ability to perceive

the common affordances, that is, seeing the values of things for others, from the different

perspective of another person, is the mark of socialization in children. Renfrew (1994b:264)

relates a similar, very common and often expressed, feeling when he describes the "intense

experience that this is where others, in some way like ourselves, have walked and lived."

Gibson's theory of affordances may suggest that there is more to that feeling than just

sentimentality.

This intense experience may also have to do with the place where one is standing,

where the surface of the earth meets the medium of the air and affordances are recognized or

interpreted. This same intense experience is likely to have been just as common among

prehistoric peoples as among modern archaeologists when they stood in the places that their

ancestors had stood, mythological or otherwise. The Western Apache conceive of the past as

"a well-worn 'path' or 'trail' {Hntiri) which was travelled first by the people's founding

ancestors and which subsequent generations of Apaches have travelled ever since" (Basso

1996:31), which makes the past conceptually the same as a place. They too feel the intense

experience of the past in certain places which "stalk them" and teach them how to live right

(ibid:59-6Y), by reminding each person, through narrative picture-names, of the events that
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occurred there and the consequences of wrong behaviour. The land and features within it are

an integral part of personal lived experience and combine to perpetuate the past and create the

present and future. The past exists embedded within the landscape, and one implies the other

in the same relationship of mutuality as animal and environment.

The modification of the environment by humans changes what it affords to them as a

part of the socialization of the environment and landscape. But this should not be seen as the

creation of an artificial environment, somehow separating the cultural environment from the

natural one, "as if there were a world of mental products distinct from the world of material

products" (Gibson 1986:130). Humans may modify the shape of the environment, but the

fundamental structure, the substances, the medium and the surfaces, remain the same and

cannot be changed.

For terrestrial animals like us, the earth and the sky are a basic structure on
which all lesser structures depend. We cannot change it. We all fit into the
substructures of the environment in our various ways, for we were all, in
fact, formed by them. We were created by the world we live in [ibid:\3Q].

Landscape is fundamental to the creation and shaping of identity, both individual and

group (Kryder-Reid 1996:228), and "the land itself as socially constituted plays a fundamental

role in the ordering of cultural relations" (Layton 1995:229). The landscape is especially

important in the construction of identity among Native Americans, and currently the

connection between indigenous Americans and their own landscape is extremely powerful

(Allison 1999:264). The mechanisms by which that connection is made may be the same

everywhere (Tacon and Faulstich 1993:83), and includes the process of turning the "natural"

landscape into a "cultural" one, filled with meaning and reflecting the cosmological and social
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order (Tacon 1994:118). The landscape itself, but specifically the construction of places in the

landscape can be seen as a type of communication through which meaning, identity and

relations are constructed (Bradley 1993). This humanized and enculturated landscape acts

"dialectically so as to create the people who are of that place" through an ontological sense

of belonging (Tilley 1994:26). It is this enculturated landscape that both forms identity and is

animated by ancestral potency that in turn creates a sense of history. Specific places can also

be thought of as acting mnemonically to teach the importance of moral behaviour (Basso 1996:

passim) and give relevance and legitimacy to the relationships of those "dwelling together"

(Heidegger 1977:323). These places are nested within the larger landscape through what

Ingold calls a "dwelling perspective" where "the landscape is constituted as an enduring record

of, and testimony to, the lives and works of past generations who have dwelt within it, and in

so doing, have left there something ofthemselves"(Ingold 1993:152). Through the landscape

(or taskscape, in Ingold's terms) and special places within it, a connection with the past is

established, creating a special type of temporality (Ingold's terms) through which individual

and/or group identity is conceptualized, social relations expressed and legitimated, and access

to resources guaranteed through reference to the past and/or supernatural forces.

Gibson (1986:42) also deals with "a very special class of artificial objects, or perhaps

devices is a better term, that display optical information." He suggests that this display exhibits

information regarding more than just the surface itself, and permits the "storage of information

and the accumulation of information" (ibid:42). Gibson deals only briefly with figurative

depictions,10 but does comment that even with representational imagery we are not looking

10 Gibson does not deal with what might be termed "less recognizable" imagery which is how the majority
of the rock art that is found in Nevada might best be described.
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at reality or even an attempt at the illusion of reality, "but an awareness of being in the world"

(Gibson 1986:284). He further explains that "the essence of a picture is just that its information

is not explicit. The depiction captures an awareness without describing it" {ibid:2%5; emphasis

in original). This echos those who have suggested that the power of symbolic imagery lies in

its ambiguity, in its being not explicit (e.g., Strecker 1988).

It can be suggested in a preliminary way, that images, pictures, and written-on
surfaces afford a special kind of knowledge that I call mediated or indirect,
knowledge at second hand.. . insofar as the substances shaped and the surfaces
treated are permanent, permit the storage of information and the accumulation
of information [Gibson 1986:42].

3.2 Territoriality and Ownership

Ingold (1987:130-164) discusses the distinction between 'tenure' and 'territoriality,'

where tenure is a feature of the social aspect of human experience, and territoriality is a feature

of the material aspect. It is an anthropological commonplace (e.g., Myers 1982; Williams 1982;

Layton 1995) that among hunter-gatherers land is not owned in any codified way, but rather

in a jural way whereby those recognized as inhabiting a region also have a series of obligations

and rights regarding the land. Hunter-gatherers commonly feel that rather than owning the

land, that they are owned by the land (see e.g., Williams and Hunn 1982). The same is true

among Native Americans, and Versluis has noted the common perception that "We do not own

the land, the spirit of the land possesses us . . . yet we are pilgrims within in it" (Versluis

1992:103).

Australian Aboriginal society is the classic example of both obligation and rights to the

land and several authors have discussed this aspect of Aboriginal society (e.g., Munn 1973;
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Morphy 1991,1995) whereby groups have a "spiritual obligation to care for the land" (Layton

1995:211). That is that they are obligated to maintain sacred sites in the landscape for the

benefit of all, but also have the right to be asked permission for use of resources. As Williams

(1982:148) puts it, "asking permission acknowledges the right of the owner to give permission

or not [but] to own is to have the obligation to share." In this way resources of an area are

managed by the local residents and the movements of visitors monitored (see Williams and

Hunn 1982).

Furthermore, the land often plays a critical role in defining and controlling social

behaviour. For the Western Apache, for example, "the land keeps badness away" and certain

places where time and space intersect act as "mnemonic pegs on which to hang the moral

teachings of their history" (Basso 1996:61-62). The behaviour of the people is governed by

rules of conduct that are passed down through stories of events, events that "are anchored to

points upon the land with precise depictions of specific locations".

As with most non-literate societies, Native American traditional knowledge is often

stored and transmitted orally in the form of stories and songs, as well as in the practices of

daily life. However, among the Apache and other Native groups in North America, "After

stories and story tellers have served this beneficial purpose ['making you think about your

life'], features of the landscape take over and perpetuate it. Mountains and arroyos step in

symbolically for grandmothers and uncles" in making sure that the people live right (Basso

1996:60). The evocative power of place names, like other symbolic forms, is such that by

speaking the name of a place, an entire narrative and the ancestral knowledge that the narrative

contains is brought forth and affects present behaviour. Individuals become connected to

specific locales which have something specific to teach them and this merging of self with the
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land is common among many Native American groups as discussed by many Native American

authors (e.g., Deloria, Jr. 1991). Momaday (1974:80) notes that "The Native American ethic

with respect to the physical world is a matter of reciprocal appropriation: appropriations in

which man invests himself in the landscape, and at the same time incorporates the landscape

into his own most fundamental experience."

Rock art potentially adds considerably to the emotive and sacred power of place.

Among the Zuni of the Southwestern USA "some rock art sites [are regarded] as sacred

because of the pictographs and petroglyphs there and not because of any other factors extrinsic

or prior to the rock art. That is, the power of the site is derived solely from the image or

cluster of images found there" (Young 1988:177; emphasis in original). Similarly, among the

native inhabitants of Nevada at the time of Euro-American contact, certain rock art sites

("Medicine or Doctor rocks," see Chapter 10.3) were thought to have curing power and were

visited and paid for their healing service (Wheat 1967:20; see below, Chapter 10.3). The

power of the place seems to be indicated by the presence of rock art rather than the imagery

being the source of the power.

In addition to the physical control imposed by some rock art locales, the place itself

may have been an important motivation for the placing of rock art there. Such locales would

be important to mobile people as a way of spatially structuring social space and rock art may

be seen as a way of creating social, or architectural space (Tilley 1994:17). Locales which are

culturally defined and purposefully created might then become the centre of cyclical activities

among mobile peoples that constitute and condition social reproduction (Giddens 1981:94).

Conkey (1980:610) has suggested that aggregation sites (locales where groups converge on
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a regular basis) may be the site of social reproduction, "Ritual that binds people together is a

critical component of the aggregation / dispersion pattern." Periodic aggregations of hunter-

gatherers is an extremely common pattern, and while ecological factors may promote

aggregations, "the social and ritual components of aggregations should not be minimized"

(Conkey 1980:609).

Ingold (1987:144-145) also suggests that spatial positioning of regions of occupation

and utilization are negotiated on a regular basis, either through large public gatherings (i.e.,

annually) or through frequent visits to the camps of neighbouring groups. To do otherwise,

that is to use an area and its resources without advertising one's presence, would be a

transgression and viewed with great suspicion. It is the communicative nature of territorial

behaviour ("advertisement") "that allows the movement of people from one region to another

where seasonally available food resources could be found, usually having been informed of the

promising harvest by residents in its vicinity" (Steward 1938:254). An unwillingness to

communicate is seen as inherently aggressive among peoples where "less precise boundaries

implies lack of conflict" (Williams 1982:146) and where delayed reciprocity is the rule. Ingold

(1987:146-147) suggests that this type of advertisement is especially necessary where the

communicating parties are not in direct contact.

Hood (1996:122) has suggested that all landscapes are "perceived and categorized into

culturally relevant entities," and places are given meaning which affect the interactions between

those people and the landscape. For hunter gatherers travel is along paths that have been

traversed with destinations that are known. Knowledge about these important places passes

from generation to generation because as Heidegger (1977) points out, the awareness of places
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brings along with it an awareness of the complex attachments with other places, other people,

and other times. Versluis (1992:103) suggests that among "the original peoples, one is

irrefutably from a particular spiritual landscape, and to be separated from that place is to be

separated from one's spiritual origin."

Knowledge of areas of sacred power and areas where important events in history have

occurred and locations of social significance to themselves and other groups, is also passed

along while travelling, as elders tell and re-tell the stories of their people. It is a common part

of most Native American landscapes for places to be named because of these events or for

geological features of the landscape that may be meaningful from mythic times. Among the

Western Apache of New Mexico the name of a place is generally descriptive of "the way it was

when the ancestors saw it first and made it their own with words" (Basso 1996:14). The name

of the place remains, even when the place may have "undergone physical changes and no

longer conform to the way their name describes them" (ibid:\5). This way of naming places

was similar to that of Great Basin peoples in general, with places named for geological features

(eg. Atsa '-motsi 'kia ["red peak"], Kelly 1932:74), local resources (eg. Wiyithaga ["buckberry

canyon"], C. S. Fowler 1992:39), mythological events or figures (eg. ICazi [the snake which

inhabits a particular sand dune], ibid:40) or historic events (eg. Nm+?oho ["people's bones"-

the location where many had died after poison had been put into the river], Wheat 1967:21-

22). It is the mundane activities of life and routes of movement that form the infrastructure of

learned understanding of the world (Bourdieu 1977, 1985; Giddens 1984). Through place-

names knowledge is passed to children about the resources of an area frequented by the group,

vital knowledge within an environment that "makes you work for it," as well as history and the

enduring moral character of a people (Basso 1996:63). As Ingold (1993:153) puts it, "To
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perceive the landscape is to carry out an act of remembrance, and remembering is not so much

a matter of calling up an internal image, stored in the mind, as of engaging perceptually with

an environment that is itself pregnant with the past."

Even natural resources are defined culturally and are sought in social ways. Traditions

develop through time, giving power to social actions and relations associated with them.

Successive uses of a locale reinforces the continuity of tradition itself and becomes a powerful

means by which activities and relationships are created and legitimated (Ro wntree and Conkey

1980). The manipulation of landscapes can transform or maintain social relations and in this

way the landscape itself plays an important role in the construction of society and the

relationships between groups within it. Along these "well-worn" paths, a sense of identity is

created in relation to place, with "spaces provided and established from the past intimately

related to the formation of biographies and social relationships" (Tilley 1994:11). Each

individual's sense of self is interwoven with the history of their people, and social learning can

be defined in terms of landmarks of ecological, historical or personal significance. Kuchler

(1993:85) suggests that the "landscape becomes the most generally accessible and widely

shared aide-memoire of a culture's knowledge and understanding of its past and future." This

is in part how individuals and groups create and re-create a sense of identity and a sense of self

which is embedded in their land (Whitehead 1927:68).

Among farming populations, where boundaries of exclusion are often marked and

maintained, personal identity is founded on principles of exclusion. This contrasts with the

unbounded collectivity of hunter-gatherers, where:
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A person derives his [or her] sense of belonging ... not from setting himself [or
herself] apart from others, but by drawing them into his [or her] own ambience;
his [or her] position in the collectivity rests not on the successive differentiations
of segmentary opposition but on the successive integrations of inclusive
incorporation [Ingold 1987:236-236].

Places within this kind of landscape become vehicles for the active reconstruction of the rules

and relationships which define both the group and the individual (Thomas 1993a:33). The

ambiguous nature of most of the rock art in Nevada may have served this function of

negotiating alliances or social relations with a wider set of others. This is in contrast to the

rock art in those parts of Nevada which developed a pattern of subsistence that included

farming and is dominated by human and animal figures. I will argue that the difference in rock

art in these different areas is a reflection of basic differences in modes of subsistence and social

organisation (Chapter 10.2).

Both the economic quest for food and the cognizance of spiritual power, which "are

part of the same process: namely living" (Ingold 1987:153; emphasis in original), are

constructed within the landscape through the perception of affordances that are there to be

recognized, or are created through meaningful human behaviour at special places. These places

become both the basis and the product of those behaviours as the site of significant social

interactions. The places themselves play a significant role in the negotiations of social relations

and in the construction of the attachment to place by connecting past events to the present.

Through time these places would draw people to them as the proper locales for important

social ritual to take place. This process of creating places in the landscape should not be seen

in a simplistic territorial way or even as simply a means of mapping on to the landscape,

although these too are important ideas. Rather it should be seen, as Bender (1993b:l)
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suggests, as the product of engagement with the world and people's experience of it. Places

are meaningful not necessarily because of what is there in terms of resources (although that

too may be important) but because of the meaning that is attached to that place by people.

By creating marks on what might be called "the bones" of the landscape, permanent

places become established in the lives of mobile people, places to return to. This constitutes

the creation of a social landscape through engagement with the land (Bender 1993a, 1993b).

Conkey (1982), discussing the Upper Palaeolithic cave art of France, suggested that the

physical environment of the cave should be seen as part of its structure and symbolism. The

permanent11 fixing of imagery on the landscape is contrasted with their mobility and becomes

"a cultural immobilization of symbolic givens" (Conkey 1989:151). This fixing, or making

permanent marks, may be especially important when it is compared to other aspects of both

the symbolic and material culture of most hunter-gatherer peoples, but it should be borne in

mind that only a small fraction of these societies that have existed ever created rock art,

although rock art does occur throughout the entire world (Bahn and Vertut 1988:26-40). The

fact that some of these places were returned to over long periods of time and that multiple

generations of rock art were produced at the same place in most cases on the same rock

surface, is in itself potentially meaningful and informative (Conkey 1987:421).

Traditional or habitual movement through the landscape to specific location, without

conscious reflection, continually recreates or encodes the meaning of a place through time

11 Whether or not the imagery were intended to last "forever" or not, we cannot deny that its makers
understood quite well the permanent qualities of stone (Tacon 1994) and this permanence may well have been
purposely selected to express enduring social realities.
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(Bourdieu 1977). Thomas suggests a somewhat different genesis of place during the European

Neolithic, "Instead of subjectivity gradually creating place over a period of time, the process

began with the creation of place, in an actual physical transformation of space" (J. Thomas

1993b:82; emphasis in original). This "actual physical transformation" in Europe was the

construction of monuments, but in the New World it may have been the creation of rock art

sites. This is not to imply necessarily a specific time-frame of activity,12 but rather simply an

analogous cultural behaviour whereby a place is established by the physical transformation of

the landscape. Although it has been suggested that this type of physical demarcation of

landmarks would only become necessary when population densities had become somewhat

higher (Barton et al. 1994:192), I would argue that the opposite may be true, at least in the

New World. Rather than creating social or architectural space in an intimately known

landscape, indigenous peoples were in fact socializing ('domesticating' in Hodder's [1990]

terms) an alien one. The fact of entering an uninhabited world (although it is unlikely that the

colonizers themselves realized that there were no others occupying the areas that they were

moving into) may have resulted in marking the landscape as a means of communication with

unknown others. At least some of the rock art in the New World may then be the product of

the first arrivals to advertise (Ingold 1987) their presence in an unknown landscape, asking

permission for the use of resources from unknown inhabitants or as a means of symbolic

exchange with these unknown others (or even spirits) who might inhabit this new landscape

(Woody in press). The unintended consequences of this advertisement was to transform certain

12 The dating of the earliest immigrants into the New World circa 12,000 B.P. has recently been called into
serious question with acceptance of evidence from South America (Meltzer et al. 1997)
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points of the natural landscape into cultural points in the landscape, thereby influencing the

actions of later descendants (Chapter 10.3).

We should be careful to not think of the original immigrants to the New World as

moving quickly in a straight-line from the point of entry to Tierra del Fuego (an image

demanded by the "Clo vis-first" chronology of occupation [Whitley and Dorn 1993]). We must

instead bear in mind that hunter-gatherers more generally move along paths that circle back,

overlap and retrace (see Ingold 1987:165-197). The importance of places in synchronizing

movements and meetings, connecting everyday and cosmological cycles, within networks of

contact and exchange, similar to that of Arctic groups today, becomes all the greater, with the

interpretation and marking of the landscape influencing future activities (Julian Thomas

personal communication, January 1996; also see Tacon 1994). Some of these places may have

been returned to over many (possibly thousands) of years. The meaning of the place may have

been recreated by later groups who were not necessarily directly descended from the original

creators, but who nonetheless maintained their own sense of place and self by reference to the

past through the rock art. The places themselves would thus have accumulated meaning

through time, possibly drawing people to them as the correct location for important social

ritual to occur (Deacon 1988:131,138). Once established, the importance of the place may be

transferred through time as one group replaced another (Sundstrom 1996).

In addition, social status or relations which constitute individual and group identity is

often defined through access or knowledge of culturally important places. And so, knowledge

of these places would likely be experienced differentially according to the status of the

observer, with the knowledge of some designs or even the locations being restricted based on

such things as age, gender or kin (Tilley 1994:26). The visibility of rock art sites in the
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landscape or other contextual indications of site activities will allow an understanding of who

may have been entitled to view or interact with it.

Tilley (1994:18) suggests that named specific topographic features become "locales

... created and known through common experiences, symbols and meanings... invested with

meaning and significance," and that these places become crucial in the creation of landscapes.

Giddens (1979) too shows how, through this process, the landscape enters into social

discourse, creating history and defining social relations. I suggest that rock art sites also can

be seen as places, as a way of producing a landscape where meaning is created and the identity

of self and society are constructed and re-constructed. By marking the landscape, like naming

or creating architectural space (Tilley 1994:17), people may have been warned or reminded

of the meaning of the place, of events that had occurred there in history or in mythic time and

reminded of those who had come before, all within an actively participating landscape. Rock

art sites become places in the landscape, places which are modified through culturally

determined behaviour in order to facilitate social discourse or interaction.
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Rock art has long fascinated researchers and the general public. Over the last one

hundred years various theories have been developed in order to understand its motivations and

meanings, including hunting-magic, art-for-art's-sake, structuralism and shamanism. Only

those theorisations which have impacted Great Basin studies are reviewed here (hunting magic

and shamanism). Because structuralism has not played a significant role in the Great Basin it

is not discussed here, and the problems associated with structuralist approaches to rock art

have been well discussed by other researchers (see Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967).

The anthropological approaches to symbolism outlined in Chapter 2 pose some

significant problems for rock art studies as currently constituted. In particular, rock art

approaches past and present have paid insufficient attention to the anthropological observation

that the references and exegesis provoked by symbolic systems are determined by their

contexts- in the fullest sense (Sperber 1975). Consequently rock art's broader archaeological

and environmental contexts have tended to be neglected. This neglect is now beginning to be

addressed by approaches applying insights from the studies of the cultural role of landscape,

discussed in Chapter 3. The archaeological application of this perspective concludes this

review of approaches to rock art.

The development of rock art studies worldwide owes much to the study of Upper

Palaeolithic European cave art. European parietal art came to be seen as an indication of the

very moment in time that fully modern human behaviour 'exploded' into existence (Pfeiffer

1982) or the start of human religious expression (Dickson 1990). This perceived centrality of
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European cave art to the issue of the evolution of human cognitive faculties helps explain why

the main approaches to rock art have been developed to interpret this body of art, including

the currently popular neuropsychological or shamanistic approach (Dowson 1996:65).

Approaches to rock art interpretation have tended to be either functionalist, in the sense of

revealing a latent practicality to the production and use of rock art (e.g., hunting magic), or

cognitive in focus (e.g., neuropsychology and structuralism).

Ethnographic analogy has always played a leading role in the development of

interpretative approaches towards rock art. This reliance on ethnography raises many

important issues, which I discuss in more detail below, particularly whether it is possible to

understand rock art lacking direct 'informed' sources (Taconand Chippindale 1998:6-7). The

use of ethnography, however, should not be confused with the important goal of incorporating

the voice of modern Native peoples into rock art interpretations (Woody and Quinlan 1998;

Quinlan and Woody 2000a).

4.1 Hunting Magic

Since the discovery of the painted caves in Europe, hunting magic has been a dominant

interpretation of the art. While this model began to lose some of its support in Europe during

the 1950s and 1960s, it remains important in the Great Basin (e.g. Nissen 1995; Gilreath 1997,

1999). Hunting magic has only very recently been strongly challenged outside of Europe with

the introduction of the Shamanistic model (see discussion below).
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4.1.1 Hunting magic in Europe

The hunting magic model was stimulated by the desire to find a more meaningful

explanation than "idle doodling" or "mindless decoration" for European parietal art. The

character of European cave art (the restricted content of its imagery and the apparently

meaningful selection of locations painted), suggested some significant purpose underlying its

production and use. Spencer and Gillen's (e.g., 1899) reports concerning the performance of

ceremonies to guarantee and increase the number of animals hunted among Australian

Aborigines excited much interest. Reinach (1903) regarded this Australian information as a

powerful analogy for the Palaeolithic peoples of Europe since Aborigines were widely seen at

that time as the most primitive modern humans and thus relics of the earliest human societies

(e.g., Frazer 1922:63).

Reinach characterized Palaeolithic cave art as predominantly representing food animals

and being located in areas of caves difficult to gain access to (Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967:124).

Believing that non-Western populations commonly believed that it was possible to exert

magical control or influence over subjects represented in art or by objects, Reinach interpreted

cave art as the remains of sympathetic magic rituals. Cave art functioned to increase the

number of food animals and/or to aid in the hunting of them. The theory of hunting magic

therefore fitted well with the prevailing conception of hunter gatherer life being one of

unremitting struggle and implied what would now be considered aMalinowskian (1925:82-83)

view of the use of magic in situations where technology fails. Reinach's interpretation was

eagerly adopted by Brueil and Begouen whose influential position in the study of European
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cave art ensured that hunting magic dominated research from the 1920s until the 1950s (Ucko

andRosenfeld 1967:128-129).

4.1.2 Hunting magic in the Great Basin

Prior to the 1960s rock art research in the Great Basin tended be untheoretical in

nature and restricted primarily to site recording. However, the first major study of Great Basin

rock art was done by Julian Steward in 1929, and in it he speculated about the purpose and

function of rock art. He maintained that historic Native American populations knew little or

nothing about the petroglyphs and pictographs and "often regarded them with fear," although

they were "probably made by the ancestors of the present tribes" (Steward 1929:224). In his

opinion, rock art served "some religious or ceremonial purpose" (ibid:225) which included

both boy's and girl's puberty ceremony, clan symbolism, "guardian spirits, or shaman's powers

. . . although it is unlikely that all were made for this purpose" (ibid:226). Steward's

contribution to rock art research (and to Great Basin anthropology in general) is undeniable,

and in one way or another, all later studies have been built on his work.

The publication of Heizer and Baumhoff s (1962) Prehistoric Rock Art of Nevada and

Eastern California, in addition to synthesizing the existing data, applied a hunting magic

perspective to Great Basin rock art. They documented an apparent trend for rock art sites to

be located in association with game trails, hunting blinds and hunting equipment (such as

projectile points). This was interpreted as evidence that rock art had been made and/or used

in relationship to hunting magic. Like the model's European proponents, Heizer and Baumhoff
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believed that the difficulty of life in prehistory, especially in the harsh environment of Nevada,

would have necessitated some kind of magical device (sympathetic magic) to ensure economic

success. The now evident domestic contexts of many rock art locales was overlooked by

Heizer and Baumhoff, even though many of their own site descriptions contain abundant

references to middens, milling stones and possible house rings (Cannon and Woody in press).

This denial of the domestic context of many of Nevada's rock art locales is a misconception

that persists today (e.g., Whitley 1998a:22,1998b:41-42).

4.1.3 Critiques of Hunting Magic

Although the hunting magic model remains popular (e.g. Nissen 1995; Matheny, Smith

and Matheny 1997) subsequent criticism has concentrated on the lack of anthropological

support for its theorization ofUpper Palaeolithic sympathetic magic (e.g., Ucko and Rosenfeld

1967; Rector 1985) and its apparent misinterpretation of the archaeology of the European

caves (Bahn 1997). The theory was seemingly based on unsound ethnographic analogy and an

inaccurate conflation of "sympathetic magic" and totemism (Rector 1985:127). It represented

"late nineteenth and early twentieth century notions of how natives were supposed to think"

(ibid:\30), based on prevailing ideas of unilinear evolution. Furthermore, the picture of

uncertainty and struggle in the economy of Upper Palaeolithic hunter-gatherers in southern

Europe is something not necessarily supported by subsequent archaeological research (Conkey

1981:24).

However, the incorporation of rock art in hunting magic rituals does have some

ethnographic documentation. Among the Tukano of Colombia shamans are considered to be
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"the direct intermediary between hunters and the Master of Animals" (Reichel-Dolmatoff

1967:109). Their rock paintings "represent a kind of' shopping list' which the shaman submits

to the Master of Animals" (ibid:l 11). The use of magic to aid economic reproduction has been

well documented and therefore the hunting magic model is not as implausible as its critics

sometimes imply (Woody and Quinlan 1998; Quinlan 2000; Quinlan and Woody 2000a and

b).

Archaeological critiques have been more forceful because they have highlighted the

misrepresentation of data required to make the hunting magic model 'fit' the evidence of the

European caves (Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967:175-195). Breuil's reproductions of the paintings

and the engravings of parietal art, despite his best efforts, represent his interpretations of what

he thought he saw rather than what was actually depicted (e.g., see Ucko and Rosenfeld

1967:206; Bahn 1997:Fig. 10:34 and 10:35). This was a major problem since, due to the

difficulty in accessing the caves, researchers have tended to study Breuil's illustrations rather

than the actual art itself (Conkey 1981:21). In addition, the evidence garnered to support the

hunting magic interpretation of the European caves was sometimes incomplete or selective

(Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967:175-195), a fault shared by hunting magic approaches to Great

Basin rock art (Cannon and Woody in press). Leroi-Gourhan (1965:134,173) noted that even

if all of the purportedly "wounded" animals depicted were actually connected in some way to

hunting activity, the number would still be less than ten percent of the total. Some of these

"wounds," all of which are somewhat ambiguous, seem to have been painted on non-lethal

areas, such as ankles and at other times "arrows" appear to be "about to, or have already just,

'missed' an animal" (Ucko and Rosenfeld 1967:187).
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It is now clear that the animals most often depicted in European cave art were not

those exploited in any great number, as evidenced by faunal assemblages (Ucko and Rosenfeld

1967:181-182). This discrepancy between the art and faunal assemblages has been explained

by proponents of the hunting magic model in terms of the art depicting either "preferred" food

animals or the most "feared" food animals (Rice and Paterson 1985:98). Therefore, the animals

most frequently portrayed in Palaeolithic cave art would be those of higher symbolic status and

not necessarily the animals that provided the bulk of the diet. In a similar vein, dangerous

animals would have been depicted in order to render them harmless. In fact, looking to the

specific imagery of rock art itself is unlikely to resolve whether or not its production and/or

use was motivated by hunting magic rituals. It will always be possible for the model's

proponents (or those advocating any other model for that matter) to find representations that

can be interpreted as supporting their theoretical construct. European cave art has now become

a symbolic record, and as discussed above, like all forms of symbolism, is capable of evoking

an unlimited number of interpretations which may be mutually irreconcilable.

4.2 Hunting Instruction

Although the hunting magic model is now somewhat out of favour, there are current

interpretative models that are clearly variations on it. One such case is the idea that rock art

was used in the acquisition of hunting knowledge (Mithen 1988, 1990, 1994, 1998). This

hunting instruction model regards European cave paintings as a means of allowing young

hunters to "learn how to learn about the environment and its resources" through instruction

and observation of "information laden" animal and environmental cues (Mithen 1990). Mithen
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(1990:246) regards many characteristics of Palaeolithic art as depictions of such cues which

aid in the cognitive development of "search behaviours" in children. He also tracks the process

of decision making as it applies to hunters individually and in groups and how those decisions

allow them to become more successful in their pursuit. His "eco-psychological" approach,

based on information and optimal-foraging theory, is largely related to maximizing returns for

minimum investment of energy. Hunting skills are not simply passed on to others via the

paintings in an archival or narrative sense, but instead "place the art into its ecological context

and the hunting into its social and cognitive context" (Mithen 1990:198). This approach has

recently been adopted by Matheny, Smith and Matheny (1997) in the Great Basin to suggest

that aspects of bighorn sheep ecology are represented in the rock art of Nine Mile Canyon,

Utah.

Clearly, this model reproduces the logic of rock art functioning as a means of securing

hunting success which lies at the heart of hunting magic. It suffers from the idea that rock art

is somehow a formal part of the training of children. This may reflect the bias of researchers

from societies where cultural information and practical knowledge are largely transmitted in

highly formalized social contexts (schools and universities) and through the medium of

language. In most non-industrial societies learning, even very highly skilled practices, is not

transmitted through explicit tuition, but is acquired via imitation and tentative participation

(Bloch 1998:7). This model fails to consider why information should be transmitted this way

when practical consciousness is largely developed in the routines of daily life (Giddens 1984;

Bourdieu 1977).
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4.3 The Neuropsychological model

Currently one of the most important and influential approaches to rock art is the

neuropsychological or shamanistic model. The origins of this model can be traced back to

Reichel-DolmatofF s innovative research (1972,197 8) on the relationship between Tukano art

and hallucinations. It is chiefly the work of Lewis-Williams and Dowson (1988, etc.), however,

which has made the neuropsychological model the leading approach in current rock art

interpretation.

4.3.1 Shamanism in the Rock Art of the Old World

The neuropsychological model argues that rock art contains certain motifs intended as

representations of visual imagery (phosphenes or entoptic phenomena) experienced during

altered states of consciousness (ASC). Clinical studies of induced vision imagery suggest that

subjects perceive entoptic phenomena as geometric forms of varying degrees of complexity

Grid Sets of
lines

Dots Zigzags Catenary
Curves

Filigree

o o
O

Table 1: Basic entoptic forms defined by the neuropsychological model (after Lewis- Williams
and Dowson 1988:202-203).
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(Knoll and Kugler 1959; Siegel 1977:134-135). Drawing on this and other clinical research,

Lewis-Williams and Dowson (1988:202-203) isolated six primary entoptic forms whose

presence in rock art indicates an association with ASC (Table 1).

Entoptic phenomena and hallucinations are perceived by subjects in a number of ways,

of which the most common seven "principles of perception are replication, fragmentation,

integration, superpositioning, juxtapositioning, reduplication and rotation (Lewis-Williams and

Dowson 1988:203).13 Three stages in the progression of mental imagery during ASC are

identified, although each can be experienced alone or in combination with the others. In the

first stage, entoptic phenomena are experienced alone. In the next stage, subjects mentally

elaborate entoptic forms into iconic forms as they try to make sense of them. In the third stage,

marked changes occur as iconic imagery becomes predominant, although entoptics still persist.

These principles governing the experience and perception of vision imagery also explain the

process by which entoptic imagery is elaborated or construed into iconic images (Lewis-

Williams and Dowson 1988:208, 210-213 and Figure 4). For example, Lewis-Williams and

Dowson discuss depictions of bighorn sheep in Coso rock art as being construals of a basic

entoptic form (ibid:210, Figure 5). The identification of abstract imagery which resembles

entoptic phenomena, or iconic motifs incorporating them, supposedly demonstrates the art's

association with ASC (ibid:205). It is this relationship with ASC that leads adherents of the

neuropsychological model to associate the production and use of rock art with shamanistic

activities, since for them "the most important and overriding feature of shamanism . . . [is]

altered states of consciousness" (Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1988:204; Lewis-Williams

13 It is interesting to note that these principles are the same used in the structure of many designs
(Anderson 1961; Proctor 1969)
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1997:323), a somewhat essentialist perspective. Why shamans would make rock art is

something that has only been addressed more recently. A number of explanations have

emerged, principally that shamans made rock art:

1. To record important vision experiences (Whitley 1994c:5).
2. To relate their experiences to non-shamans (Dowson 1994b).
3. To legitimate the shaman's ascendant political role (Dowson 1994b).
4. To stimulate trance states (Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1990:11-12).

Recently however, Lewis-Williams (2000) and Dowson (1999) have both independently

suggested that the presence of entoptic imagery is not sufficient to indicate ASC, but without

suggesting alternative means of identifying trance related arts.

4.3.2 Critiques of the Neuropsychological Model

Although the neuropsychological model has enjoyed considerable popularity, anumber

of problems have been commented upon since the publication of this very influential paper

(Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1988) which have never been adequately addressed. Clearly

some feel uneasy with a model that assumes an inevitable connection between rock art and

trance states. As Layton (1988:226) noted, "While altered states of perception may induce

universal images, they do not inevitably produce rock art." The model's reliance on such basic

geometric forms as indicators of an art's connection with ASC has also provoked much

criticism (e.g., Bahn 1988; Davis 1988; Layton 1988). So elemental are these basic entoptic

forms that "their extreme simplicity suffices to explain their vast distribution" (Le Quellec

1999:28). Hence the model "attach[es] the greatest weight of evidence to simple forms . . .

which contain [the] least visual information" (Layton 1992a:212). Consens (1988:221) points
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out that of thirty known phosphine categories, only six are included in Lewis-Williams and

Dowson's (1988) formulation, implying that entoptic phenomena less supportive of the model

were simply excluded from analysis. Bahn (1988:217) states quite correctly that "the theory

cannot fail simply because... in any collection of nonfigurative art there are bound to be lots

of marks that look like some or all of the six entoptic categories presented." Further, by

regarding iconic imagery as potential construals of entoptic elements "anything and everything

can be interpreted as a permutation of one of the rather casually defined entoptic 'types'"

(Davis 1988:223).

Indeed, it is open to question whether or not the six basic entoptic forms defined by

Lewis-Williams and Dowson (even if they are subjected to the "seven principles of

perception") inevitably refer to ASC when they appear as motifs in rock art. As Lewis-

Williams and Dowson themselves admit (1988:202), these fundamental entoptic forms can be

stimulated by "psychoactive drugs . . . fatigue, sensory deprivation, intense concentration,

auditory driving, migraine, schizophrenia, hyperventilation, and rhythmic movement." Such

phenomena are even stimulated by rubbing one's eyeballs and ordinary sleep (Oster 1970:83-

84, 85). How, then, can the non-trance sources of entoptic-resembling imagery be

distinguished from that with its origins in shamanistic practices?

Dronfield's (1993, 1995, 1996) attempts to define motifs diagnostic exclusively of

trance imagery demonstrates quite clearly that such analytical precision is simply not possible.

A comparison of arts known to have been produced to record induced vision experiences with

those known to have no association with trance states (Table 2) led Dronfield to conclude that
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of trance and non-trance derived imagery, it was only possible to identity motifs diagnostic of

non-trance imagery. Triangles, squares and rectangles are identified as motifs whose presence

in a body of art indicates that it was certainly not associated with ASC (Dronfield 1993:186-

189,1996:386-388).

Arts Known to be
derived frorn ASC

Clinical Subjects
Tukano crayon drawings

Arts presumed to be
derived from ASC

Chumash rock art
Huichol art

Arts with no association
with ASC

Chikat blankets
Roman mosaics

Nubian house decoration
Nuba body art
Benin plaques

Table 2: Art traditions used by Dronfield (1993; 1995; 1996) to define motifs diagnostic of
trance and non-trance arts.

But even this conclusion seems somewhat unconvincing since these very motifs occur

in the arts selected by Dronfield to characterize those produced as the outcome of ASC. The

triangle is one of the common basic shapes seen by the Tukano after ingesting Banisteriopsis

(a hallucinogenic plant used in collective rituals and for purposes of divination and medical

practices [Reichel-Dolmatoff 1978:293]). Triangles, squares and rectangles are all present in

Chumash rock art (see Grant 1965: Plates 1-4, and Figures 69,70,71,76) and in Huichol arts

(see Berrin 1979:143-204; Lumholtz 1900:223). Further undermining the apparent utility of

these motifs as indicators of non-shamanistic arts is their presence as decoration on shamans'

drums among the Baraba Turks of the western Siberian Baraba steppe and the Teleut of

southern Siberia (Hoppal 1998), although it is not mentioned whether or not the drums are

painted by the shamans. Whether or not shamans create their own ritual objects is variable

among Arctic peoples ("the shamanic zone par excellence" [Le Quellec 1999:28]); some do,
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while others either use family-owned objects or commission paraphernalia to be produced by

specialists (Czaplicka 1969:203-223).

Much of the neuropsychological model's appeal stems from its apparent ethnographic

support. Lewis-Williams and Dowson have consistently argued that their shamanistic

interpretation of Southern African rock art is strongly supported by /Xam (San or Bushmen)

ethnography. These data are records compiled by the German linguist Wilhelm Bleek during

the nineteenth century, including descriptions of the way of life, rituals, myths and beliefs of

the Bushmen at the time of contact.14 South Africa has a very long rock art tradition, with

fragments of painted stone recovered from the Apollo 11 shelter which may be as much as

26,000 years old (Lewis-Williams 1983:26).15 Although the modern /Xam themselves have no

tradition of rock art, they do know of it from other areas, and believe that "God put the

paintings there" (ibid'AA). The makers of the spectacular paintings have been gone for a long

time, but in Bleek's work "a record of Bushman life and thought. . . was compiled in the

1870s and is thus contemporary with the last artists" (ibid:12). Lewis-Williams believes that

because "many of the most important concepts and beliefs still persist among the Bushman

groups which survive in the Kalahari Desert" (ibid:\2), interpretations of the prehistoric rock

paintings can be made based on this linguistic work. The reliance on ethnography for

interpretation has become the hallmark of Lewis-Williams and Dowson in the years since the

14 It is interesting to note that Lewis-Williams and Dowson (1988) examined the rock art from the
Drakensburg, not the area where these linguistic data were derived.

15 The Brandenberg area is known to have paintings at least 2,700 years old (Personal Communication,
Paul Bahn, November 1999); at Steenbokfontein Cave painted slabs fallen at least 3,600 years ago are now
claimed to be the oldest datable parietal art in South Africa (Jerrardino and Swanepoel 1999).
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publication of their influential study, and remains central to the many others who use the

neuropsychological model as the foundation of their research (Chapter 4.33).

This reliance on ethnography in the construction of the model, however, was also

criticized from the beginning, and there has been growing criticism within South African circles

as to the reliability of the Bleek journals and the "metaphorical" reading of those works (e.g.

Solomon 1997), as well as more general criticism of methodologies (Skotnes 1991).

Furthermore, it is important to remember that the direct and even the implied reference to rock

art in the San ethnography are rare (e.g. see Solomon 1998).

Of course the use of analogy in archaeology is almost unavoidable (Wylie 1985), in

spite of the notorious arbitrariness of human cultural signs (Layton 1992a:212). Besides the

traditional types of functional or technological analogies that have been used, the use of

ethnography as a starting point of analysis is fully appropriate in certain situations, especially

where there is reliable cultural continuity or in the rare instances where rock art was still being

produced until very recently (e.g., Australia). Even in those cases, however, the ethnographic

sources for rock art are so few that it is hard to derive from them a sense of change over time

(Quinlan and Woody 2000b). It is extremely risky, however, where there has been cultural

replacement in the relatively recent past (as has likely occurred in the Great Basin) or if the

rock art itself is potentially very ancient. To use historic or modern exegesis for rock art that

is thousands or many thousands of years old not only imposes the present onto the past

(Hodder 1992:148-149), but also mythologises Native peoples, assigning to them a timeless

or unchanging, romantic quality that further denies their humanity. As Lippert, herself from

the Choctow Nation and a professional archaeologist, puts it "This benevolent, though

misguided, viewpoint again places Native Americans in a category other than human. At times
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it seems easier to contend with clear-cut ignorance rather than well-intentioned

romanticization" (Lippert 1996:59).

The neuropsychological model does not address why rock art occurs where it does in

the landscape, suggesting only that it should occur at places in the landscape where

supernatural power might be accessed. The engraved or painted surface may well have been

seen as a "veil" between this world and the spirit world (Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1990),

but the full context is not examined. As mentioned above (Chapter 1), while most

archaeological materials are portable objects which have moved about the landscape, rock art

is fixed in place. Locational operations are a strong starting point for study, and one has cause

to be cautious of analytic results incompatible with the realities of rock art location in the

landscape (Chippindale and Nash in press). The placement of rock art in the Nevada landscape

further demonstrates that places of supernatural power are not inevitably marked by rock art.

Likewise, the shamanistic model focuses very little on the ways that imagery takes on

social meaning, although that is the goal of many researchers who follow the shamanistic

model, but it is the social role only of the shaman that seems to be of interest (e.g., Dowson

1994a and b;1996; Wbitley 1994a; 1998a). In some cases rock art localities in Nevada were

returned to over what may have been many thousands of years, and rock art produced and re-

produced, at least intermittently (possibly in the same sort of "outbursts" Tacon [1993] has

identified in Australia). This re-use may well indicate that the rock art had become an indicator

of power, not because one who visits there might have a vision, but because the rock art itself

was the mark of an ancestor or powerful spirit. This view may be a potentially important means

of understanding the role that visual imagery may play in structuring the social world, although

it must be borne in mind that "It is the arrangement of social relations that gives structure
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rather than repeated use of locations over time" (Root 1983:205). I will argue that the

occasional re-use of sites and in some cases the way the imagery itself is reproduced, may have

been one way of legitimizing access to both ecological and social resources by constructing

links with the past and with others with whom those resources may be shared.

4.3.3 The Problem of Shamanism and Great Basin Rock Art

The shamanistic model has been gaining strength in the United States since the 1970s,

and recently has been most notably championed by David Whitley who uses it as the

foundation for his research of rock art of the far western United States. He follows Lewis-

Williams and Dowson (1988) in hypothesizing that rock art is the product of male shamans16

who record their visions experienced during altered states of consciousness (ASC). This would

however seemingly be unimportant in a non-literate society where song was the main vehicle

of encoding important information. It may simply be biassed attention to visual imagery as a

means of documentation from researchers who are themselves a part of visually oriented

societies.

Whitley's work shares the same theoretical problems discussed above for the general

Shamanistic Model. In particular, entoptic imagery is cited as support for his shamanic

narratives which are based on ethnography and present a static view of prehistoric cultures.

His recent work however has drawn a great deal of interest and attention from rock art

specialists, as well as by avocational and professional archaeologists, and in many ways his

16 It is interesting that Whitley insists that only males were shaman, however, historically only the
Kawaiisu (a Great Basin group in southeast California) restricted shamanism to only men (Driver
1937:102)
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voice has come to dominate Great Basin rock art research. Internationally, Whitley's work has

been used to support the development of the general shamanistic model; so a review of his

work is appropriate here.

It should first be noted however, that this review of a single author from the Great

Basin is not in any way intended as an ad hominem attack, but rather an acknowledgment of

the fact that most of the recent innovative work in the region has been the product of a single

person and his immediate collaborators. Furthermore, I would be the first to acknowledge the

important contributions he has made in bringing rock art research to the forefront of American

archaeological research. In some ways it is not unlike Heizer and Baumhoff s (1962)

contribution to rock art (although I feel confident that Dr Whitley would not appreciate the

comparison), where although I do not agree with the theoretical approach, I can acknowledge

the interest in the field this work has spawned. In any event, criticisms made here cannot

diminish Whitley's contribution to rock art research.

Although Whitley has used the theory of the neuropsychological model to support his

research by identifying entoptic imagery and imagery seemingly metaphoric of trance imagery

(e.g., 1998b:40,1998d:154 etc), ethnography has been the most important source of evidence

used to support his interpretations (e.g., Whitley 1992; 1994a; 1994b; 1994c; 1998a; 1998b;

Whitley, Simon and Dorn 1999). He correctly avoids relying exclusively on imagery that

resembles entoptic phenomena to support his arguments, and therefore avoids simply labelling

rock art as "shamanistic" based only on the character of its imagery. However, because rock

art images are "clearly derived from the mental imagery of altered states" (Whitley 1998d: 154),

and because imagery resembling entoptic phenomena "cannot be readily explained by any other
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hypothesis" they "serve as important independent evidence" of a shamanistic interpretation

(Whitley 1998c:40).

The reliance on historic ethnography is somewhat surprising, however, since previous

researchers (e.g., Steward 1929; Heizer and Baumhoff 1962) were struck by the almost

complete absence of ethnographic information concerning the use and meaning of rock art in

Nevada and the Great Basin more generally. It has been argued that informed sources (i.e.

historic ethnography) relating to rock art were overlooked since anthropologists were

insensitive to the metaphoric nature of consultant information (Whitley 1994b:81-82).

Metaphoric re-analysis of the ethnographic record for the Great Basin is argued to reveal that

Native consultants cryptically confirmed that rock art was made by shamans to record their

visions and was used in their vision quests (Whitley 1992; 1994a; 1994b; 1994c; 1998a,

1998b). However, critics have suggested alternatives to the view of Great Basin and California

ethnography which underpins Whitley's shamanistic understanding of Nevada's rock art (see

Monteleone 1998; Quinlan in press; 2000), others question the accuracy of his representation

of ethnography and other research (Hedges 2000).

One significant problem that the shamanistic approach shares with its hunting magic

predecessor in the Great Basin is its denial of rock art's associated archaeology. It is often

argued that there is little or no associated archaeology at rock art locales in the Great Basin

(e.g., Whitley 1998a: 13). However, the wealth of domestic materials from rock art sites

suggests that a broad range of activities took place (Ricks 1996:132; Gilreath 1997:15) and

these sites were used by households, not solely by shamans. Gilreath (1999:35), for example,

defines a Coso Complex which includes "rock shelters and caves, open-air habitation sites,

chipping stations, milling slicks, cairns / dummy hunters, hunting blinds, and rock rings" in
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addition to rock art. These archaeological associations suggest that a variety of activities were

conducted at rock art sites.

Such associations are obvious in some situations (e.g., grinding surfaces directly on or

below rock art) but are dismissed, suggesting that "unlike Euro-American culture, Native

Americans made no separation between sacred and profane space" (Whitley, Simon and Dorn

1999:16). Whitley argues that because the occupations were seasonal, vision questing occurred

when the site was unoccupied. Ironically, this statement implies that a distinction was made

between sacred and domestic space since vision questing is theorized as possible only when

rock art locales were not being used domestically. And it is conceded that at least historic

populations in the Great Basin regarded certain specific places as being particularly powerful

(Whitley 1998a:21), demonstrating again that some distinction was made. It is further

detrimental to Whitley's model that these places of recognized power very rarely incorporate

rock art (Monteleone 1998). A "win-win" situation is carefully constructed, by suggesting

alternatively that sacred places do not have rock art associated with them, yet at the same time

rock art sites are the locales of vision quests where power could be sought (Whitley 1998a:22).

But in any case, neither of these contexts (sacred locales or locales where power could be

intentionally sought) in Nevada at least, tend to have rock art associated with them. The

exception to this is the very small number of "Medicine Rock" sites (Chapter 10.3), although

"these rocks seem to have been used more to cure illness and to grant favours rather than for

a person to receive doctoring power" (Fowler 1993:178).

Alongside issues of the accuracy of Whitley's understanding of Great Basin

ethnography (Chapter 5.2), is an important temporal issue. It is argued that some rock art is

extremely old (Whitley 1987; Whitley and Dorn 1993; Dorn 1998 :Table 2; Whitley, Simon and
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and Dorn 1999:17-24), but at the same time, recent historic ethnographies are used to

elucidate its meaning. The essence of the problem is the attempt to explain all rock art across

such a vast area (from California to Wyoming), through an extremely long period of time,

through the insights of a limited historic ethnography. It is difficult to accept that there were

no fundamental changes or differences across space throughout the history of the desert west

(Monteleone 1998). If these interpretations were limited to the contact period and to the time

and places addressed by the ethnography, the argument might be stronger.

This reliance on recent historical ethnography for rock art interpretation is justified by

supporters who argue that the Great Basin exhibits cultural continuity over a very long period

of time, and by treating the subjects of historic ethnographies as culturally homogenous. This

again is difficult in an area, such as the Great Basin, with an exceedingly complex history of

occupation. While respecting the religious beliefs of Native Americans,17 most archaeologists

agree that cultural replacement has occurred at least once in the past, it is only the timing and

source of the replacement that is debated (see Grayson 1993:258-271; Madsen and Rhode

1994).

Historically the Great Basin was occupied by populations speaking languages related

to the Numic language family. Bettinger (1994) suggests that pre-Numic populations exploited

only high-quality resources such as bighorn sheep while Numic populations were more

dependent on small mammals and seeds which allowed for, among other things, higher

populations. The earlier emphasis on bighorn sheep by pre-Numic populations may explain the

n The origin story of most Great Basin peoples teaches that they did not migrate to the New World, but
were rather created there, although most also suggest that they came to where they currently live from
another place (Hultkrantz 1986:638-639). And see Fowler 1992:228-242 for review.
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high numbers of motifs which resemble bighorn in the southern Great Basin (where most of

Whitley's research is done), but again making use of Numic ethnography for interpretation is

questionable with regards to this rock art.

What evidence supports the cultural continuity that is so critical to such a broad

application of historic ethnography? Firstly, continuities in the technology of petroglyph

manufacturing tools is cited as evidence of cultural continuity (Whitley, Simon, Dorn,

Rechtman, Whitley 1999; Whitley, Simon and Dorn 1999). Traces of quartz have been found

inside engravings, sealed below rock varnish, at several locations in south central California

(Whitley 1998d:162; Whitley, Simon, Dorn, Rechtman, Whitley 1999: 228; Whitley, Simon

and Dorn 1999:20-22). It is suggested that the triboluminescence of quartz (when two quartz

crystals are rubbed or struck together a light is generated) was recognized as an internal power

in the stone, explaining why quartz was selected as a pecking tool. The use of quartz hammer

stones to make petroglyphs known to be very old and those which are very recent is argued

to constitute clear evidence of cultural continuity. Some of these "engraving tools" have

apparently been found at the base of rock art panels (Whitley 1998d: 111), something not noted

in Nevada.18 And additional unmodified quartz cobbles have been found wedged into cracks

in the rock at rock art sites which are thought to be offerings (Whitley, Dorn, Simon,

Rechtman, Whitley 1999:226 and Figure 5), again something not known to occur in Nevada.

Yet, is the putative long-term continuity in the choice of material for pecking tools a

sign of long-term cultural continuity? After all, in the Great Basin obsidian is the usual material

18 Pecking tools have been recovered in Nevada but none reported are quartz, see below, Chapter 6.2,
although quartz crystals are sometimes found at rock art sites, none have been recorded as pecking tools.
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is the usual material for mundane stone tools, but few would use this to argue for a basic

cultural continuity spanning some 10,000 years or longer. A much less elaborate explanation

is also equally possible, one that does not equate technological continuity with cultural

continuity, but it is rejected (Whitley, Simon, Dorn, Rechtman and Whitley 1999:235). Quartz

is very common in the desert west, and it is also an extremely hard stone (7 on the Mohs scale)

compared to the basalt (6 on the Mohs scale) on which many petroglyphs were made (although

in California a number of rock art sites are on granite-where quartz and quartz grains occur

naturally. Quartz makes an excellent engraving tool simply because of its hardness. That fact

and its widespread distribution is sufficient to explain its presence at settlement and rock art

sites, rather than hypothesizing that culturally distinct groups shared a homogenous belief-

system for some ten millennia (Amy Gilreath, personal communication, July 1999).

The most intriguing argument presented in support of cultural continuity is site re-use

and iconographic similarities over very long periods of time (Whitley, Simon and Dorn

1999:19-22; Whitley, Dorn, Simon, Rechtman and Whitley 1999:237-240). I will argue below

(Chapter 10.2.3) that in some cases the reuse of sites, the repetition of motifs and "renewing"

of older ones is one of the ways that social groups legitimate their own presence in the

landscape and access to resources. Such re-use establishes a link with the past in the places

where ancestors left their mark, creating a link through the place and the imagery found there,

and in doing so, create their own identities and history (Connerton 1989:48). However, re-use

of sites need not imply cultural continuity, once created monuments exert a pull even on

subsequent populations which do not share a cultural relationship with them (Bradley 1993).

This idea of connecting with the past or creating a new sense of place through the rock art is
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generally not addressed by shamanistic authors, because the place is not what is important, only

that the presence of rock art indicates shamanistic activity.

Lastly, the presence of historic motifs is also used to support the idea of cultural

continuity, and this does indicate clearly that the practice of rock art production continued into

historic times (Whitley 1982:8-9 and Figure 65; 1998d: 13 8-13 9) or was revived by the colonial

experience (Quinlan and Woody 2000a). Historic imagery is dated by its content and takes the

form of such things as cowboys on horses or wagons and occurs sporadically in Nevada and

the Desert West more generally (Chapter 10.2.3). It is suggested that some abstract imagery

is of the same date as depictions such as horses or cowboys, since there are similarities in the

degree of patination (Whitley 1994b: 84). This, however, disregards the significance of striking

discontinuities in the content of rock art imagery and that degree of patination is an unreliable

guide to age (Whitley et al 1984:24).

While one can understand how abstract images resembling entoptic phenomena can be

cited as evidence that rock art records vision experiences, one is left to wonder in what sense

depictions of cowboys and horses are vision imagery. It seems more likely that historic imagery

was intended as a straightforward recording of unusual or potentially dangerous encounters,

something documented elsewhere in the world (e.g., Layton 1992b:89-113). The scattered

nature and very low numbers of rock art sites in Nevada with historic motifs (only 27 out of

1037 sites; Chapter 7.2), suggests that possibly its production was idiosyncratic and individual,

and not related to significant cultural institutions (Woody and Quinlan 1998). One suspects that

Native consultants who told anthropologists that some rock art had been made recently "just

for fun" (e.g., Stewart 1942:321), were referring to such imagery. However, as a large-scale

cultural practice the use and production of rock art had died out and memory of it had been
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lost by the time the earliest ethnographies were written (Woody and Quinlan 1998). Or, as I

will suggest, the re-use of an ancient tradition (rock art) during catastrophic times (historic

contact) may have been an attempt to deal supernaturally with dangerous intruders (Chapter

10.2.3). It becomes a problem of essentialism, where rock art is seen as 'representative of

rather than as I argue 'constitutive with' the relations between people.

The ethnographic material also raises serious doubts about a shamanistic approach to

Nevada's rock art. There is very little or no direct ethnographic information supporting a

shamanistic interpretation, despite arguments to the contrary. Ethnographic sources are drawn

primarily from groups in California and groups peripheral to the Great Basin (Monteleone

1998). This information is then directed to Great Basin groups as if the Desert West was

culturally identical to California. As noted earlier, the general ethnographic silence regarding

rock art is interpreted as a sign that anthropologists were insensitive to the foil references of

their consultants' information; instead, consultants cryptically informed anthropologists about

the shamanistic basis of rock art (Whitley 1992:97, 1994b:82, 1994c:3, 1998d:144). This

reticence to discuss rock art is argued to stem from such things as fear of shamans, taboos on

naming the dead, and a disinclination to discuss religious matters with outsiders (Whitley

1994b:82,1994c:3,1998b:36,1998d:144). But infact ethnographers recordedahuge amount

of information regarding religious beliefs (Bettinger and Baumhoff 1982:494; Siskin 1941,

1983); and several extensive monographs are devoted exclusively to the topic of shamanism

(Kelly 1936, 1939; Park 1938; Hultkrantz 1987). Further, taboos on naming the dead would

have prevented consultants specifying by name individual shamans as the authors of rock art,

not rock art's connection with shamanism (Quinlan in press). In addition, Whitley is unable to
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satisfactorily account for the feet that it was far more common for consultants to directly deny

that rock art was made by shamans (Quinlan in press).

It also needs to be recognized that the Native people whom ethnographers enlisted as

consultants were courageously facing the threat of cultural genocide and were principally

motivated by the desire to preserve their heritage and the memories of their ancestors. I would

argue that rather than attempting to mislead, they usually freely and fully shared the history and

practices of their people so that they would not be lost forever, even if their own voices were

silenced (Wheat 1967:vii).

As noted above, Whitley tends to apply culturally specific ethnographic information

very broadly, consistently using ethnography peripheral to, and outside of, the Great Basin, to

typify Great Basin cultural practices, and ignoring significant regional cultural variations. The

South African shamanic approach (Chapter 4.3) presupposes a consistency across space and

time of Bushmen knowledge; similarly, the far western United States hypothesis depends on

a view of an unvarying and static "Numic" culture, implying 10,000 years of cultural stagnation

across much of the desert west (Monteleone 1998:25). Because historically Great Basin

populations spoke languages belonging to the Numic language family, it is assumed that

significant cultural differences did not exist. It is argued for example that "Numic people as a

whole shared the same culture" and that "Numic culture was thus a widespread phenomenon

that extended beyond individual languages, filling up a significant part of native North

America" (Whitley 1998b:31). In the enthusiasm for the shamanistic model, the large quantity

of ethnographic and archaeological evidence is overlooked that does not support this position.
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In the process, significant cultural diversity of the Great Basin is ignored, as are the significant

variations in shamanistic practices (Monteleone 1998; Quinlan in press, 2000).

In some ways insensitivity to Native American cultural diversity "is a true conundrum

because any form of Indian identity is better than none, yet it leads to the sacrifice of local

culture" (Vrooman 1997:9). Native Americans who are working hard to rebuild traditions and

self respect (especially among the younger members of their communities) are concerned about

the pervasiveness of the growing "pan-Indian" culture where "youth are growing up relating

to a national, popular identity, rather than one of local tribally-specific identity" (Vrooman

1997:9). And, as explained by Root (1996:102), for non-Indians this generic and often

victimized (although often heroic) image, may only serve to provide a symbol with which

disillusioned members of the dominant society can identify, and "appropriation can ftmction

as an ostensible mark of sensitivity to another culture."

Proponents of the shamanistic model tend to produce research on Native American

rock art that contributes to this "pan-Indian" image, although some do not (e.g., Hedges 1976,

1983a, 1985, 1987). On the one hand these ideas are creative and provocative and have

successfully carried rock art research onto the centre stage of worldwide symbolic

archaeology. But on the other hand it requires the compression of at least ten thousand years

of Native American history (what Conkey [1985:301] calls "spatiotemporal collapse") into an

a-historical, spatially un-anchored amalgam that is so homogenized that it no longer bears any

resemblance to the distinctive and unique cultural groups who inhabited the prehistoric Great

Basin. And by portraying an image of seamless cultural continuity, it is implied that the cultural
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devastation endured by Native peoples never occurred, certainly an unintended injustice to

those whose art we seek to understand.

Both hunting magic and shamanistic interpretations share common failings. Both ignore

the simple fact that the images themselves are not what produce meaning, and that focussing

on the images alone will not necessarily allow understanding. It is rather, as discussed above,

the contexts of use and production which impart meaning into any symbolic form, and which

must be examined for understanding. While hunting magic at least attempts to situate rock art

into its environmental context, both models, it and the shamanic model, are universal

explanations and therefore ignore the specific contexts of Nevada's rock art shaping the

interpretations placed upon it. Neither address questions regarding the broader social functions

of the art or the relationships between the art and the natural or cultural environments in which

it is found. The places where rock art is located should be seen in a new way, not as the locale

of individualistic ritual, but rather as socially constructed points of articulation in time and

space. Through these places in the landscape people structured their lives and created social

identities and relationships, using a symbolic medium anchored to those places.

A review of rock art studies which have drawn upon the approaches to landscape

discussed in Chapter 3 may shed light on a more productive approach. By looking at both the

imagery and the contexts in which it occurs we may come closer to understanding rock art's

broader social functions.
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4.4 Landscape approaches to Rock Art

A number of studies have sought to explicate rock art in terms of its environmental

context. As the above discussion on the anthropology of symbolism makes clear, since context

determines the references of symbolic systems, such approaches are to be welcomed since

potentially they can recover one significant dimension in the construction of indigenous

exegesis of rock art. These approaches are also particularly important since by its very nature

rock art remains in the context in which it was intended to be interacted with.

In general landscape approaches to rock art recognize the significance of places in the

landscape in the construction of identity and the feeling of attachment that people often feel

for the landscape in which they and their ancestors dwell. It is through places and the landscape

itself that many individuals and societies structure their lives. As Sack (1980:177) puts it, "The

place and the people are conceptionally fused. The society derives meaning from the place, the

place is defined in terms of social relationships." The landscape in a sense creates "the people

who are of that place" (Tilley 1994:26).

This powerful connection to the land is not the product of romantic spiritualism, but

rather the very intimate relationship between human beings and the land which provides then-

physical and spiritual needs (Tacon and Faulstich 1993:81). Tuan (1974) describes this feeling

of reverence for the land as topophilia, a sense that one has sprung from and been nurtured by

the soil of one's homeland. Recounting significant events in the past tie specific places

cosmologically to oneself and one's kin through mythology and oral histories, with the material

locations of these events acting as mnemonic devices for social history (Basso 1996, Fowler
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1992). Place names are pictures made with words that allow many traditional stories to be

remembered in detail. The landscape becomes a constituent part of the sense of self among

many Native people and guides behaviour, and to be unconnected to place is to be without a

sense of self. For example, among the Apache, one who acts in ways counter to social norms

is said to be "losing the land" (Basso 1996:62). Among the Aborigines of Australia a similar

sentiment is found when those who do not protect the ceremonial songs and sacred objects of

the country which allow one to take care of the ngura (camp or country) "gives the country

away" (Layton 1995:223). Among the Warnira, a small group of around 450 people in Papua

New Guinea, "to be without a place is to exist humiliatingly outside the bounds of sociality"

(Kahn 1996:180).

Very early in the study of Australian Aboriginal art it was understood that meaning was

intimately connected to the place where the paintings were located (Tacon and Faulstich

1993:81; Mowaljarlai and Malnic 1993; Morphy 1995). Tacon (1993,1994) for example has

examined the long term implications of increased regionalisation with regards to concomitant

increases in senses of 'ethnic' identity and visual communication of knowledge in Arnhem

Land, northern Australia. He explores the implications of a more general model developed by

Layton (1991b) which correlated collective hunting strategies at predictable locations and

homogeneity of rock art styles in both Australia and western Europe. In this model Layton

(ibid: 170) suggests that uniformity of style over large areas indicates that rock art did not play

a role in differentiation of groups, which would be more likely in situations where resources

are dense but patchy. Layton and others (e.g., Weissner 1984; Smith 1992) suggest that

homogenous styles indicate an attempt at integration rather than distinction.
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Tacon has been able to correlate recent rock paintings and certain linguistic groups in

Arnhem Land which allows insights into the relationships between the art and language,

ceremony, traditional knowledge of the landscape and other aspects of culture. He suggests

that production occurred in "outbursts of art production over time rather than a continuous,

non-varying output" (Tacon 1993:113), separated by periods of relatively little rock art

production. The first, 'Dynamic period' may have occurred very early and is relatively

homogenous stylistically across the landscape. The style is generally what might be called

"representational" and the painted figures seem to be in motion. The material culture depicted

reflect adaptations to an arid environment, typical of the Pleistocene environment of that area,

and is very different from items of more recent times. In addition, traditional Aborigines of the

area confirm that their ancestors did not make the paintings, but rather they were done "by the

Mimi, who now exist only as spirits" (ibid: 114).

This affirmation is quite similar to that made by the native peoples of Nevada, who

often explain that much of the rock art of their land was created by Coyote (Wheat 1967),

other mythic beings (Riddell 1978; Kelly 1932:137) or by "old time Indians" (Stewart

1941:218), but not their own ancestors. This explanation is supported by Clarence DeGarmo,

of the Fort Bidwell Northern Paiute tribe (personal communication, February 2000), who

explains that there were two earlier "races" who lived in the northwestern part of Nevada who

were responsible for the rock art in his area, prior to the arrival of his people. This is a common

practice among indigenous peoples to explain things in the landscape which are not a part of

their own cultural heritage, but which must be dealt with and which in some way shapes their

own relationships to the land and to others with whom it is shared.
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It should also be clearly acknowledged that whether rock art or any other product of

the past is a living part of the culture of modern Native peoples is not at issue. I will discuss

below (Chapter 10.3) cases where rock art has been incorporated into the culture of modern

peoples. And in an equally important sense, the past itself has become sacred to many modern

Native Americans. It is certainly true that understanding this process is just as important as

understanding the 'original' intent of the rock art.

Australia's original immigrants, like those who came to the New World, entered a

landscape where no other human being had ever walked. "Signs of a variety of animals would

have been visible but there would have been nothing to indicate purposive or even incidental

human activity" (Tacon 1994:117). Tacon argues that like all people, these earliest Australians

would have had a cultural sense of identity and relatedness which would likely have been

expressed through visual art. He suggests that their experience of the landscape "for the first

time" would have created future landscapes with knowledge passed down to succeeding

generations via (among other things) marks created on the land. Through time these marks

became layered allowing the identification of distinct periods, the oldest of which may have

"began to be attributed to ancestors who now are associated with landscapes as spirits" (Tacon

1994:118). Tacon seems to assume, however, that these first Australians would somehow

know that they were "the first" and alone in a landscape without other human beings. I would

argue that the opposite could be true, and that signalling to unknown (but expected) others

may have been one original motivation for rock art, in addition to the functions of construction

and communication of social identities.
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A second period of rock art production in Australia ('yam style') may correlate with

"a relatively rapid rise in world sea-levels about 8000-6000 years ago," (Tacon 1993:114)

which is considerably more diverse and regional. This is followed by a more recent 'freshwater

period', which "exhibits pronounced regionalism and is associated with great diversity and

elaboration" (ibid:\\4). This period is distinct from others in subject matter, form, use of

colour and symbolic content and appears for the most part to have been produced during the

last 1400 to 3000 years, and is also characterized by a number of sub-styles which can be well

correlated with linguistic territories (ibid:\ 14). Similar increases in diversity and regionalism

are also noted elsewhere in Australia (e.g. Morwood 1984).

Tacon is able to correlate changing environmental and social contexts with rock art

production because of the relative wealth of direct dating that has been done on Australian

rock paintings which provide at least a starting point for analysis. This is unfortunately not

currently the case in Nevada, although there is growing interest in direct dating of certain sites

(see White 1999 for an overview of dating methods and test cases in Nevada). Additionally,

direct dating of petroglyphs (the most common type of rock art in Nevada) remains

controversial (e.g. Beck et al 1998; Dorn 1997; Watchman 1997), although significant

progress continues to be made (Chapter 11.1).

The relationships between rock art and the landscape have also been fruitfully examined

in other parts of the world. Tilley (1991:10), for example, provides a very interesting study of

the rock art of Sweden, which he claims strays "beyond the permitted bounds of discourse."

He moves from a strictly empiricist framework, in which it is "assumed that nothing is related

unless it can be proved" (ibid:12), to a structural analysis which allows him to explore multiple
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possible interpretations of a specific rock art site, the motifs themselves and the river rapids

beside which they are found. After a detailed examination of the motifs and the relationships

between them, he turns to the physical location of the site, because it also "constitutes part of

their meaning and their ambiguity" (Tilley (1991:78). One of the interesting ideas suggested

is that the site is "fluid" both metaphorically and physically, with certain motifs being visible

only part of the time when not covered by water, but at the same time static because the

location and imagery do not change. There seems to be no rank-order-type of correlations, nor

any typological or developmental sequence (ibid:79-%0). The motifs are repeated time and time

again, but other than the obvious time required to carve the images themselves, there is no

sense of chronology in the engravings, and what we have today is simply the "'completed' and

subsequently eroded carving surfaces" (ibid: 86). This is quite different than the development

of a "mythogram," where time is neglected in spite of its apparent presence, demonstrated by

superpositioning of imagery. Engravings at this site are not superimposed, but based on

geomorphological considerations, the carvings are thought to have been produced over a

period of around 1500 years.

Tilley then proceeds (/Wd1:172-177) with an open-ended discourse ranging between

structural analysis and cosmological meaning and power, at the end of which he engages in a

conversation (with himself?) regarding the fruitfulness of his alternative readings and the

validity of his lack of a 'final solution.' Tilley insists that he does believe that there is a real

past, but since there cannot be a single meaning to the carvings themselves, the best approach

is to suggest alternative meanings as he has done, certainly a valid and important textual

strategy. I believe that the most important point made in the final "discussion" is that the site

itself no longer exists, having been destroyed by a power plant. Ironically, this also highlights
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the importance of the earlier work of Hallstrom (1960) in documenting the site, whom Tilley

reviews so negatively.

Bradley (1991; 1993; 1994; 1997;Bradley, CriadoBoadaandFabregas Valcarce 1994)

develops a series of somewhat more satisfying analyses of the rock art of Atlantic Europe by

again assuming that rock art contains information. He makes the important point that in Europe

at least "rock art seems to be a feature of the period in which mobility remained important and

animals, both wild and domesticated, played a significant role in the economy... When that

way of life changed, rock art generally went out of use" (Bradleyl997:7).19

Following Ingold (1987), Bradley (1991,1993 1994) suggests that rock art played a

role in patterns of land tenure based on paths, places and viewpoints rather than a territorial

system, and that cultural features can take the place of natural features to "map the world of

mobile peoples" (Bradley 1991:77).20 In such a system, as discussed above, rock art may have

served as a means of communication between groups who share access to resources, but who

are not in regular contact (as suggested by Ingold 1987). This is potentially important for

understanding hunter-gatherer rock art where, by and large, populations were highly mobile,

with a few exceptions in areas of relatively richer resources. In Nevada, for example, rock art

does occur extensively in areas of lesser mobility, but it is generally of a very different

character (Chapter 7 and Chapter 11). So unlike Atlantic Europe, where territoriality may not

have included the use of rock art, it may have in Nevada, and the differences in social and

19 It should be pointed out that in North American at least there were sedentary fanning populations who
did produce rock art (e.g. Hopi), as well as some groups in southern and eastern Nevada.

20 Although some suggest that the locations of useable stone may also have played a role in site selection
(Chippindale 2000).
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economic systems may be identifiable stylistically or by differences in motif assemblages.

Bradley (1991:92-93) also suggests that rock art can be seen as sources of information of

lesser or greater complexity, and found that increased complexity of rock art seemed to be

related to potentially higher population densities and greater fertility of surrounding areas. This

too may not have been the case in Nevada, where areas of higher population seem generally

to have less moth0 diversity and are often dominated by human or animal motifs (Chapter

8.1.5).

Researchers in the United States have also taken up the issue of localities and contexts

of rock art sites. Hartley (1992) has developed a quantitative measure of information content

in rock art and then explained the placement of rock art panels in the landscape in relation to

the amount of information contained within it. He suggests that the information contained in

rock art panels varies with situational context. Detached boulders, cliff faces and rock shelters

were examined and the information content for each measured. Variation was explained as a

product of site function and social contexts of production (ibid: 115), which might be expected.

Hartley (1992) maintains that rock art offers "raw information about the presence of human

activities to observers moving through the landscape" (Hartley and Vawser 1998:189) which

can be used as a means of navigation or "proprietary rights" (ibid:206). Higher redundancy (or

reduced diversity) of motifs minimizes mistakes in reception, producing a less ambiguous

message which they suggest was one of access restriction or ownership (ibid: 201), stressing

recent challenges to density-dependent models of resource competition. This may also explain

the above described rock art which is found in areas of generally higher population, and which

is also in areas where farming was practised.
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Sundstrom (1990) also takes a contextual approach and examines the rock art of the

southern Black Hills area, and establishes a series of interaction spheres through stylistic

analysis. Her primary aim is to "demonstrate that rock art is directly related to other aspects

of culture and that as static remnants of extinct cultures, rock art data can be directly applied

to the central concerns of archaeology" (ibid:4). She also (ibid.,1996, 1997) examines the

process by which sacred locales remain sacred through time, in spite of changing populations.

Old traditions were modified to fit the new physical and conceptual landscapes
in which groups found themselves. This process of borrowing sacred locales
and the traditions associated with them took place despite major linguistic,
economic, and religious differences among the original and immigrant groups
[Sundstrom 1996:187].

Although like elsewhere, those sacred places rarely had rock art associated with them.

Each of these studies provides important understandings of the role that

landscapes play in the construction and maintenance of social systems. From these it is

clear that the landscape and places are important sources of meaning and as such a

significant factor to be considered when examining the rock art of indigenous peoples.

In the sense of mutuality suggested by Gibson (1986:8), rock art is embedded both

physically and symbolically into the places where it is situated and in the contexts of its

production, and these places also take on new meaning because of the presence of the

rock art. To overlook this is to risk losing one access point to understanding at least

some of rock arts many meanings.
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5.1 Physical context

The subject of this case study is the rock art of Nevada, a state in the Desert West of

the United States (Map 2), an area of approximately 109,806 mi2. The state is almost entirely

contained within the Great Basin with only very small portions of the northern and

southeastern parts of the state outside of the boundaries of the hydrographic Basin. The Great

Basin itself can be defined in several ways (Grayson 1993 :Chapter 2; d'Azevedo 1986a:6-14).

Here the "hydrographic" definition is used as a matter of convenience and because it is a well

recognized unit of analysis among most researchers (Grayson 1993:11). Simply put, the

hydrographic Great Basin is that area of the western United States which drains internally. It

covers an area of approximately 165,000 square miles, and is bounded in the west by the Sierra

Nevada mountains and the southern Cascades, which separates Nevada from California, and

encompasses also south-central Oregon. Moving eastward, across the entire state of Nevada

and into central Utah to the crest of the Wasatch Mountain Range, is the eastern boundary of

the Great Basin. The Columbia River forms the northern boundary and the Colorado River the

southern boundary. In addition to the state of Nevada, small parts of eastern California, south-

central Oregon, southeastern Idaho and adjacent Wyoming, and western Utah, are also

included within the hydrographic Great Basin.

Precipitation (in general less than five inches per annum) is in large part the product

of winter snows in the high mountain ranges, but this moisture does not flow outward to the
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Map 2: Western United States with the Great Basin indicated by dotted line.

ocean. Instead, runoff accumulates "into streams that empty into low, saline lakes or that

simply disappear by evaporation and absorption into the ground" (Grayson 1993:11) within

the boundaries of the Great Basin. There are, however, several streams (some relatively large),

a few very large lakes (mainly remnants of enormous Pleistocene lakes) and areas of resource
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rich marshes which have been important throughout the history of human occupation of the

area.

The topography of the Great Basin generally and Nevada specifically, is especially

dramatic. "The elevational difference between the highest point (White Mountain Peak at

14,246') and the lowest point (Badwater at -282') in the Great Basin is an impressive 14,528"'

(Grayson 1993:18). The Great Basin as a whole contains thirty-three separate mountain ranges

which reach above 10,000 feet, most located in Nevada. All of the Great Basin mountain

ranges trend basically north and south and run between 24 and 133 miles in length (ibid:\6).

These ranges separate more than 150 relatively flat, enclosed valleys (Harper 1986:51), the

highest of which are in the central Great Basin (eastern Nevada), which average between

5,300' and 6,000' in elevation (Grayson 1993:17). The rivers and streams which originate in

these high mountain peaks run down into the flat enclosed valleys forming play as, which are

in fact evaporation ponds. Generally speaking, the southern part of the state is much lower in

average elevation than the northern and especially eastern parts of Nevada, and there is

something of a dome effect in the entire Great Basin, with eastern Nevada representing the

highest point (ibid:17).

In some parts of Nevada specific environmental contexts have changed quite

dramatically over the period of human occupation (at least 10,000 -12,000 years), mostly a

result of the dessication of the enormous Pleistocene Lakes (Map 3), and changes in weather

patterns beginning around 10,000 years ago (Mehringer 1986:34). Those changes have been

gradual in some areas and much more abrupt in others (see Grayson 1993). In spite of this,
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Modem Lakes
Modern rivers
Intermitant modern rivers
Intermitant modern lakes
Pleistocene Lakes

Map 3: Modern and Pleistocene lakes and rivers in Nevada

immediate environmental contexts in many locales have changed little over the last several

thousand years. The Great Basin generally and Nevada specifically is ecologically quite varied

and complex, and a good review of vegetation, climate and fauna is provided by Grayson

(1993).
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Although it is not entirely possible to generalize from one valley to another, most of

the area under study could be characterized as sagebrush-grass steppe. Euro-American

colonization led to dramatic environmental changes in some areas, in part due to the reduction

in the number of intentional wildfires which had been a part of Native ecological practices

(Harper 1986:53), and in other areas the introduction of cattle grazing. Additionally, mining

and other farming practices denuded many areas of natural vegetation which also resulted in

associated loses of wildlife, both catastrophic in their effect on indigenous local populations

(Harper 1986:60-63).

C. Fowler (1986:64) defines a series of'complexes' which characterize the different

ecological zones in the Great Basin, including: pifion; acorn; mesquite; and agave, as well as

the various seeds, roots, berries and leaves that provided the main food sources for Great

Basin peoples. She further notes:

Although the data base is far from adequate to compare species utilization by
tribe or more appropriately by subgroup, one can rather quickly see that
utilization varied considerably. Natural plant distributions are obviously
involved in some cases (such as the utilization of mesquite and agave in the
southern 'hot deserts,' the use of piflon pine in the central Great Basin, and the
focus on biscuit-roots in the north) [ibid:64].

In addition to the most common plant foods, C. Fowler also discusses the most

common mammal, bird, fish, insect and reptile species exploited in the region (ibid:64-92).

While this is not the place for a complete review, it is noteworthy that each ecological zone

had a specific variety of food sources. Piflon, for example, was a primary and nutritious food

source for many of Nevada's indigenous inhabitants, and while readily available (or within

walking distance) in some areas, it was not available in others and so played a less important

role. Likewise, roots played a major role in the north western area (where pifion was generally
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not available), but were much less important in the south where the soils are less favourable.

The same is true for other non-plant food sources, and in most respects, variation may be the

most characteristic trait of the Great Basin. There is currently no analysis of whether or not

the rock art in Nevada (or the rest of the Great Basin for that matter) occurs in any patterned

way in relation to vegetation, elevation, or any other ecological variable, primarily due to the

lack of contextual data in most site records (see Chapters 6 and 7).

5.2 Ethnographic Context

Although Nevada's historic ethnography has little directly to say about rock art

(Steward 1929:224),21 ethnography is important for providing analogies of prehistoric

economic and social strategies and a good starting point for examining variation. The harsh

environments of the Great Basin have constrained the range of economic strategies used to

exploit its resources, something evident, perhaps, in the difficulty in defining material cultural

correlates of ethnicity (see for example, Madsen and Rhode 1994). The identities of some

prehistoric groups remain unclear in the archaeological record until very recent times when the

direct ancestors of historic occupants inhabited the area. And it is entirely possible that many

different groups passed through different areas in the more distant past without leaving any

recognizable footprint.

21 Whether or not the historic ethnographies of the Great Basin are more informative regarding rock art if
read "metaphorically" as argued by Whitley (1992, 1994c, 1998b) is a matter of some considerable debate
(see Quinlan in press, 2000; Monteleone 1998).
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Julian Steward is one of the most well known and respected of the early

anthropologists to describe cultural practices of Great Basin people (Bettinger and Baumhoff

1982:494; Clewlow 1981:80), although whether his descriptions accurately represent pre-

contact society has been challenged (Stewart 1939; 1980; Service 1962; Clemmer, Myers and

Rudden 1999). Service (1962) pointed out that the populations described by Steward were

ones who had been devastated by both Europeans and by other Native peoples who had

adopted the horse (as early as 1776 on the eastern edge of the Great Basin and by around 1805

in the north). Service argued that the social systems and cultural practices described by

Steward represented a system in disarray, not ones which had existed prior to European

colonization. There is no question that this is true, and D. Fowler (1986:29) has even

suggested that John Wesley Powell, who did the bulk of his research in the Great Basin

between 1868 and 1873, "was the last anthropological observer in the Great Basin to see

aboriginal lifeways in operation. Thereafter, data increasingly derived from 'memory culture,'

not 'functioning culture.'"

Steward may well have assumed that his reconstructions reflected aboriginal practices

to a much greater extent than they could have done, but clearly he and other ethnographers of

the day were well aware that they were practising a kind of' salvage ethnography,' hoping only

to reconstruct the 'ethnographic present' or cultures at the point of contact, not necessarily

a complete history (Arkush 1999:50-51; Fowler et al 1999:59). This does raise significant

questions regarding to what extent archaeological issues can be addressed through the

ethnographic record in the Great Basin specifically and more generally.

Additionally, it should be noted that the type of research conducted by Steward and

others in the early part of this century was not 'ethnography' in the traditional sense of long-
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term participant observation. The focus of anthropological interest was pre-colonial Native

American life-ways, a subject that participant observation could not address some 50-90 years

after White settlement. Instead, extensive interviews with elderly Native American consultants

produced 'culture element distribution lists' which recorded traditional, pre-contact cultural

practices (Arkush 1999:50-51). Kelly (1964:iii) described the approach used as "unabashedly,

how-it-was-in-your-grandfather's-time," and a check-list of presence or absence of certain

culture elements was produced.

Regardless of these limitations, Steward's work in the 1930s, and that of others from

the University of California Culture Element Distribution Survey, forms the basic framework

for most of what is known of historic aboriginal practices in the Great Basin. "The single most

influential study of Great Basin peoples" (D. Fowler 1986:29) was Steward's 1938 work on

aboriginal socio-political organization. In it he described a general set of characteristics of a

gathering and hunting economy, focussed on widely scattered and often unreliable resources,

with limited material possessions, and very low population densities due to the restraints of the

environment. Diet included a fairly wide variety of gathered plant foods, in addition to small

and some larger game, some of which was hunted communally. Political organization did not

extend beyond families except for temporary task-specific positions which developed when a

communal hunt or large social gathering needed to be organized. These roles of leadership

were temporary and dissolved when the specific function was over. This situation may have

changed more generally when Euro-Americans arrived and there was some consolidation of

tribal organization as a means of dealing with the European intruders, as has been noted among

the Washoe (d'Azevedo 1986b:469).
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Technology was similar among all of the groups, with chipped and ground stone tools

utilized for acquiring and processing foodstuffs, both plant and animal. Basketry was one of

the most important technologies available to prehistoric and historic peoples of Nevada and

the Great Basin, where various plant fibres were abundant and skills of manufacture were

honed to the highest degree. Basketry functioned in a variety of tasks including gathering,

cooking and processing food, storing food and possessions, and transporting both possessions

and infants. The introduction of pottery came to Nevada only much later, around AD. 700, and

was only used in limited areas of the southern and eastern parts of the state, although pottery

was much more common in the eastern Great Basin (Utah) from as early as AD. 500.

Steward (1938) believed that this was a common pattern among all the groups that

occupied the Great Basin, with just a few distinctive exceptions, such as in the Owens Valley

(eastern California) and Reese River (north central Nevada). It is generally believed that the

same pattern had applied throughout the entire period of human occupation of the Great Basin

(Jennings 1957,1964; Aikens 1978; Cressman 1942; Thomas 1973) although the importance

of environmental variability and cultural diversity has become increasingly acknowledged

(Jennings 1964, C. Fowler 1982a).

Steward's consultants (and those of other ethnographers at the time) suggested to him

that they and their immediate ancestors did not have anything to do with the creation of the

rock art found locally, and had no knowledge of who had created it or why (Steward

1929:224). In some cases they attributed the art to Coyote, or other mythical beings (Steward

1929:224,1968:viii; Kelly 1932:137; Cressman 1937:73; Driver 1937:86; Stewart 1941:417,

418 and 1942:321). These statements have been recently challenged (see Chapter 4), but as

Bettinger and Baumhoff have suggested:
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. . . in view of the other kinds of information willingly forwarded by
knowledgeable native hunters [cf. Steward 1934:425-432], it is unlikely that
a secret of such importance would have been so thoroughly kept by so many
across an area the size of the Great Basin, and thus escape anthropological
detection [Bettinger and Baumhoff 1982:494].

Whatever the

case may be, it remains

very difficult to assign

authorship to most of

the art that is found

engraved or painted on

the boulders and cliff

faces in Nevada. The

exception to this is the
Figure 1: Typical historic imagery (photograph courtesy of Mr
AlvinR.McLane). his toric imagery

(Figure 1) that is occasionally found. This imagery is dated by its content alone, and must have

been produced during the historic period. Historic imagery has been examined by most

researchers as a means of dating the rock art (e.g., Grant 1967:50). Whitley (1982:8-9 and

Figure 67) has however emphasized the contradiction between the obviously historic nature

of this imagery and the lack of knowledge regarding its production and meanings22 by historic

Native Consultants (see Chapter 10.3). It should however be noted that whether or not these

images were produced by Native Americans or by Euro-Americans cannot be conclusively

22 This lack of knowledge regarding the production and meanings of rock art seems to have been shared
with other Native Americans in other parts of the United States and was commented upon as early as the
1880s by Mallery (1893:31)
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resolved, although the assumption here (as elsewhere) is that it was produced by Native

Americans.

It is of course equally difficult to assign 'meaning' to the imagery exclusively from the

ethnographies of potentially unrelated historic peoples. Cressman (1937:73) for example

cautioned that "[A] quality of sacredness may have been imposed upon petroglyphs by tribes

in the region who were as ignorant of their original meaning as we are." The same problem is

more recently discussed by Trigger (1995) who cites the art historians Panofsky (1939,1960)

and Goodenough (1953-1968) who "demonstrated that continuity in material symbols does

not always imply continuity in their meaning. As beliefs change, 'iconographic disjunction' may

occur as a result of existing symbols being invested with new meaning" (cited in

Trigger 1995:454). But he adds (citing Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1988) that there may be

some possibility of identifying universal patterns.

5.3 Aims and research methodology of the Nevada Rock Art
Contextual Study

This study provides the first synthesis of available data for the rock art found in the

state of Nevada since Heizer and BaumhofFs seminal study (1962), something long overdue

(Monteleone 1998:20). To begin on an optimistic note, the results of this study and the

database constructed during research will provide a framework and starting point for future

rock art research in the area. It is important to bear in mind that the existing record for the

rock art of Nevada could best be described as inadequate, and this study is an important first

effort toward consolidation and synthesis of existing data, and as such is a critical first step.

Unlike other types of archaeological research, rock art studies in Nevada have been infrequent
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and generally superficial (with some notable exceptions e.g., Nissen 1982; Green 1987;

Monteleone 1994; Woody 1997).

In the 1930s Steward (1937:406) noted that "when competent archeologists can be

enticed to set aside their spades long enough to ponder petroglyphs, we may expect a much

better understanding of this interesting subject." Sixty years later competent archaeologists

may not yet be throwing away their trowels, but there is growing interest in rock art from

within the archaeological community, inNevada and elsewhere. Although somewhat neglected

by mainstream archaeology for a number of years (Clewlow 1981:79; Schaafsma 1985:267-

268; Whitley and Dorn 1987:150; Whitley and Loendorf 1994:xii; Nissen 1995:73),

professional archaeologists are catching up with veteran avocational researchers who have thus

far provided the bulk of rock art research and documentation.

For this study I examined 1037 rock art site records in the state of Nevada and

constructed a relational database for analysis using Microsoft Access. Archaeological site

records for the state are housed either at the Nevada State Museum (in Carson City, Nevada)

or at the Harry Reid Centre (University of Nevada, Las Vegas), with a small number also

housed in the various land management agency offices across the state. While each agency is

required by law to provide copies of archaeological site documentation to the State Museum

for archival storage, in practice this is not always be done quickly, but in general the rule is

eventually followed. I feel confident however, that only a small percentage of Nevada's rock

art sites are not included in the current database as the number of new sites discovered recently

has dropped dramatically.
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From the official state records, all available information regarding the surface on which

the rock art was produced, type of rock art, associated archaeological materials (including

chronologically diagnostic materials if any or other types of associated material culture), and

location, was recorded. Motif information, if available, was also recorded and seventy-seven

separate motif types (Appendix 1) were defined and classed into six categories (Appendix 3).

In addition, site numbers (many sites have inadvertently been assigned more than one official

site number, these have been consolidated in this study), published references and any

environmental information noted was also recorded.

It is notable that most records lack any information regarding either environments or

motifs, often simply noting the presence of petroglyphs or pictographs without description of

the rock art or the context in which it is found. Those that do record motif information

(n=409) form the basis of the motif analysis in this study (Appendix 2). It should also be noted

that often, if site records mention motifs at all, it is generally when they are recognizable forms

(e.g., 'human' or 'bighorn sheep'). There is considerable variation among even these more

easily 'recognizable' types of motifs and although some research has attempted to explore

anthropomorph variation (Rusco 1973; Stoney 1992; McLane 1998), variation in other motifs

has not been researched.23

In addition to this archival research, eighty-five sites were visited (Appendix 4),

photographs taken of the rock art and general observations made regarding site contexts (all

photographs in this thesis were taken by the author unless otherwise stated). Privately held

photographs and records of other rock art researchers were also examined and motifs noted,

23 Because this study is based on existing records, most of which have no detailed descriptions of motifs, it
was not possible to do this kind of analysis on individual motifs, although that should be one area of future
research.
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as well as any other contextual information. I am greatly indebted to Mr Alvin R. McLane,

Nevada's pre-eminent rock art enthusiast, for making the results of his personal research

available to me.

An alarming

number of sites included

in Nevada have been

dest royed through

construction or vandalism

(Figure 2), while others

are deteriorating from

natural processes such as

exfoliation, weathering,

erosion or deposition. In

Figure 2: Vandalism at Snyder Canyon; Clark county;
Southeastern region.

some cases, the records made in the past, while imperfect, are all that remain of rock art sites

that are now destroyed and of course many more been destroyed without having been

recorded. A current and future priority of rock art research is therefore recording and this

study will contribute significantly to that objective. Standardization of recording procedures

has proved difficult, simply because of the variety of conditions at rock art sites, what works

or is needed at one site may not fit the conditions at another. The limitations of state and

federal funding means that any future recording project will of necessity have to draw on the

enthusiasm and resources of avocational researchers. The author is currently involved in the

planning and organization of a group whose aim is to establish such a statewide recording

project (Nevada Rock Art Documentation Project) which will bring together interested
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professional and avocational archaeologists. It is hoped that such a project will result in

improved site records and fulfill the important goal of public education.
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Analysis was done at several levels ranging from the most specific (individual motifs)

to the most general (stateside distributions). Even in recent site records motif descriptions,

drawings or photographs are rare, and as noted in Chapter 5 only 39.4% (n=409, Appendix

2) of the total site records for the state (n=1037) studied have information regarding motifs.

The motif descriptions from the site records also formed the basis of the motif classifications

(77 types [Appendix 1], classed into 6 categories [Appendix 3]), although the vast majority

of Nevada's rock art motifs simply defy classification because of their abstract, idiosyncratic

nature.

Every site in Nevada can be assigned to a county because county name is incorporated

into the official Smithsonian Institution's trinomial site number even if the exact location of the

site is not known (e.g. 26DO25, where '26' refers to the state of Nevada, 'DO' refers to the

county and '25'refers to the sequential site number within the county). Those site records

which have not yet been assigned an official Smithsonian trinomial generally have agency

numbers (or in the case of Mr McLane's site records, his own numbering system is used which

is based on the date of discovery, and most of his sites were also included in analysis).

Counties were grouped into larger regional units based on general size and environmental

similarities (Map 4). This was done to facilitate analysis based on broad environmental

similarities due to the lack of information on more specific site environments. Site and motif

distributions were further analysed by county and by region.
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Carson
Municipality

Northeast

1 White Pine
1

East

Map 4: Nevada's Counties and Rock Art Regions

Nevada's sixteen counties were grouped into seven regions with somewhat distinct

topography and environments, whose boundaries generally follow county lines. Two fairly

large counties (Nye county in the central and southern areas and Washoe county in the western
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and northern areas) were split in half and each half incorporated into the appropriate region

(i.e. northern Washoe county was placed in the Northwestern region and the southern portion

into the Western region; the northern portion of Nye county was placed in the Central region

and the southern portion into the Southwestern region). This was done to make the regions

as similar in general environments and overall size (in order to compare site densities) as

possible, although the Eastern region is the smallest (8,876.6 mi2). The Eastern region consists

only of White Pine county and it was decided that it could not logically be fitted into the

Northeastern region above it, the Southeastern region below it or the Central region to the

west of it because of significant environmental differences between regions.

Northwestern region:
18,828.7 mi2

- Humboldt County
- Pershing County
- Washoe County (above

T25N)

Central region:
18,743.1 mi2

- Lander County
- Eureka County
- Nye County (above T3N)

Western region:
14,824.4 mi2

- Storey County
- Lyon County
- Douglas County
- Mineral County
- Churchill County
- Washoe County (below

T25N)

Southwestern region:
12,662.3 mi2

- Esmeralda County
- Nye County (below T3N)

Northeastern region:
17,181.6 mi2

- Elko County

Eastern region:
8,876.6 mi2

- White Pine County

Southeastern region:
18,545.4 mi2

- Lincoln County
- Clark County

Table 3: Nevada Counties and Regions

Some sites (n=l 16,11%), however, could not be assigned to a larger region because

they are located in one of the two counties which were split when forming regions and lack
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Map 5: Rock Art Site Distributions in Nevada

enough information to plot the site precisely into the appropriate region. A fairly significant

number of sites (37.8%, n=392) do not in fact have any information concerning location other

than vague descriptions of roads travelled or landmarks by which to orient. These landmarks

sometimes include such things as water troughs or fence lines that have long since disappeared.
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Those familiar with the scenic byways of Nevada know that even roads change, sometimes

with the season, because most are unpaved, and landmarks other than mountains are

sometimes significant for only a few years at best. Those site records with the most basic

locational information (within a 362 mile area, in the Township and Range mapping system,

62.2%, n=645) were plotted on a distribution map of the state (Map 5).24

The largest number of sites are located in Clark county, with almost as many in Washoe

county, followed by Mineral county and Lincoln county (Table 4).

County

Churchill

Clark

Douglas

Eureka

Esmeralda

Eureka

Humboldt

Lander

Total

47

239

6

13

47

2

28

12

% of T

4.5

23.0

0.6

1.3

4.5

0.2

2.7

1.2

County

Lincoln

Lyon

Mineral

Nye

Pershing

Storey

Washoe

White Pine

Total

101

33

116

79

14

44

208

48

% of T

9.7

3.2

11.2

7.6

1.4

4.2

20.1

4.6

Table 4: Rock art site totals by county and percentage of state total (T)

It should be noted here that Clark county is now the most densely populated county

in Nevada, with 70% of the entire state population (estimated at 1,746,898 in 1998) currently

living in the greater Las Vegas area (population estimated at 1,162,129 in 1998). This higher

24 5.8% of the total number of sites in the state (n=60) have UTMs only; while 40.2% have both UTM and
T/R data (n=417), 22% (n=228) have T/R only.
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population will introduce bias into the record simply because there will have necessarily been

more construction and hence more survey done in Clark county, and so more rock art sites will

have been reported. A similar bias is likely for Washoe county, where the second largest city

in the state (Reno) is located in the southern part of that county. But an equally, if not more

significant, source of bias for southern Washoe county is that Reno is the home of one of

Nevada's most active rock art researchers, Mr Alvin R. McLane, a retired archaeologist,

whose passion is discovering new rock art sites. He pursues this avocation mostly in southern

Washoe county but also makes forays elsewhere (in fact it is likely that he has visited more

rock art sites in Nevada than any other single person), especially in nearby Mineral and Storey

counties. The contribution of Mr McLane's labours to rock art research in Nevada is illustrated

by the fact that nearly one third (around 300) of the total sites for the state included in the

database (n=1037) were discovered and reported by him.

In addition to the simple bias introduced through differential survey, another important

factor which introduces bias when examining simple numbers of sites is how a 'site' is defined.

For example, in one part of southern Washoe county more than one hundred sites have been

identified (by Mr McLane) which are located in an area of less than eight square miles25

(personal communication, Alvin McLane, November 1999). Some researchers define a rock

art site as a continuous area of rock art and designate a separate, new site after any break in

rock art of more than a few metres. This drives the overall site count higher, whereas another

researcher might define a larger area as a single site, with rock art or other activity loci within

it, which would reduce overall numbers and site densities. These factors have been considered

25 Sites discovered in this area by Mr McLane are not all included in the database because the area is
currently under investigation by him, although the previously recorded sites there have been included.
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in the following analysis but cannot be entirely removed. It should also be remembered,

however, that it may also be the case that the higher numbers or densities that are seen in some

areas are the real product of increased activity in the past. Each situation must be evaluated

individually and judgements made as to the validity of observable patterning.

Most of the counties in Nevada are large in areal extent but sparsely populated, now

and in the past. Although actual numbers of rock art sites is relatively high (n=1037), rock art

site densities by county are generally low and eleven out of the sixteen counties have less than

one site per square mile (Appendix 5).26 The five counties which are exceptions to this are

Esmeralda and Lyon counties (with only slightly more than one site per mile2), Clark and

Mineral counties (with slightly more than three sites per mile2), and Storey county (with an

astonishing sixteen sites per mile2). While Storey county is one of the smallest in terms of area

(263.5 mi2), it has the highest density of rock art sites in the state (16.698 per mile2), probably

simply due to the concentration of Mr McLane's exploratory efforts there.

Storey county provides the perfect example of the complexity of determining the extent

of bias in the rock art record in Nevada. Its high site density could be viewed as the product

of the county's small areal size and/or the intensive archaeological exploration it has enjoyed.

Some of this county's sites comprise only a very small number of motifs or are very close to

other sites, possibly close enough to warrant combining them, thereby reducing the overall

number of sites. But on the other hand, it is also an area that is environmentally rich (relatively

well watered, abundant game and plant resources including pifton) and in addition, lies in a

26 It should also be noted that if this represents 10,000 years of activity, that one rock art site was made in
Nevada only every ten years!
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Map 6: Historic and Prehistoric Tribal Boundaries (note that the Fremont filled much of
Utah).

topographic boundary area Gust east of the foot of the Sierra Nevada mountains), and an area

that was also a boundary (at least historically) between the Washoe and the Northern Paiute

(Map 6).

The Washoe generally inhabited the Sierra mountains and eastern foothills, and the

Northern Paiute occupied the rest of western Nevada southward through what is now Mineral
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county and the northern

half of Esmeralda

county. At that point

Western Shoshone

territory begins and fills

the entire central portion

of Nevada and eastward

into northwestern Utah

and beyond. Historically

the Southern Paiute

Figure 3: Lagomarsino Canyon, Storey County, Western Region

occupied the southern portion of the state and prehistoricaUy the Fremont and Anasazi

inhabited the eastern and south-eastern areas. Although how long the historic populations have

been in their areas is fiercely debated,27 it appears unlikely that historic Native peoples were

responsible for most prehistoric rock art in the area, the fact of historic boundaries cannot

be removed from consideration for possible motivations for rock art locations. In

addition to high site densities, Storey county is also the location of one of the largest

rock art sites in western Nevada (Figure 3)28. Lagomarsino was seemingly made and used over

a very long period of time (based on differential patination or visible revarnishing of motifs,

admittedly a problematic approach to dating [Whitleye^a/. 1984]). This important rock art site

27 The Washoe may have inhabited their historic homeland for around 6000 years (Elston 1971:10-11),
but currently it is undecided whether or not the Northern Paiute have been in western Nevada for that long
(Madsen and Rhode 1994).

28 This site has recently been claimed by the Washoe tribe based on the presence in the rock art of what
they believe to be traditional basketry designs.
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has a cluster of smaller sites nearby, and is associated with a semi-permanent spring and

evidence of habitation. One is therefore faced with the problem of deciding whether or not the

extremely high density of sites in this area is due to the undeniable bias in survey and interest

of local residents, or if the densities are truly reflective of increased rock art production

possibly stimulated by multiple cultural and environmental boundaries or environmental

richness. Based on the analysis presented here, it seems most likely that the higher rock art

production occurs in locations of richer resources and multiple cultural boundaries.

Clark, Mineral and Washoe counties all have greater than three sites per square mile

and the effects of bias in recording and survey are probably strong here also, but again all three

counties are in environments that are relatively rich in resources. As mentioned above, Clark

and Washoe county (especially in the southern portion of Washoe county) probably have high

site densities because of the relatively high modern population densities in these areas, and both

Washoe and Mineral counties are favoured areas of exploration for Mr McLane. In Esmeralda

county, slightly to the south of Mineral county and environmentally similar to it, site density

drops to 1.3 per square mile. Here again inadequate survey may be the cause for the low

density, which is surely the case in Elko and Eureka counties, both of which have very low site

densities in spite of relatively rich resources including sharing one of Nevada's only more-or-

less permanent water sources, the Humboldt River. The same lack of survey may also account

for the low site densities in Humboldt, Lander and Pershing counties in spite of being relatively

rich environmentally. Nye county, in contrast, also has low site density but it is an area where

there is little water and appears to have always been sparsely populated except during a sort

of population 'boom' during the Middle Archaic (between approximately 3500 BP and 1500

BP,Elston 1986:142-146).
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Lower site densities are more difficult to explain in both Churchill (0.9434) and Lincoln

(0.9497) counties. However, much of Churchill county was under water until the enormous

Pleistocene lakes of western Nevada began to recede around 12,000 years ago (Map 3). This

might suggest that low rock art site density is related to the lack of available surfaces during

this early period. This then would imply that at least some rock art was produced above lake

level before the lakes began to disappear around twelve thousand years ago. It is true that

some of the most important sites in Churchill county seem to be related to marsh adaptations

or shoreline occupations, and appear to have been created very early judging by the extremely

high levels of revarnishing (Figure 4).29

Low site density in Lincoln county seems to be a meaningful pattern, although it is

somewhat surprising. A great deal of archaeological survey has been done in this county and

it has also had human occupation

for at least as long as ten

thousand years (Aikens and

Madsen 1986:154). The very

distinctive Fremont people

(sedentary, semi-agriculturalists)

occupied the area for around

900 years before AD 1300, and

Figure 4: Cupules at Grimes Point; Churchill County; t h e y l e f t b e h i n d e c lu a l ly
Western region.

distinctive rock art. Because of

29 A rock varnish dating project is in progress by the author and Dr Alan Watchman that includes Grimes
Point as well as several other sites (Chapter 11.2).
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the intensity of research in the area, it is likely that most (if not all) of the rock art sites there

have been found, and in spite of a rich environment and long period of occupation, rock art

sites are not as ubiquitous as one might expect. This might be explained by the fact that in this

area a less mobile mode of production was utilized, which would indicate generally more

sedentism. If populations were less mobile they may have had less reason for signalling or less

ritual negotiation of social relations if 'others' were less commonly encountered, until the

advent of the Fremont when an agricultural economy would have prompted new modes of

ritual (Woody and Quinlan 1998).

Region

Northwestern

Northeastern

Western

Central

Eastern

Southwestern

Southeastern

Number of Sites

58

13

334

40

48

88

340

Total Area

18828.7

17181.6

14824.4

18743.1

8876.6

12662.3

18545.4

Density / Mi2

0.308

0.076

2.253

0.213

0.541

0.695

1.833

Table 5: Site densities by region

When rock art sites are grouped into regions, rather than counties (Appendix 5), the

wide discrepancies in site densities largely disappear (Tables 5 & 6). Only two regions have

densities of more than one site per square mile (Western and Southeastern). Since the regions

are broadly similar in areal extent the site densities derived for them are perhaps more

meaningful than those for counties.
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Region

None

Northwest

Northeast

West

Central

East

Southwest

Southeastern

Total

116

58

13

334

40

48

88

340

% of T

11.2

5.6

1.3

32.2

3.9

4.6

8.5

32.8

Table 6: Rock art sites totals by region and percentage of state total (T)

A simple examination of distributions also shows quite clearly that there is far less rock

art north ofthe Humboldt River (especially in the northeast or Elko county, n=13,1.3%) than

elsewhere in the state, an observation made by Heizer and Baumhoff (1962:205-6), as well as

many other archaeologists and rock art researchers. It should again be noted that this is no

doubt in part the product of limited modern investigation in the rugged and sparsely populated

northern part ofthe state. At present, however, the greatest concentrations over all of rock art

in Nevada clearly occur in two regions, the Southeast and the West.

The greatest numbers and highest densities of sites is the Western region (Churchill,

Mineral, Lyon, Douglas and Storey counties and the lower half of Washoe county), an area

typically associated historically with the Washoe and the Northern Paiute. If the rock art was

produced by either of these historically known groups one might suspect that differences would
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be distinguishable, but this is not currently the case and in fact the rock art in both regions is

very similar (Chapter 8).

The Southeastern region (Clark and Lincoln counties) has the second highest number

of sites (n=340). The sites in the Southeastern region tend to cluster in dense concentrations

rather than being dispersed consistently across the landscape. Technically, parts of the

Southeastern region lie outside of the hydrographic Great Basin because the White River and

Meadow Valley Wash flow southward into Lake Mead, which is a part of the Colorado River

drainage. The southeast is typically associated historically with the Southern Paiute and the

prehistoric Anasazi in the south, as well as the prehistoric Fremont in the east along the modern

border with Utah and around the Colorado drainage (Map 6). The Anasazi and Fremont

occupation is reflected in the rock art imagery in this region (and in the Eastern region, White

Pine county), and is discussed below.

In addition to the overall high numbers of sites in these two regions, Map 5 also shows

that sites cluster in the west along the foothills of the Sierra and in the east throughout the

Colorado River drainage, whereas the Central and northern regions have fewer significant

clusters. It should again be noted that like other unintentional biases, this may be a product of

the type and location of surveys completed. The central area is even today sparsely populated,

no doubt due to the lack of water. Differential survey is a problem which can only be overcome

with time, and with a more thorough field survey of the state and recording. There are

however, in addition to general site clustering in the West and Southeast, significant clusters

in both of these regions having more than ten sites per 36 mi2 section, some of which have

more than twenty sites per section (Map 5).
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6.1 Environmental Contexts

Since this study is based on information from previously recorded rock art sites, many

of which were recorded prior to the 1960s, information is often lacking regarding the

environmental and archaeological context of the site. Indeed, many records simply state the

presence of 'petroglyphs' without noting anything further concerning the motifs present or any

description of environmental contexts. For example, a large number of site records (n=566,

54.58% of the state total) do not describe the type of surface on which the rock art is found

(although 471 records, 45.42% of the total for the state do have such information and are used

in the discussion below; only 248 records have both surface and motif information, which is

nearly 61% of the number of sites with motif information, n=409).

Surface

Number

% of Total

Boulder

161

34.18

Bedrock

10

2.12

Cliff

132

28.03

Shelter

153

32.48

Mixed

15

3.18

Table 7: Total known surface types (T=471)

6.1.1 Surface Types (Appendix 6 and 6a)

In spite of the fact that slightly less than half of the site records examined have

information regarding surface type, it is clear that of those which do have such information,

boulders, shelters and cliff faces dominate, while bedrock and mixed contexts are relatively rare

(see Table 7). Of those that occur on bedrock outcrops (n=10), half are found in White Pine
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county (n=5, Eastern region), one of which is a combination site (that is both petroglyphs and

pictographs). Three bedrock sites occur in Clark county (Southeastern region, all petroglyphs)

and one each is found in Washoe and Mineral counties (Western region, both petroglyphs).

A small number of rock art sites occur in mixed contexts (n=15, 3.18%), that is on

boulders and/or cliff faces in association with shelters or on boulders associated with cliff faces.

Again, Lincoln county has the highest number (n==6, three combination sites and three

petroglyph sites), Esmeralda county has two (both petroglyphs), and seven other counties have

one site each recorded as occurring in a mixed context (Churchill and White Pine each have

one pictograph site; Clark, Lyon and Mineral each have one combination site; and Lander and

Washoe have one petroglyph site each). These extremely low and varied distributions do not

seem to suggest any meaningful patterns, although perhaps the higher numbers of mixed

contexts in the Eastern region should be expected because high numbers of shelters occur

there. The relatively high percentage of bedrock sites (half of the state total) is also of some

interest if one considers rock art a system of visual communication. One might expect it to be

placed in situations where it could be seen more easily, whereas when it is on bedrock or other

horizontal surfaces a viewer would need to be nearly on top of the rock art to see it at all (the

same is true of rock art inside shelters).

Nearly 95% of all rock art sites in Nevada (where surface information is recorded)

occur on either boulders, cliff faces or in shelters, and in fairly even numbers. Boulder contexts

are slightly more frequent (n=161), usually sites are petroglyphs (n=146, 90.67%). They are

present in nearly every county (fifteen of the sixteen counties), Storey county only has one site

with surface type recorded as a mixed context of both boulders and cliff face. This is likely to

be a product of bias in the record and it is quite certain that Storey county also has rock art on
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boulders alone). Pictographs are rarely found on boulders (n=12), eight of which are a

combination of both petroglyphs and pictographs (three of which occur in Clark county and

one each in Churchill, Lincoln, Mineral, Nye and Washoe counties), four sites are comprised

of only pictographs (two in White Pine, one in Mineral, and one in Washoe county). Four

boulder sites do not have the type of rock art recorded.

Slightly fewer rock art sites are recorded from shelters (n=153) and more than half

(52.29%) of those are pictograph sites (n=80), 24.18% are petroglyphs (n=37) and 15.03%

are combination sites (n=23). Eleven site records do not include what art type is present and

two sites could not be assigned to a region due to lack of locational information.

Cliff faces are described in 28.03% of the sites records (n=132) which discuss surface

information, but of these only 66.67% have detailed motif descriptions (n=88). Petroglyphs are

again most commonly described (n=103,78.03%) as occurring on cliff faces and are found in

all counties except Eureka (but again this may be due to incomplete recording in that county).

Nearly all of the rock art sites on cliff faces described as a combination (n=16, 12.12%) are

found in the Southeastern region (eight in Clark county and six in Lincoln county, n=14,

87.5%). One is found in the Northwestern region in upper Washoe county and one is found

in the Western region (Mineral county) which is a vulviform site.

Site records which describe pictographs on cliff faces are also much less frequent

(n=l 1, 10.68%) than petroglyphs, but are found in all counties except Storey and Douglas.

Somewhat surprisingly Lincoln county (n=6) and White Pine county (n=2) contain few

pictographs on cliffs. Pictographs on cliff faces elsewhere include one each in Churchill and

Clark counties, and one in Pershing county (26Pe9) which is described as a Medicine Rock,

where salt was 'licked from the surface' as a means of healing (Gale 1912:19 [Chapter 10.3]).
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Some interesting patterns emerge when these surface types are examined by region

(Appendix 6). In the Southeastern region nearly half of the sites with surface information

recorded (n=62, 41.06%) occur on cliff faces, a slightly smaller number occur in shelters

(n=47, 31.13%) and around half as many are described as occurring on boulders (n=32,

21.19%). In each of these cases the numbers are distributed fairly evenly between the two

counties (Clark and Lincoln) which make up this region (cliff faces: 32 Clark, 30 Lincoln;

shelters: 27 Clark, 20 Lincoln; boulders: 15 Clark, 17 Lincoln). Only in mixed contexts is there

some difference between counties where Lincoln county has six sites while Clark county has

only one, and in bedrock sites with Clark county having all three recorded for the region.

But while cliff faces are the most often recorded surface used for rock art in the

southeast, in the Eastern region (White Pine county) rock art sites with this information

recorded (n=45) appear to be predominately located in shelters (n=26,57.78%). One additional

site in White Pine county is described in a mixed context (26WP69, Katchina Cave), but it is

a painted shelter site with Fremont style rock art also occurring on the cliff face and boulders

outside the shelter. Only 11.11% (n=5) of the sites with this information recorded occur on

cliff faces alone (the same number as occur on bedrock outcrops) and only 17.78% (n=8) occur

on boulders alone. Of the six remaining sites with such information recorded, five are on

bedrock (11.11%, four petroglyph and one combination) and one is a pictograph in mixed

context (2.22%).

The use of shelters is not surprising in the Eastern region because they occur quite

commonly in the limestone formations, yet cliff faces are equally common but are used for rock

art much less frequently. Further, of the shelters in the Eastern region with rock art reported,

nearly all of them are pictographs (n=24,92.31 %). As will be discussed below, pictograph sites
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do occur most often in shelters throughout the state, which of course raises the issue of

differential preservation. But in the Eastern region pictographs occur on cliff faces nearly as

frequently as petroglyphs, so the preference for painted shelters in this area may reflect more

choice than differential preservation. The preference for shelters seems to continue into the

Northeastern region (Elko county) also, where nearly all of the known rock art sites which

describe surface information (n=10) occur in shelters (n=7, 70%), but of those only two are

petroglyph sites. Only one site each is recorded on boulders (a cupule site), cliff face (a

vulviform site) or on bedrock

(one of only two sites in the

state with what appears to be

the representation of a bison,

Figure 5), and all are

petroglyphs.

In the Southwestern

region sites are, like in the

Figure 5: Bison petroglyph, Elko County, Northwestern Southeast, more evenly
Region.

distributed among cliff faces

(n=l 3,31.7%), shelters (n=l 1,26.84%) and boulders (n=15,36.58%). A small number of site

records indicate that rock art is found in mixed context (n=2, 4.88%, both in Esmeralda

county) and none are located on bedrock outcrops. But farther to the north in the Western

region more than half of all rock art sites (n=163) with surface data (n=93, 57.06%) occur on

boulders. Only 44 sites (26.99%) occur in shelters, and of these half (n=24, 54.55%) are

pictographs and only around one quarter (n=10,22.73%) are petroglyphs, while slightly fewer
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sites located in shelters are a combination of both pictographs and petroglyphs (n=7,15.9%).

A small number of site records for rock art sites in shelters in the Western region do not specify

rock art type (n=3, 6.8%). For those, it is most likely that they are petroglyphs because

pictographs are somewhat less common in this area generally and so their presence usually

attract attention. Cliff faces appear also to be not the preferred surface for the placement of

rock art in the Western region, with only twenty sites recorded (12.27%) as occurring there.

Of these, over half (n=l 3,65%) are in Mineral county, the southernmost county in the Western

region.

Of the remainder four are in Washoe county (all petroglyphs, e.g. Figure 6), two in

Churchill county (one pictograph and one petroglyph), and one in Lyon county (petroglyph).

An additional four sites (2.45%) in mixed contexts also occur in the Western region (one

combination site each in Mineral and Lyon counties, one pictograph site in Churchill county

and one petroglyph site

in Storey county

[Figure 3]). Only two

sites are recorded on

bedrock (1.23%, one in

Washoe county and one

in Mineral county).

This might

Figure 6: Griffin Canyon, Washoe County, Western Region. suggest something of a

north::south split in regards to the use of cliff faces, except that in the Northwest region 50%

of site records which contain information on surface are described as being on cliff faces
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(n=12). One of these is the above mentioned Medicine Rock in Pershing county (pictograph),

four are in Humboldt county (all petroglyphs) and seven are in Washoe county (all petroglyph

sites except one combination site). Of the remaining sites in the Northwestern region, 29.17%

occur on boulders (three in Humboldt county, two in Pershing county and two in Washoe

county, all petroglyphs). The remaining 20.83% occur in shelters, one combination site in

Humboldt county, two sites in Pershing county (one petroglyph and one pictograph) and two

sites in Washoe county (one of which is a pictograph, while the rock art type of the other is

not defined, but is probably a petroglyph). Uplifted basalt fault blocks dominate this part of

Nevada and so cliff faces are also ubiquitous, so perhaps this preference is more opportunistic

than anything else.

Site records for the Central region

which contain surface information suggest

that nearly half are placed on cliff faces (n=l 3,

44.83%), all of which are petroglyphs and all

but two are on soft, light coloured tuff (see

below). Nine of those eleven sites found on

this rock type are vulviform sites (Figure 7).

Nearly as many sites in the Central

region are located in shelters (n=l 1,37.94%),

eight of which are picto graphs, and only one

each of petroglyphs, combination and rock art

type unknown. Records with surface

Figure 7: XMarks the Spot, Nye County,
Central Region. information suggest that rock art in the
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Central region occur much less on boulders (n=4,13.79%; one in Lander county and three in

Nye county) or on mixed surfaces (n=l, 3.44%; a 'scratched' site, see below, which is on both

boulders and cliff face).

Rock Type

Basalt

Granite

Limestone

Number

137

20

28

% of Total

41.14

6

8.4

Rock Type

Sandstone

Tuff

Tufa

Number

68

65

15

% of Total

20.42

19.52

4.5

Table 8: Rock Type (T=333)

6.1.2 Rock Types

While the Central region shares high percentages of rock art sites in shelters with the

Eastern and Northeastern regions, it also has higher numbers of rock art on cliff faces like the

Northwest and the Southeast. The most interesting feature of Central region rock art is not the

selection of surfaces, but rather the more specific selection of rock type (Table 8) for use with

specific motif types. In particular, vulviform sites are almost always located on tuff, which is

a very soft, light coloured stone. However, it should be remembered that only 32.11% (n=333)

of the total number of site records includes this basic contextual information, making it difficult

to evaluate the selection of rock types overall.
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Igneous rock is very common throughout Nevada (basalt and granite in particular, but

also tuff), as are sedimentary rocks, especially in the south and east (sandstone and limestone).

In addition there is another interesting rock type, algal tufa (usually simply called 'tufa'), a

calcium carbonate sedimentary rock deposited from solution in the waters of ancient

Pleistocene lakes in western Nevada.

Basalt

Basalt is the most commonly reported rock type for rock art sites (n=137, 41.14%),

no doubt due to its ubiquity in the landscape. However, the unique properties of basalt

certainly also contributed to it being a preferred medium for petroglyphs. Basalt very frequently

develops a sometimes

very dark coating (either

by chemical action

within the rock called

'patina' or by interaction

with the environment

called 'varnish' or

'desert varnish'). When

this surface, which is

sometimes quite thinFigure 8: Desert varnish or patina on basalt.

(Figure 8) is removed, the lighter interior rock material is exposed, producing a sometimes

quite striking visible contrast.
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Rock art located on basalt is reported for all counties except Eureka (no doubt due to

the limited number of sites reported there), and somewhat more interestingly, White Pine

county (Eastern region). Here, 14 of the 20 sites with rock type specified are made on

limestone. These are predominantly pictographs in shelters, and only one is a petroglyph site

on bedrock and one a pictograph site in a mixed context (shelter, cliff face and boulders). The

six other site records for White Pine county which note rock type indicate that the rock is

granite (one combination site on bedrock; two pictograph sites on boulders and three

petroglyph sites on boulders). Basalt is much less common in the area but not completely

absent, so the lack of rock art on basalt in that area is interesting.

For the rest of the state it should be noted that when rock art was produced on basalt

(n=137), it was usually as petroglyphs (87.59%, n=120), and of these 88.33% are on boulders

(n=106). Only three sites occur in combination contexts (one of which is the important site of

Lagomarsino, Figure 3 above, which includes clifffaces and talus, or boulder slope), two occur

in shelters, three are on bedrock outcrops and six do not specify surface type. Although rock

art sites on basalt boulders are the most commonly reported sites, these are reported from only

four of the seven defined regions, Western (n=66, 80.49%), Northwestern (only one site in

northern Washoe county), Southwestern (n=9, 10.98%) and Southeastern (n=6, 7.32%).

Clearly the Western region is dominated by rock art sites on basalt boulders, occurring in every

county except Storey. But as mentioned above this is probably the result of biassed recording

for this county, and in fact, only one of the records for Storey county (n=44) specifies rock and

surface type.
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Sandstone

A distant second as medium for rock art is sandstone, with 20.42% (n=68) of the site

records noting its use. Obviously the distribution of sandstone will determine the number of

occurrences at least in part, and although rock art on sandstone is recorded in six of the sixteen

counties, all except four sites are in Clark (n=56,82.35%) and Lincoln (n=8,11.76) counties.

One site is recorded in both Esmeralda and Humboldt counties (both petroglyphs on a cliff

face) and one again for Elko and Washoe counties (both petroglyphs in a shelter).

The majority of sandstone sites (n=56) in Clark county are on cliff faces (n=l 9,33.92%

of the sandstone sites), with nearly as many (n=13,23.21%) in shelters. Of the sandstone sites

on cliff faces only one is a pictograph site and only four are combination sites, with the majority

(n=14) being petroglyphs. Sandstone boulder sites account for 14.86% (n=8) of the sandstone

sites in Clark county and fifteen site records (26.79%) which specify sandstone do not indicate

what type of rock art is present. None of the sites in sandstone shelters are pictographs, with

petroglyphs (n=7) and combination sites (n=5) only in that context, although one site record

indicates rock art in a sandstone shelter but not the art type present. This is not entirely

surprising because the number of pictograph sites generally in Clark county is somewhat less

than expected (see below), but it seems unlikely that recording bias can account for this low

number of pictographs on sandstone simply due to the relatively greater construction survey

in that county. The percentages of sandstone sites found in Lincoln county (n=8) are also quite

low, but like Clark county seem somewhat credible due to extent of survey, although here too

the number seems suspiciously low. In that county, 62.5% of the sites (n=5) on sandstone are

on cliff faces, with two pictographs, two a combination of pictographs and petroglyphs and one
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petroglyph only. Only two sites occur in sandstone shelters (one pictograph and one

petroglyph) and one petroglyph site is described as occurring on a sandstone bedrock outcrop.

Limestone

Limestone rock art sites are also somewhat limited in distribution, and are only reported

in six of the sixteen counties. Like sandstone sites, limestone sites in the Southeastern region

are rarely reported, but this may be a product of overlooking the obvious when recording. Only

one pictograph shelter is reported for Lincoln county, while in Clark county three shelters (two

with a combination of petro glyphs and

pictographs, and one with petroglyphs only)

are reported. Nearly as many are reported for

the Southwestern region (n=3), all of which

are in southern Nye county (two pictograph

and one combination). One is also reported

from northern Nye county, which is in the

Central region. Not surprisingly no limestone

sites are reported for the Northwestern

region, and only one is reported for the

Western region (in Churchill county), a tufa

encrusted limestone cave (Figure 32, Salt

Cave). Three limestone sites are also reported

for Elko county (Northeastern region), all

Figure 9: Red Hand Cave, Elko County,
Northeastern Region.
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pictograph sites in shelters (Figure 9). Half of the reported limestone rock art sites are in the

Eastern region (White Pine county, n=14) as would be expected because of the relative

abundance of this rock type in that area. Of these nearly all (n=12, 85.71%) are pictograph

shelters, while one pictograph occurs in a mixed context (in this case shelter and cliff face) and

one petroglyph site is recorded as occurring on limestone bedrock.

Tuff

The next most commonly reported rock type is tuff(n=65). The highest number of rock

art sites on tuff are in the Western region (n=24, 36.92%), most of which are in southern

Washoe county (n=20). Of these only four are on boulders (all petroglyphs), while most (n=l 6)

are in shelters (seven are petroglyphs, five are pictographs and four are combination sites).

Mineral county (Western region) has only four sites on tuff, all on cliff faces (two petroglyphs,

one combination and one without rock art type described) and two of these are vulviform sites

(see below).

The Central region (n=17, 26.15%) has nearly as many rock art sites on tuff and as

mentioned above many (n=l 1,64.71%) of those are vulviform sites (Chapter 10.2.1). Nearly

all of the Central region's tuff rock art sites occur in northern Nye county (n=l 3,76.47%), one

of which comprises petroglyphs on a boulder, three are in shelters (one pictograph, one

petroglyph and one combination) and nine are on cliff faces (all petroglyphs and all except one

is a vulviform site). Also in the Central region are four tuff rock art sites in Lander county, two

of which are petroglyphs on cliff faces (both vulviform sites), one multicolour pictograph cave

(Figure 10) and one petroglyph boulder.
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Figure 10: Toquima Cave; Lander county, Central
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Nearly as many rock art

sites on tuff are found in the

Southwestern region (n=12,

18.46), all except two in

Esmeralda county are on tuff

and all except four of these are

vulviform sites. All of those

rock art sites on tuff in

Esmeralda county are

petroglyphs, only one of which is a boulder and the remaining nine are cliff faces. The two sites

in the Southwestern region that are located in Nye county are on boulders (one petroglyph

vulviforms and one is a combination). Fewer sites in the Southeastern region are on tuff (n=7,

10.77%), and all of those are in Lincoln county. Nearly all (n=6) are on cliff faces (five

petroglyph, two of which are vulviform sites and one pictograph site) with one site in a

combination context and with a combination of rock art. Only two other rock art sites are

reported on tuff, one in the Northwestern region (Humboldt county, a shelter with a

combination of petroglyphs and pictographs) and one in the Northeastern region (Elko county,

a cliff face with petroglyphs which is also a vulviform site. No tuff sites are reported for the

Eastern region, however this is likely to be bias in recording since less than half (n=20,

41.67%) of its reported sites have rock types noted.
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Granite

Granite is also quite

common in the southeastern

and eastern part of the state,

where most of the rock art

sites that are reported on

granite (n=20) are found. Only

five sites made on granite

occur outside the Eastern and
Figure 11: Medicine Rock with feather offering on left;
Mineral county, Western region; boulder on right is Southeastern regions (four in
granite

the Western region: one

pictograph site in mixed context in Churchill, one pictograph boulder in Washoe county and

two petroglyph boulders in Mineral county, one of which is a well known Medicine Rock

[Figure 11; Chapter 10.3]) and one site in the Northwestern region (a petroglyph boulder in

Washoe county). Most of the granite rock art sites are found in the Southeastern region (n=9,

45%), but one is in Lincoln county (a petroglyph site in mixed context). The remaining eight

sites are in Clark county, two petroglyph sites on granite cliff faces, three shelters (one of

which is petroglyphs and two are a combination of both petroglyphs and pictographs), and

three boulders (two with petroglyphs and one which does not include rock art type). The rest

of the granite rock art sites are in the Eastern region (n=6), five of those on boulders (three

with petroglyphs and two with pictographs), and one on a granite bedrock outcrop (with a
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combination of petroglyphs and pictographs). Granite weathers rapidly in some environments

and it is not entirely surprising that few petroglyph sites are known from granite surfaces.

Tufa

Tufa is a rare rock type whose use is restricted to the Western region because of its

very limited distribution. Only two sites outside the Western region, in Pershing county

(Northwestern region), are made on tufa. Ofthose in the Western region (n=ll, 73.33%ofall

tufa sites reported), one is reported for Lyon county (a petroglyph boulder). Churchill county

has five (four of which are shelters, three pictograph and one combination, and one petroglyph

boulder which is a vulviform site). Washoe county also has five sites reported on tufa, two on

boulders (one petroglyphs and one combination) and three in shelters (one petroglyphs and two

with a combination of petroglyphs and pictographs, one of which is a vulviform site.

Little can be said about selection based on rock type except for the observation made

earlier regarding the apparent association between vulviform sites and soft light coloured rock,

especially tuff in the Central region, which will be examined in more detail below (Chapter

10.2.1). In regards to other rock types it seems as if basalt may have been selected for the

contrast provided by the desert varnish for petroglyph production, since pictographs account

for such a small number of total sites on basalt (n-13 including combination sites, 9.49%), less

than ten percent of the site records which include rock type. This inference is supported by the

fact that where most basalt rock art sites are reported (the western half of the state) is also the
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area where there are slightly fewer pictograph sites overall (see below) and where basalt is

ubiquitous, implying that basalt was avoided for making pictographs on.

6.1.3 Site elevations

One other piece of environmental data recorded with some regularity is site elevation

(Figure 12) and 41.08% of the total site records for the state (n=426) include this information.
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Figure 12: Site Elevations

Elevations were recorded for sites in all counties except Douglas, ranging from 1450' in Clark

county to 9560' in White Pine county. As can be seen sites are generally located between 4000

and 5000'. For each county the differences in the highest sites and the lowest are dramatic. In

Clark county (where all the sites below 3000' are found and where valley bottoms average
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around 2000') elevations range from 1450' to 5200'. But nearly half (n=31,47.69%) of the total

number of sites in that county (n-65) that have elevations noted are above 4000', and 20%

(n=13) have elevations of one thousand feet above the average valley bottom. Only a little

more than one third (36.92%, n=24) are at (or below) the elevation of the average valley

bottom.30

White Pine county has the highest average valley bottoms (around 6000') and rock art

site records noting elevations indicate that they range from 5560' to 9560'.31 Again, slightly

more than half (n=l 8,51.43%) are located at least one thousand feet above the average valley

bottom, with nearly a third (n=lQ, 28.57%) located two thousand feet or more above the

average valley bottom. In the west, Washoe county has an average valley bottom of around

3950', and of the site records which note elevation information (n=68) only fifteen (22.06%)

are at that elevation. The vast majority of sites in Washoe county (n=53,84.13%) are located

above the valley bottoms, with again more than half (n=36, 52.94%) located at least one

thousand feet higher.

When the differences between average valley bottoms and rock art site elevations are

examined by region, a similar pattern is seen throughout the state, except in the northeast (Elko

county) where only one site is located more than one thousand feet higher than the average

valley bottom (5500'). Two sites are below this average elevation, but the majority of sites

(n=8, 72.73%) are located between 5500' and 6500', that is within one thousand feet of the

30 The valley bottom averages used here are derived from Grayson (1993:17).

31 There is also a rock art site known by Mr McLane to be on Wheeler Peak at around 11,000', but this site
is not currently included in the database because it has not been officially recorded.
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average valley bottom. The Southeastern region also has a smaller number o f high elevation'

sites, although the separation between highest and lowest rock art sites is again quite dramatic,

where the lowest recorded site is 1450' and the highest is 6800', a separation of 5350 feet. In

this region, only 16.13% (n=l 5) sites are more than one thousand feet above the average valley

bottom (approximately 3800'). But 43.01% of the sites are located within one thousand feet

of the valley bottom and 40.86% (n=3 8) are located below the average valley bottom elevation.

This presents an interesting contrast with the rest of the state where nearly half of the sites

actually lie far above the average bottoms.

For example, in the Northwestern region, the average valley bottom is approximately

4000' in elevation, and 70.83% (n=17) of the site records with elevation information (n=24)

indicate that rock art sites are located one thousand feet above the average valley bottom. Of

those, 25% (n=6) are more than two thousand feet above the valley floor. In the Western

region the average valley bottom is around 3900', but 64.52% (n=140) of the rock art sites are

one thousand feet higher or more. The elevation range in the Western region is also dramatic,

with the lowest recorded site at 3800' and the highest 8080'. Likewise in the Southwestern

region 84.36% (n=27) sites with elevations recorded indicate that rock art sites lie above the

average valley bottom elevation (5000'), more than half of these (n=15) are located one

thousand feet above or more. In the Eastern region, 51.43% (n=18) of the rock art sites with

elevations noted are located more than one thousand feet above the average valley bottom

(6000'), and here too the separation between the lowest site (5560') and the highest site (95601)

is a striking four thousand feet. And finally in the Central region, where the average valley

bottom is around 5600' in elevation, 57.14% (n=8) of the site records with elevation

information indicate that the site is more than one thousand feet above the valley floor, only
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five sites are located within one thousand feet of the valley floor, and none are recorded below

that average. In every region except the Northeast and the Southeast, more than half of the

rock art sites have elevations that suggest that they are more than one thousand feet above the

average valley bottom, and a significant number are more than two thousand feet above the

average valley bottom. This might suggest something of a tendency toward 'high altitudes' for

rock art throughout most of Nevada {contra Whitley 1998a:22-23).

6.2 Associated Archaeological Materials and Features

So few site records include environmental information such as vegetation or distance

to water, that any attempt to evaluate patterns regarding such information was abandoned. It

is however a commonplace that rock art is often located near water, and in a desert

environment it is most likely that this is simply where people gathered. But there is a possibility

that rock art provided a type of 'owners mark' or indicated which groups had rights to the

water.

Analysis of associated cultural materials or features is also based on a very small

number of site records (n=244, 23.5%). But because such materials are potentially

chronologically or culturally diagnostic, it was decided that these were important enough to

examine even with limited information. In the future, as the record improves, many of the

observations made here will need to be re-examined.

There are rock art sites where no other archaeological materials can be detected, but

those are in fact quite rare, although that is not the impression gained by perusal of the existing

site record and published discussions, which makes rock art seem to be isolated in the context
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of its occurrence (e.g., Whitley 1998a: 13). This has long been a problem in Great Basin rock

art research, with rock art considered epiphenomenonal compared to other more easily

understood material remains of past human behaviours. When recorded at all, rock art was

often simply noted in the area while other cultural materials have been painstakingly described

(Cannon and Woody in press). If the rock art itself was recorded, even more recently, it has

often been done separately from the site within which it is situated. The justification for this

has always been that because of the inability to directly date rock art, it has been considered

impossible to correlate the rock art with other activities and materials which co-occur (a

problem that also occurs in other parts of the world, eg. Kinahan 1999:336-337). This has been

in spite of the fact that a great deal of other types of materials can also not be directly dated

(especially in the Great Basin where much of the archaeology is 'on the surface', [Grayson

1993:250]). But because it has been thought that other materials could provide some

information (e.g. sources for raw materials in the case of obsidian debitage) which contributed

to overall site interpretations, these things were worthwhile to record. Since rock art was

thought to be unable to provide any useful information (since it could not be dated or 'read'),

it was not considered to be worthwhile recording. This view is of course changing and rock

art is now being recorded as a part of the overall site context.

FISH

BIRD

MAMMAL

WOOD

TEXTILES

BURIALS

4

2

23

13

19

7

LITHICS

DIAGNOSTIC

GROUNDSTONE

POTTERY

FEATURES

HISTORIC

188

16

114

59

47

7

Table 9: Associated archaeological materials
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Various associated archaeological materials are described in only 23.53% (n=244) of

the site records (Table 9). This is without doubt an inaccurate number and a page by page

search of all the site records in the state (approximately 100,000 archaeological sites are

currently on file) would unquestionably turn up more rock art sites, more rock art sites with

associated materials and more archaeological sites that also have rock art noted in association.

But from the small number currently known to have such information, some interesting and

potentially important patterns can be detected.

6.2.1 Lithics

The general category of 'lithics' is most commonly reported in association with rock

art sites (n=188, 77.05% of those with associated materials described). Very rarely are these

'lithics' further described and are most likely the same as the sparse debitage scatter that covers

much of the Great Basin. Lithic scatters are reported at rock art sites in every county except

Douglas and Eureka. For the other counties the number of rock art sites with associated lithic

scatters is generally proportional to the number of sites in the county. For example, the four

counties with the highest number of sites (Clark, Lincoln, Mineral and Washoe) are also the

four counties with the highest number of site records that note the presence of 'lithics.'

But within these there is a very small number of sites with temporally diagnostic

projectile points described (n=12 sites [17 separate diagnostic points]), and although this is not

an appropriate means by which to date the rock art, it does begin to suggest possibilities for
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periods of site utilization.32 Archaeologists in Nevada rely heavily on projectile point

chronologies to "tell time" (Grayson 1993:250), and while recognizing that there are far too

few temporally diagnostic points described at rock art sites to make any general statements,

and that there is no way at present to tie the points directly to the rock art, it is simply

interesting to note that nearly all of those that are noted are generally thought to be between

two and eight thousand years old. As with other information reviewed thus far, this too may

be a product of bias, because people may be more inclined to record older points than younger

ones, or since younger points are generally smaller than older ones, they may be more easily

overlooked.

Of the seventeen diagnostic projectile points described in Nevada's rock art site

records, 82.35% (n=14) of them are Elko series or older (Elko series point types are generally

thought to be between eight and two thousand years old [Jennings 1986:117 provides the most

widely accepted Great Basin projectile point chronology]). In fact nearly half of the projectile

points recorded are Elko series (n=7), or one of the other point types thought to be roughly

the same age (one each of Humboldt and Pinto - both also generally thought to be between

8500 and 2500 years old). Five other points which are considered to be even older than those

just mentioned include stemmed points (n=3), generally thought to be between eleven and eight

thousand years old, and crescents (n=2), generally thought to be around nine thousand years

old). Only three points are recorded that are much more recent in time and include Desert Side

Notch (n=2, up to 1500 years old, but still in use until around the time of contact) and

Cottonwood Triangular (n=l, up to 500 years old, but also used up until historic times). Both

32 This is also not the place for a discussion of the presumed validity of projectile point typologies and
chronologies.
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of these recent projectile points are associated with the introduction of the bow and arrow

around 1,700 B.P., where it finally replaced the earlier atlatl by 1,300 B.P. (Grayson

1993:253). There is some reason to believe that these also mark the presence of Numic

speaking populations in Nevada, while the earlier projectile points may indicate the presence

of an earlier population (Bettinger and Eerkens 1999).

6.2.2 Groundstone

The next most commonly reported artifact at rock art sites is groundstone, present at

46.72% (n=114) sites. As with projectile points, it is not currently possible to determine

whether groundstone and rock art are directly associated and it is possible that rock art and the

materials found at its locales reflect different, unrelated phases.33 Groundstone, while present,

is rare in early Holocene sites generally in the Great Basin, but by the time that the Pleistocene

lakes and the shallow-water habitats associated with them had disappeared (i.e. after around

7,500 years ago), groundstone becomes extremely common. Groundstone was used for a

variety of activities, such as grinding bone or even processing paint, but most archaeologists

agree that it marks the introduction of seeds into the diet, which remained relatively important

until White contact.

While one should not automatically assume a direct correlation between women and

groundstone (men could certainly use these 'women's' tools in the same way that women

33 William J. Cannon, district archaeologist for the Bureau of Land Management, Lakeview District
(Oregon) however has indicated that both groundstone and rock art exhibit comparable levels of
revarnishing at one important rock art site in the northern lobe of the Great Basin (personal
communication, March 1998) which has been dated to prior to 7800 BC by the presence of a distinctive and
well dated volcanic ash (Cannon and Ricks 1986:12).
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could use and produce 'men's' lithic tools), the presence of groundstone does represent

domestic debris in the broadest sense. This indicates habitation, however limited, which also

implies the presence of a household (which logically would include women, men, children and

elders) at a good many rock art sites. Seventy-six site records indicate the presence of both

lithics and groundstone, thirty-eight indicate groundstone without lithics and fifty-six indicate

lithics without groundstone. Twenty-two records mention the presence of other types of

domestic debris (e.g. middens and/or 'rock rings', as opposed to 'hunting blinds,'34 possibly

the foundations of habitation structures).

6.2.3 Pottery

Fifty-nine sites list pottery, not surprisingly all except eight are from the southern half

of the state (n=46 Southeastern region, n=5 Southwestern region, n=4 Eastern region and n=l

Northeastern region). Of those rock art sites with pottery, 50.85% (n=30) occur in association

with groundstone and three have historic motifs described (two in Clark county and one in

Lincoln county).

34 Hunting blinds are mentioned in only three site records, two in Washoe county and one in Mineral
county. The Mineral county site is the fairly well known Pistone (or Black Mountain) site where cleared
depressions in the very large talus slopes at this site may be related to hunting bighorn sheep which tend to
run up talus slopes when frightened. There are sheep represented at the site as well as a possible bison.
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6.2.4 Other Materials

Only seven sites list historic debris (e.g. glass trade beads), and of those only two also

indicate that historic rock art is present (both in Lincoln county). Possible engraving tools are

mentioned at only two sites (in Esmeralda and Lincoln counties), one of which is identified as

chert and the other does not mention rock type, although the use of quartz as specialized

engraving tools has been suggested by other researchers (Whitley, Simon and Dorn 1999:20-

22; Whitley 1998d:162). A total of sixty-one sites indicate the presence of organic materials

(bone, wood, or textiles) and may or may not necessarily indicate habitation. Seven rock art

sites are associated with human burials (or possible burials, the problem of burial site looting

is an old one in the Great Basin).

6.3 Summary

From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that the rock art sites in Nevada do not occur

randomly, but are patterned by region in location, surface and rock type and in associated

materials. Rock art sites are most numerous in the Western and Southeastern Regions, both

areas of important environmental boundaries. In addition sites tend to occur in relatively high

elevations, generally at least one thousand feet above the average valley bottom. And

associated materials suggest a strong domestic context which conflicts with currently popular

models (e.g. Shamanism and Hunting Magic).
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In addition to other types of basic information missing from Nevada's rock art record,

of the 1037 sites examined for this study, 39.2 % (n=406) do not even include whether or not

the rock art present is painted (pictograph), engraved (petroglyph, scratched or historic) or a

combination of both (Table 10). More than half of the site records however (n=631, 60.8%)

do contain these data and it is these records which provide the bulk of the subsequent analysis.

Pictographs

111

10.7%

Petroglyphs

458

44.2%

Combination

62

5.9%

Not Recorded

406

39.2%

Table 10: Site totals by art type

7.1 Art Types

7.1.1 Petroglyphs

Esmeralda, Storey and Mineral counties are much better represented than the other

counties with fairly high percentages of total site records with detailed information (Table 11;

Regional data are found in Appendix 7). Elko, Lyon and Lander counties are also fairly well

represented, while Douglas Eureka, Humboldt, Lincoln, Pershing and White Pine counties are

roughly equal in number of sites with and without detailed site information. Churchill and Nye

counties are slightly less well represented, but both Clark and Washoe counties, the two

counties with the highest numbers of rock art sites overall, have the lowest percentages of sites

with detailed data.
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COUNTY

Churchill

Clark

Douglas

Elko

Esmeralda

Eureka

Humboldt

Lander

TOTAL

47

239

6

13

47

2

28

12

W/DATA

14

40

3

9

40

1

14

7

%

29.79

16.74

50

69.23

85.11

50

50

58.33

COUNTY

Lincoln

Lyon

Mineral

Nye

Pershing

Storey

Washoe

White Pine

TOTAL

101

33

116

79

14

44

208

48

W/DATA

41

21

90

19

7

36

41

25

%

40.59

81.82

77.59

24.05

50

81.82

19.71

52.08

Table 11: Number of rock art sites and -with motif data by county

This discrepancy may be due to several factors. First in Washoe county, McLane often

finds large numbers of sites, but does not record them in detail during his initial explorations

of an area. Generally he assigns a temporary site number (using his own system based on the

date), and then moves on to find more sites, although he does sometimes summarize motifs

present. If recording is done, it follows when there is sufficient time, but in many cases these

sites are not further recorded. In Clark county a similar situation exists but probably due to the

fact that most of the rock art sites in that county were recorded many years ago during survey

for construction projects. Rock art at that time was often simply noted and assigned a number.

This situation is currently being addressed by a number of dedicated rock art researchers and

enthusiasts in the southern areas, but will of course take time. The problem is further

complicated in the south by continuing rapid population growth and associated construction.

Many sites in Clark county are under threat from vandalism (Figure 2) and construction which

often accompanies population growth, particularly the expansion of the city limits of Las

Vegas.

Petroglyph sites occur throughout the state and outnumber both pictegssph, sites or

sites with a combination of both petroglyphs and pictographs. This observation in itself is not

particularly revealing, but a more interesting pattern emerges when distributions are compared
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with the distribution of pictographs and combination sites (discussed below). It is likely

however that the substantial number of site records which do not record art type are

petroglyphs, simply because painted sites are less common and so would be more likely to be

reported because they are somewhat unusual.

The most important fact to be gleaned from the petroglyph data alone is to reinforce

again the poor state of the record. A large portion of petroglyph site records (n=l 86,40.61 %)

do not have any information regarding motif types or other data beyond the presence of

engraved rock art (Table 12; regional data are found in Appendix 8). It must again be

acknowledged that the lack of such basic information is a clear indication of the need for more

complete recording procedures.
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9.56

4.41

28.31

5.88

2.21

12.50

12.13

2.57

Table 12: Petroglyph sites by county, % of state total (T=458) and % with records (R=272)
by county
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7.1.2 Pictographs

Only 44 (39.64%) known pictograph sites on record (n=l 11) have motif information.

Pictograph sites occur in every county except Douglas, Humboldt and Storey (Table 13). Their

absence in Humboldt county is probably a result of the lack of survey in this very rugged area.

While the county itself is quite large (ca. 9,648 square miles), it has only one notable town

(Winnemucca) where nearly all of the county's population (12,844) live. The population

density for the county is little more than one (n=l .3) person per square mile, nearly the same

as estimates of Native American population densities at the time of contact.

The lack of pictograph sites in Douglas and Storey counties is somewhat more puzzling

because 27.93% (n=31) of all recorded pictograph sites are in the Western region which

includes these counties. More than half of those are in Churchill county (n—16), an area that

has recently become extremely important in Great Basin archaeology because of the very early

dates obtained from the Spirit Cave burial (Tuohy and Dansie 1997).
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Table 13: Pictograph sites by county (T=lll andw/R-44)
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Most of the remaining pictograph sites in the Western region are in southern Washoe

county (n=l 2), concentrated in the area around the southern end of Pyramid Lake. Also in the

Western region, Lyon county has only one officially recorded pictograph site, although it has

no data regarding motifs and Mineral county has only four recorded pictograph sites, three of

which have these data.

Region

Northwest

Central

Southwest

Unknown

Number

3

9

8

1

% of T

2.70

8.11

7.21

0.90

Region

Northeast

Western

Eastern

Southeast

Number

6

31

30

23

% Of T

5.41

27.93

27.03

20.72

Table 14: Pictograph sites by region (T=lll)

Figure 13: Calf Canyon; Elko
county, Northwestern region;
Fremont style motif top centre.

More than half (53.15%, n=59) of all

recorded pictograph sites are located in Clark (n=5,

4.5%), Lincoln (n=18, 16.3%), White Pine (n=30,

27%) and Elko counties (n=6,5.4%), on the eastern

side of the state. Of these clearly the majority are

found in White Pine county (Eastern region) and

Lincoln county, but a surprisingly small number are

found in Clark county (which together make up the

Southeastern region). There is a surprisingly high

percentage ofpictographs found in Elko county (the

Northeastern region) where, although actual

recorded site numbers are low (n=l 3), nearly half of

these are pictograph sites (n=6). Many of these

eastern pictograph sites reflect the influence of
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Fremont populations in that area (Figure 13), such as the characteristic anthropomorph with

triangular body (Schaafsma 1986:217, 223-225).

The surprisingly small number of pictograph sites in Clark county appears at first to be

a factor of recording since only 41.42% (n=99) record the type of rock art present. Of these

site records which do contain this information, only five are described as pictograph sites (and

of these only two have motif data), but 24 sites are described as combination sites (see below),

that is with both pictographs and petroglyphs. Adding these combination sites would bring the

overall pictograph total more in line with other eastern counties (or 12.13% of the total for the

county). Of the remaining 140 sites in Clark county

it is currently unknown how many of these are

pictograph sites or combination sites, although it

seems very likely that at least some of them are.35

The low numbers of pictograph sites in

Clark county however may reflect a more basic east

:: west split in pictograph densities. While one

might expect there to be higher numbers in the

Southwestern region also, there are in fact only a

small number (n=8, 7.21%) of pictograph sites in

that region. The Central region has only one more

(n=9, 8.11%), and of these six form a cluster in

northern Nye county. One of these is Gatecliff

Shelter, which has played an important role in Great
Figure 14: Gatecliff Shelter; Nye
county, Central region B a s m archaeology (Figure 14).

35 Steven Stoney reports that only 5% of the sites in Clark county currently have pigments, roughly the
same number recorded for this study. He suggests, however, that in the past that number might have been
higher because the known pigments are weathering very quickly (Steve Stoney, personal communication,
November 1999). It is possible that pigment is weathering more rapidly in that county than others because
of increasing levels of pollution due to population increases, something that has not been explored.
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Figure 15: Toquima Cave 'projectile
points' outlined in white in centre,
Lander County, Central Region.

Figure 16: Lagomarsino projectile points,
Storey County, Western Region.

Slightly farther north in the Central region (in Lander county36) is another important pictograph

site, Toquima Cave (Figure 10).

The dates for Toquima Cave (AD 600 -1300) were based in part on the interpretation

of certain triangular images as depictions of projectile points and date ranges for these points

were assigned to the paintings (Figurel5). Paint pigments were analysed for source materials

but organic materials in the pigment could not be directly dated at that time (Thomas and

Thomas 1972:68). Although there are some motifs elsewhere that certainly do look like

diagnostic projectile points (e.g., Figure 16) this seems an unacceptable way to date rock art.

Even if motifs really are representations of temporally diagnostic artifacts, those dates can only

serve as an estimated maximum. While the rock art may not be any older than the points

represented, they could have been produced at any point in time after that.

36 Both of these sites are in the Monitor Valley which is also the location of another clustering of
vulviform sites which will be discussed below (Chapter 10.2.1).
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With the exception of those pictograph sites that occur in a fairly tight cluster in the

far Western region, overall pictograph numbers are relatively low in the western half of the

state. For example, in spite of the relatively high numbers of rock art sites in Mineral county

(n=l 16,11.19% of the state total) only a very small number (n=4, 3.48% of the county total)

are pictograph sites. The distribution of pictograph sites is slightly different from that of rock

art sites in general, however, whereas the Western and Southeastern regions dominate in

overall numbers of rock art sites, the Western and Eastern regions have the highest numbers

of pictograph sites. Churchill county and the southern portion of Washoe county (around the

lower Pyramid Lake area) stands out as exceptional in the Western region with regards to

pictograph distributions.

The relationship between petroglyphs and pictographs is not well understood in terms

of sequence, chronology, or authorship. Those sites (n=62,5.98%) which contain both forms

may be the most important in helping to sort out this relationship. By careful examination of

superposition and content, differences in sequence of production may become clearer. As will

be discussed in more detail below, pictograph and petroglyph imagery appears to be generally

similar throughout the state,

which is why they have not been

separated as different "styles"

for analysis in this study.

While one might expect

a high percentage of

combination sites in Elko

county based on the high

percentage of pictograph sites

(n=6, 46.15% of the county

total), there are none, although
Figure 17: Horned Anthropomorph on Pilot Peak; Elko
county, Northeastern region.
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at one site (Chalk Spring) there is a red pigment smear associated with at least one vulviform

motif. It is tempting to suggest that pictograph sites are associated with Fremont populations

based on distinctive motifs, but motifs possibly associated with the Fremont (Figure 17) also

occur as petroglyphs in the Northeastern region. This implies again that there may be no real

distinction between petroglyph producing and pictograph producing groups.

Most of the combination sites (n=49,79.03%) are located in just three counties: Clark

(n=24,39.3%), Lincoln (n=14,22.9%) and Washoe (n=l 1,18%), although the biasses for all

of these areas should be borne in mind. Again Washoe county stands out with an unexpectedly

high number of combination sites. This is especially true in the area around southern Pyramid

Lake where eight of the nine sites in southern Washoe county (Western region) recorded as

having both petroglyphs and pictographs are found. There are again quite high overall numbers

of sites in this area and the forthcoming analysis of rock art around the Pyramid Lake by Mr

Don Tuohy (recently retired Curator of Anthropology at the Nevada State Museum) may help

to understand this complex area more fully.

High numbers of combination sites in Lincoln county are generally to be expected,

because a relatively high percentage (n=l 8,16.2%) of the total number of pictograph sites in

the state occur here. Nearly half of the total number of sites for Lincoln county (n=101,9.74%

of those in the entire state) are described as petroglyphs only (n=50, 49.5%). But there are

nearly as many sites in Lincoln county with a combination of both petroglyphs and pictographs

(n=14,13.86%) as there are with pictographs alone (n=18, 17.82%). This is nearly the same

number (n=19, 18.81%) of site records which do not describe which type of rock art is

present.

As noted earlier, Clark county has the highest number of combination sites in the state

(n=24,57.5% of site records in the county with details). Consequently painted rock art (n=29)
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Table 15: Combination sites by county (T=62 andw/R=35)

frequently co-occurs with engraved rock art (n=24, 82.76% of the county total for painted

rock art and 24.24% of the total sites in the county which have rock art type information). This

is typical of the wide variety of site types and contexts in that county. Not only is Clark county

bounded on the east by the Colorado River and relatively well watered, but also includes the

Mojave Desert and is bounded on the west by southeastern California. The entire area has been

populated for at least 11,000 years, and from at least A. D. 1200 by Numic speaking Southern

Paiute populations, made up of fifteen separate bands (four of these in Nevada). It is clear that

there has been intensive interaction right across southern Nevada from New Mexico and

Arizona to the California coast for a very long period of time. Some parts of Clark county also

supported farming for a short time prior to the arrival of Euro-Americans into the area (Kelly

and Fowler 1986:371), as did a few other parts of southern Nevada and the Central region in

the area of the Reese River.
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Region

Northwest

Central

Southwest

Unknown

Number

2

1

3

2

% of T

3.23

1.61

4.84

3.23

Region

Northeast

Eastern

Western

Southeast

Number

0

1

15

38

% Of T

0

1.61

24.19

61.29

Table 16: Combination sites by region (T=62)

7.2 Motif Analysis

Figure 18: Typical Basin and Range Tradition rock art; Nye
county, Central region

The smallest

scale of analysis done

for this study focussed

on individual motifs.

While most of Nevada's

rock art simply defies

classification (Figure

18), as mentioned above

motif types were defined

(n=77, Appendix 1)

based on the 409 site

records (39.4% of the

total state records, Appendix 2) which contain these data. To facilitate analysis very specific

categories of motifs were grouped into broader categories (n=6, Appendix 3). Motif types

range from what might be called 'representational' to what might be called more purely

'abstract forms'.

Representational motifs types include all of those motifs which can be described as

basically 'human' (or anthropomorph) in morphology (n=l 1) and those types which can be
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described as basically 'animal' (or zoomorph) in morphology (n=13). The motif types which

fall within these basic categories are equally subjective and were defined according to simple

morphological characteristics.

HUMAN (11 types)

anthropomorph
male
female
vulviform
paper dolls
shield figure

archer
katchina
horned
footprint
handprint

ANIMAL (13 types)

zoomorph
deer tracks
turtle
snake
bison
animal track (paws)
deer

sheep
dog
lizard
fantastic (bugs)
bird
bird tracks

The more abstract motif types are also subjectively defined based on simple

morphology and include two categories, those whose constituent parts are basically circular

(n=27) and those whose constituent parts are basically geometric (n=24).

CIRCULAR (27 types) GEOMETRIC (24 types)

cupules
arcs
nested arcs
joined arcs
dumbbell
dots
dot row
field of dots
tailed dot
dotted circle
circle
clustered circle
connected circles
joined circles

rayed circles
concentric circles
rayed concentric
spoked circle
horned circle
bisected circle
divided circle
sectioned circle
tailed circle
chain
spiral
atl atl
filigree

shields
grid
grill
parallel lines
netting
back to back rake
ladder
tally marks
zigzag
wavy line
undulating line
fish bones

sectioned square
rake
diamond
diamond chain
triangle
double dash
2 sided rake
chevron
asterisk
plant
tree
grooves

It may be noted that these categories fall into the same general classification scheme

for petrogryphs as the much criticized system of Heizer and Baumhoff (1962) -'curvilinear',

'rectilinear' and 'representational.' The only real difference being that I have chosen not to

separate pictographs as a separate category, because for the most part, motif types are

consistent in both petrogryphs and pictographs in each region. This classification system is not

ideal, but may be the most practical possible. These are the most basic distinctions that can be
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made which allows variation in distributions to be addressed. Furthermore, in spite of

recognized and understood difficulties with these subjective and broad terms (Hedges 1982),

most rock art researchers continue to use them (e.g., Ricks 1996; Loubser et al 1999; White

and Orndorff 1999).

It is important to note again that less than half (39.44%, n=409) of the site records

utilized here had any motif data at all and many of these are often vague at best. Furthermore,

the counts presented in the following analysis represent simple presence / absence counts only.

In addition, yet another bias is at work on the records which do describe motif types. When

motifs were described in site records, it is likely that these descriptions are biassed towards the

most easily identifiable types, especially motifs that 'look like' humans or animals. The great

majority of abstract motifs that cannot be easily described seem to have not been mentioned

when a site record was made. Site records with motif data predominantly describe human or

animal motife (n=250; 61%). Two hundred twelve records note the presence of human motifs

and 133 the presence of animal motife. There is a significant association between these two

motif types since they frequently co-occur (n=95; 38% of the sites with motif human or animal

motif data). Animal motifs are more likely to co-occur with human motifs, since 71% of

animal motifs co-occur with human motifs, in contrast to the 55% (n=l 17) human motif sites

recorded without animal motifs present.

But in spite of the tendency to record 'recognizable' imagery, those motifs which are

not 'recognizable' clearly do represent the majority of rock art in Nevada. This can be seen

when a simple 'representational vs non-representational' comparison is made by region, when

the differences (especially between north and south) become quite clear. Non-representational

motifs dominate the northern and western parts of Nevada, while in the Central region

representational motifs are recorded nearly as often as non-representational, but this is due to

the classification of vulviforms as 'human.' In the southeast and east however a dramatic

difference is clearly seen and in feet the occurrences of'representational vs non-
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representational' motifs is reversed, with human and animal motifs dominating the assemblages

in these regions (Figure 19, county data are found in Appendix 9).

Because of the inconsistency in recording methods and standardization of terminology,

little can be said regarding specific distributions of all but a few of the most easily identifiable

motifs. Unfortunately this again results in observations that are skewed toward representational

motifs and away from the non-representational ones which are actually the most common, a

fact that may be finally becoming more clear to analysts from outside of Nevada (Loubser et

al. 1999:72).
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• scratched
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Figure 19: Motif categories by region
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7.2.1 Historic

Historic rock art constitutes a single motif type, which was determined solely on the

basis of content and includes such things as horses, cowboys or writing (other than modern

graffiti). It remains to be demonstrated whether other types of motifs are historic in age. Many

motifs throughout the state appear to have similar levels of patination as historic imagery, but

of course this is not grounds to assume a similar age. Revarnishing and patination are

exceedingly complex processes and vary by region, site and even by surface within individual

sites (see Beck 1994 for review). The only motifs that are without question historic in age are

those which depict historical subjects. There are cases where a motif may 'look like a horse,'

but if the identification was questionable then it was simply classed as 'zoomorph.'

County

Ch

Ck

Do

Ek

Number

1

6

0

0

County

Es

Eu

Mu

La

Number

4

0

1

0

County

Ln

Ly

Mil

Ny

Number

8

1

1

2

County

Pe

St

Wa

WP

Number

0

1

0

2

Table 17: Historic sites by county

Historic imagery is recorded at 27 sites, comprising only 6.6% of the sites with motif

data and 2.6% of all recorded sites. I am confident that these percentages reflect an accurate

summary, because of the tendency for preferential recording of representational imagery.

Historic motifs occur in seven counties (Churchill, Mineral, Nye, Esmeralda, White

Pine, Lincoln and Clark), but are clearly concentrated in the southern part of the state,

especially the southeast.
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Region

Central

Eastern

Northeastern

Northwestern

Number

1

2

0

1

Region

Southeast

Southwest

Western

None

Number

14

5

4

0

Table 18: Historic sites by region

The southern part of the state is very actively mined for mineral extraction (although

mining occurs throughout the state), and historic motifs sometimes occur along roads to

mining operations. There is no a priori reason to assume that these images were produced only

by Native Americans and they could just as easily be the product of Anglo-American miners

or settlers. In the cases where there is no other imagery, this may be the case, but in those

situations where historic imagery occurs in association with other types of rock art this may

or may not be the case. There are examples where non-Native peoples have added to

aboriginal panels (e.g. in the southwest) and this is a possibility in Nevada. But the distribution

may also generally support the idea that historic imagery may have been produced by Native

peoples in response to the coming of Whites (Chapter 10.2.3), as a means of documenting their

arrival or in an attempt to rid the land of dangerous newcomers in a sort of Revivalistic

Movement. Outbursts of ritual activity directed towards recreating a "Golden Age" have been

described by Wallace (1970) and are known from Nevada (i.e. Ghost Dance of either 1869 or

1889; e.g. Stoffle et al 2000). Ifhistoric imagery was produced in locations where earlier rock

art was found, then it may also have been an attempt to tap into the power of a mythic past or

of powerful beings thought to be responsible for the rock art. In addition, some researchers

have been able to identify Native Americans as authors of historic images, e.g. Pigeon Springs

(Valentine 1999).

While the imagery itself can be enough to assign an historic age, it should be noted here

that the reverse is somewhat more problematical. There have been claims for great antiquity
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for certain panels because it is thought that they represent extinct Pleistocene animals (e.g.

Whitley, Simon and Dornl999:18). I firmly support the suggestion that rock art in the New

World should be expected to be as old as the period of its initial occupation (Woody 1999),

however under closer scrutiny such interpretation is generally revealed to be erroneous or

simply imaginative (Castleton 1984:194) and carefiil examination is needed to verify their

content.

7.2.2 Scratched

Scratched art is the final general category, and refers not to a specific type of motif but

rather a distinctive mode of production. This category is somewhat distinctive in content, being

mostly geometric motifs (such as grids or crosshatching), although there are some examples

of representational motifs as well, while circular motifs rarely occur in a scratched format. The

vast majority of Nevada's engraved rock art appears to have been done with an object which

produced a mark that is relatively broad and low in relief, although of course the variation is

great in terms of width and depth of lines. Scratched rock art, however, appears to have been

made by a relatively sharp and thin object. This should not immediately be thought to imply

that the imagery was engraved with a metal tool, as demonstrated by experiments done by Mr

Oyvind Frock (of Reno, Nevada; personal communication, April 2000). A variety of stone

scratching implements were tested and using a chert flake he was able to produce distinct and

controlled scratched petroglyphs on a variety ofsurfaces(i.e., basalt, granite, sandstone). Also,

in Lander county there is a scratched site where what are thought to be basalt engraving tools

were located near the panels.

Because of this, the automatic assumption that scratched rock art must have been

produced by a sharp metal object is not supported. Scratched rock art should therefore not be

automatically assumed to be recent in age, and there remains considerable disagreement on this

issue. Bettinger and Baumhoff (1982) suggested that the very distinctive nature of scratched
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rock art may indicate that it was produced by a different population from that which had

produced other rock art, which might represent the arrival of Numic speaking populations.

This was based on their opinion that scratched art was generally lighter in colour and was

superimposed on earlier rock art in an attempt to obliterate the earlier art, and in California this

seems to be generally the case (Robert Bettinger, personal communication, June 1998). Ritter

(1994) however has made a detailed analysis of scratched sites in Nevada and feels that

scratched art may have greater antiquity than earlier thought, as does McLane (personal

communication, May 1999). This may not alter the idea that it is the product of a different

population, since scratched rock art is so radically different from other petroglyphs. It could

suggest an earlier date of arrival than normally thought for Numic populations. However, it

might seem older because of scratched art's tendency to revarnish much more quickly than

other types of rock art (Alan Watchman, personal communication, July 1999).

Scratched rock art is found in eleven of the sixteen counties and in every region except

the northeast (Elko county, Table 19 and 20). Far more scratched sites are recorded for

Mineral county (n=33,38.37%) than any other county, withEsmeralda a distant second (n=12,

13.95%), followed by Lyon county (n=l 1,12.79%). Lander and Nye counties each

have six scratched sites (6.98%), Storey and Washoe counties each have five scratched sites

(5.81%), Clark and Lincoln counties each have only three (3.49%), Humboldt county has only

two (2.33%) and White Pine has only one (1.16%). These numbers surely reflect a certain

amount of bias because scratched rock art has become a special interest of Mr Alvin Me Lane,

and the area of his exploration is often Mineral and Esmeralda county, and Lyon county is

quite near to his home.
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County

Ch
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Do
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No of Sites

0

3

0

0

County
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No of Sites
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0

2

6
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No of Sites

3
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6
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No of Sites

0

5

5

1

Table 19: Scratched sites by county

Scratched sites are not recorded for Churchill, Douglas, Elko, Eureka, or Pershing

counties, probably because of the lack of survey or low site numbers, except for Churchill

county, which has a relatively high site density and has had fairly thorough survey. Equally

difficult to explain is the low number of scratched sites in Clark, Lincoln and White Pine

counties, especially if one assumes scratched rock art to be historic (since high numbers of

historic rock art are found Clark and Lincoln counties).

Region

None

Northwest

Northeast

Western

Scratched Sites

1

5

0

51

Region

Central

Eastern

Southwest

Southeast

Scratched Sites

8

1

15

6

Table 20: Scratched sites by region

7.3 Non-Representational motifs

7.3.1 Circular Motifs (Appendix 10 and 10a)

Essentially circular motifs are the most common non-representational elements, and

these motifs are found in every county (only one site in Eureka county has motif information

and that is a cupule site). Within this broad category there are twenty-seven motif types, the
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most commonly reported being concentric circles (n=66). This common motif type is not

reported for Douglas and Eureka counties,37 not surprisingly, but is also absent from site

records for Elko and Humboldt counties, both of which have a variety of other motif types

reported.

The least commonly reported motif type is joined arcs (n=4, or 'sheep horns') and

these are reported only in the Western region (Lyon county, n=l; Washoe county, n=l and

Storey county, n=2). Sixteen motif types are described in twenty-four or less site reports.

These comprise: horned circles, n=6; atlatl, n=7; tailed dots, n=8; divided circle, n=9; and

joined arcs, n=4. Motif categories represented in less than twenty sites comprise: dots, n=l 3;

spoked circle, n=16; circle chain, n=17; dot row, n=19 and rayed concentric circles, n=19,

and six are described in twenty-four or less site records {dot field, dumbbell and arc are all

described in twenty-one site records; joined circles, n=22; circle cluster, n=23; and spiral,

n-24). Like rock art sites in general, these rare motif types are reported most often from the

Western and Southeastern regions.

Eleven circular motif types are reported in 29 or more site records, including

concentric circles (n=66), connected circles (n=52); tailed circle (n=45); sectioned circle

(n=39); bisectedand dotted circle (n=37 for both); circle and cupules (n=36 for both);y?%ree

(n=35); nested arcs (n=33) and rayed circle (n=29).

7.3.2 Geometric motifs (Appendix 11 and lla)

Geometric motifs (n=24) are reported slightly less frequently, the most common being

the simple wavy line (n=75), with chevron, double dash and diamond each only reported

37 Douglas county has only six sites currently on record, a number which is sure to grow due to a large
recording project currently underway there. Three of these have motif data, two are cupule sites and the
third no longer exists (26DO35) but purportedly had a star shape (or asterisk). Eureka county only has two
known rock art sites, one a pictograph site without motif data and a cupule boulder.
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twice. Wavy lines are reported for every county except Douglas, Eureka, Lander and White

Pine. The latter two counties have a variety of other motif types reported and it is puzzling

why something as simple as a wavy line would be missing, but possibly it is the simplicity

which causes this motif to be overlooked. Parallel lines (n=71) are reported for every county

except Douglas and Eureka, grid (n-50) is reported for every county except Douglas, Eureka

and White Pine, zig zag (n=47) not reported in Douglas, Eureka, Churchill, Lander and

Pershing counties, and two sided rakes (n=40) also not reported for Douglas, Eureka or

Churchill county. Other less common geometric motif types are included in Appendix 11 and

lla.

Both circular and geometric motifs, like rock art sites in general are most often

reported in the Western and Southeastern region, and in some cases nearly all of the motifs are

reported from these two regions. For both categories, the southwest has relatively high

numbers which most likely reflects the recording biasses discussed above. The high numbers

in both regions do indicate however a greater diversity of motifs (see below), which would be

more or less expected, simply due to the higher site numbers. The Eastern region (White Pine

county) generally has less motif types represented than the other regions with high site

numbers, which reflects a reduced motif diversity in that region. There may also be a

north:: south distinction in motif types, with the northern part of the state having slightly higher

numbers of circular motife and the southern part having slightly higher frequencies of

geometric motifs, but because of the uncertainties due to bias this observation may not be

completely valid.
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7.3.3 Cupules

Of all the non-representational motifs only cupules are really distinctive enough to

track distributions effectively. There are only a relatively small number of sites with these

motifs (n=36) and interestingly, the county with the highest percentage of sites with motif

details that has cupules is White Pine county (n=5,20%), while the highest numbers overall

are from Washoe county (n-8). Cupules are found in ten other counties (in relatively even but

low numbers), however they are not reported for Humboldt, Lander or Lincoln counties.38

Cupules have been the subject of great interest for some time (e.g. Heizer 1953;

Hedges 1983b; Parkman 1986,1995; Price 1998), at least, in part, because they seem to have

a nearly global distribution and may be among the earliest rock art anywhere in the world

(Grieder 1982:35). In most cases in the desert west of the United States, cupules also appear

to be among the oldest rock art motifs at any given site (Heizer and Baumhoff 1962:234),

although there is some indication that cupules were being produced into historic times

elsewhere (Heizer and Baumhoff 1962:237; Me Gukian, McLane and Clewlow 1996:35).

Originally termed 'Pit and Groove' (Baumhoff, Heizer and Elsasser 1958:14-15) these rather

unique petroglyphs have been described as not involving 'actual imagery or designs'

(Schaafsma 1986:216) because panels generally consist of apparently random pits which have

been ground into the surface of the rock forming bowl shaped depressions. Most researchers

now conclude that cupules are much more common than previously thought and Me Gukian,

Me Lane and Clewlow (1995:36) suggest that their distribution is patterned especially with

respect to canyon derived streams. The number of known cupule sites has grown but the

distribution remains very similar to the results of earlier studies with the majority in the

Western region and interestingly the Eastern region as mentioned above.

38 One cupule site is known for Lander county (the Callaghan Village site, Me Guckian, Me Lane and
Clewlow 1996:38) but because locational information and motif details are not available, this site is not
included in this discussion.
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Figure 20: Winnemucca Lake, Churchill
County, Western Region.

Figure 21: Chalk Springs, Elko County,
Northwestern Region.

Two sites (one in the Western region and one in the Northeastern region) are

particularly interesting with respect to the pattering of the engravings of cupules. Both of these

sites have deeply carved bowl-like depressions, both are on vertical surfaces and both exhibit

very defined patterns (Figures 20 and 21).

7.3 Representational Motifs

In the past, motifs have been classified in site records as 'anthropomorph' which in fact

are often nothing more than a few lines that come off of a vertical line in places that might be

vaguely reminiscent of the location of human limbs. The same is true for motifs classified as

'zoomorph.' I suspect that Reichert's (1998:103) comments regarding 'finding solace in the

familiar' are especially pertinent here. Most people struggle to find something in rock art

images that they think they can recognize, which can make them feel as if they understand what

the person long ago intended the image to represent. Mostly the things that people 'see' are

humans and animals, but sometimes they also see 'medicine bags' or 'atlatls,' 'snakes' or

' shields.' The rock art site records for Nevada, just like those of other places, have been made

by people trying to 'see something' in the images that they could document or describe,
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something to which a label could be applied. With this proviso, I will proceed to a discussion

of 'representational' imagery.

7.3.1 Human Motifs

Anthropomorphs

Representational motifs are classed into two basic categories, human and animal, with

eleven motif types in the human category and thirteen in the animal category. Within the

human category, anthropomorphs (sex not indicated and/or without sex, headgear or

weapons) are described far more often than any other type. These occur in 35.7% (n=146) of

the sites which have motif data, and are described in thirteen of the sixteen counties (except

Douglas and Eureka counties, and Lander county, which has only one site with vulviforms and

one with handprints, both from the human category, but not classified as anthropomorphs).

Anthropomorphs (Table 21) are common in Clark (n=:24,60% of the sites in Clark county with

motif data) and Lincoln (n=24, 58.5% of the sites in that county with motif data) counties.

Anthropomorphs also occur in high numbers in White Pine county where they are described

in 72% (n=18) of the sites with motif data. These three counties (from the Southeastern and

Eastern regions) account for nearly half of all the site records which include anthropomorphs

( n=r66, 45.21% of the total number in the state). Also in the southern portion of the state is

Esmeralda county (Southwestern region) which has ten site records which include

anthropomorphs, only 6.8% of the total for the state, but 25% of the sites in that county with

motif data. But southern Nye county (which makes up the remainder of the Southwestern

region) has only two site records which include anthropomorphs.

Nearly ten percent (8.9%) of the total number ofanthropomorphs are found in Washoe

county alone, where they are found at 31.7% (n=13) of the sites with motif data (n=41). The
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Table 21: Anthropomorphs by county

total for the county is split with three site records which describe anthropomorphs in the

northern half of the county (Northwestern region, two others for the region are from Pershing

county and three from Humboldt county), and ten in the southern half of the county (Western

region). The Western region again has a large percentage of the site records which describe

anthropomorphs (n=52,35.62% of those in the state). In addition to those in Washoe county,

Storey county has six sites (16.6% ofthe sites in that county with motif data), Churchill county

seven sites (50% ofthe sites in that county with motif data) and Lyon county has nine sites

with anthropomorphs, 42.8% for the county, but only 6.1% for the state. Mineral county
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completes the Western region39 with relatively high numbers of sites with anthropomorphs

(n=23), although the percentage in that county is much lower (25.5%).

Region

NORTHWEST

WEST

SOUTHWEST

CENTRAL

RT

30

189

45

19

w/A

8

52

12

2

%RT

26.67

27.5

26.7

10.5

%ST

5.48

35.6

8.22

1.37

Region

NORTHEAST

EASTERN

SOUTHEAST

None

RT

9

25

81

10

w/A

3

18

48

3

%RT

33.3

72

59.3

2.59

%ST

2.05

12.33

32.88

2.05

Table 22: Anthropomorphs by region (RT=region total with motif information; w/A =number
in region with anthropomorphs; ST=state total=146)

If the distribution ofanthropomorphs is examined more closely by region (Table 22),

again it appears that there is something of an east::west split, with more than half of those

motifs found in the eastern half of the state, but also some higher amounts in the Southwest

(especially in Esmeralda county, n= 10,25%). While overall numbers in the Western region are

higher, nearly half of these (n-23, 44.23%) are in Mineral county (the southernmost county

in that region) where they represent 25.56% of the site records in the county which have motif

information (n=90). In the

Eastern region (White Pine

county) however, 72% of all

I rock art sites with motif

M information recorded have

anthropomorphs described as

present. Percentages are also

Figure 22: Rattlesnake Canyon, Mineral County,
Southwestern Region; note stick figure centre top.

high in the Southeastern region,

where twenty-four site records

include anthropomorphs in

39 Douglas county has no anthropomorphs recorded.
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where twenty-four site records include anthropomorphs in each of the two counties that make

up that region (60% of the site records with motif information for Clark county and 57.14%

in Lincoln county). The Northeastern region (Elko county) also has a relatively high

percentage of sites with anthropomorphs described (two of which are pictograph sites and one

is a petroglyph site).

Two final comments should be made regarding the occurrences and stylistic variation

found across the state in

anthropomorph forms. First,

noting the presence or

absence of anthropomorphs

in each site or total numbers

in a region does not indicate

the real differences that are

found between them.

Anthropomorphs not only

Figure 23: Pahranagat Man, Lincoln County, Southeastern occur in high numbers in the
Region.

southern and eastern parts of

the state, but they also occur in greater numbers at each site. While high numbers are reported

for the Western region, in many cases they occur singly or in small numbers at individual sites,

whereas in the Southeastern and Eastern regions in particular each site might have very large

numbers of'anthropomorphs.m By noting simple presence or absence of the motif, this marked

difference in magnitude is overlooked. To fully appreciate the differences in frequencies of

motifs a complete recording for every site is necessary.

Secondly, the character of anthropomorphs is subject to marked regional variation.

While most of the Western region's anthropomorphs are 'stick figures' (Figure 22) (although

40 This same thing is true for sheep and will be discussed below.
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are quite elaborate. The most obvious example of this is the 'Pahranagat Man' (Figure 23)

found only in the Southeastern region and only in the area of the Pahranagat Range in Lincoln

county. These figures are particularly distinctive and occur in such a restricted area that most

researchers in Nevada now believe they warrant classification as a separate style (contra

Shaafema 1986:218).41 But elsewhere in the east Fremont style anthropomorphs are found, and

further south the anthropomorphs are not stick-like in any way. Such diversity is completely

masked when motife are discussed simply in terms of single motif types such as

anthropomorphs.

Homed Anthropomorphs

Nine other motif types are included into the human category, with horned

anthropomorphs the next most commonly described. Although this is the second most

commonly reported, only fourteen rock art site records include horned anthropomorphs. They

are described in nine of the sixteen counties, with the highest numbers recorded, not

surprisingly, in the Southeastern region (n=5, Clark county=3 and Lincoln county=2), but also

the Western region (n=5, one each for Churchill, Lyon, and Mineral counties, and two in

Storey county). Two site reports include horned anthropomorphs in the Southwestern region

(both in Esmeralda county) and one site each in the Northeast and the Northwest. The only

surprise in the distribution of these motifs is the complete lack of their mention in the Eastern

region (White Pine county) where they would be expected because they are frequently

associated with Fremont rock art (Schaafsma 1986:226).

41 William White and Steven Stoney are currently engaged in defining this style; Ben Swartz and Linda
Krause are also actively researching Lincoln county. Si addition to the Pahranagat style, other areas have
rock art thought to be distinctive enough to warrant style definition (e.g. Grapevine Style [Christensen and
Dickey 2000]).
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Figure 24: Female figures; Horseshoe Canyon (the
Amphitheatre), Lincoln County, Southeastern Region.

Female and Male Figures

In addition to the very

general anthropomorph motif

type are other more elaborated

human figures. Basic figures

that can be identified by sex

(simply based on genital

depiction, Figures 24 and 25)

are classed as either female or

male. These moths are generally quite rare, with only five male motifs and sevenfemale motifs

described in the entire state, and only one site record with motifs which may be male and

female both present (Chapter 8.1.4). Male motifs are recorded in Mineral (n=3), Esmeralda

(n=l) and Pershing (n=2)

counties, while female motifs

are recorded in Mineral (n=2,

one of which is also a

vulviform site), Nye (n=2, one

of which is also a vulviform

site), and one each in Lincoln

and Esmeralda county, with

another in White Pine county

which is also a vulviform site.
Figure 25: Male figure; Rattlesnake Canyon, Mineral County,
Western Region.
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Other Anthropomorph Motifs

Katchina motifs (n=8; with earbobs, fancy head gear, etc.) are all described not

surprisingly in Lincoln (n=5) and White Pine (n=3) counties, where they are generally assumed

to be the product of the Fremont people who occupied that region between around AD 400

and 1300. Only three of these are petroglyphs (all in Lincoln county) while the remaining five

are pictographs. Archers are even more rare, and are found only in Clark (n=2) and Washoe

counties (n=l). Paper dolls are also very rare and are described at only three sites, one each

in Clark, Mineral and Storey counties. Also rare are shield figures (n=3), all of which are from

Clark county. One might have expected these figures to be described for sites in Lincoln and

White Pine counties, because of their assumed association with Fremont rock art, and so their

general absence is a bit surprising. It is likely that other shield figures will be described from

these areas in the future.

Three other motif types are included in the human category that are actually only parts

of human bodies (footprints, handprints, and vulviforms). Footprints (n=22) are found in only

six of the sixteen counties, but like most rock art in Nevada are most commonly reported in

the Western region (n=9) and the Southeastern region ( n ^ ) . For the Western region, most are

found in Mineral county (n=6) and the remaining are reported from Storey county (n=3). In

the Southeastern region five site records from Clark county include descriptions of footprints

while four are described in Lincoln county. Three other sites are reported in the southwest (all

in Esmeralda county) and only one is reported from the northeast. Handprints are fairly

common (n=32) and are described as pictographs, petroglyphs and combinations, although

most are petroglyphs (n=22).
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Vulviforms

Vulviforms are the next most commonly described motif type (n=61) in the human

category except for anthropomorphs. These particular motifs inspire much debate regarding

whether they are or are not representations of female genitalia. Bahn (1986) makes the point

that only those that are in anatomically correct position are beyond question, all others are a

matter of speculation. It is true however that such has been the conjecture for quite some time

and although some motifs have no doubt been incorrectly labelled as such, for the most part

they are quite distinctive and easily identified, in anatomically correct position or not.

Vulviforms are reported from twelve of the sixteen counties, with none reported from

Douglas, Eureka, Humboldt, or Pershing counties. Most of these motifs (72.13%) are

described from Mineral (n=19), Nye (n=13) and Esmeralda (n=12) counties, with lesser

numbers from Washoe county (n=5, all in the Western region), Storey (n=3, also in the

Western region), two site records each in Clark, Lincoln (Southeastern region) and Lyon

(Western region)

counties, and one site

record each from

White Pine (Eastern

region), Churchill

(Western region), Elko

(Northwestern region)

and Lander (Central

region) counties.42

Two points

Figure 26: Split Rock; Nye County, Central Region (photograph should be made with
courtesy ofMrAlvin R. McLane).

42 There is a cluster of sites around the southern end of Pyramid Lake which also have vulviforms on tufa
(both painted and engraved), but because locational and detailed motif information were not available they
have not been included in this analysis.
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regards to vulviforms in general. First, as has been briefly discussed above, is the seemingly

purposeful selection of a specific rock type for this motif. More than half of the site records

^=22,52.38%) that have information on this motif type and rock type (n=42), record that the

rock type is tuff. Tuff is in general a very soft, light coloured rock and the vulviform motif is

often engraved very deeply into the rock surface. The next most commonly reported rock type

is basalt (n=14, 33.33%, all except four in the Western region). Three sites (all in the

Southeastern region) are reported on sandstone and two sites are reported on tufa (in the

Western region).

In addition to the selection of rock type, another very interesting observation regarding

vulviforms is the density and domination of these motifs at the sites where they occur. While

there are sites where vulviforms occur in association with other elements (sometimes in

approximately even numbers as other motifs), many sites have far greater numbers of

vulviforms than any other motif and sometimes no other motifs at all (Figure 26). This

redundancy of motifs in concentrated contexts suggest a possible signification of sacred space

(Renfrew and Bahn 1996), or as Bloch (1974:76) suggests emphasis is achieved through

repetition. There is no other single motif type which is reproduced in this way, except possibly

sheep in the Southeastern region (which will be discussed below). I would suspect that if one

is looking for a ritual context, where "formalized, repetitive, rule-bound systems for the

creation of material forms, and formalized, repetitive rule-bound contexts for the use of these

forms are those features most likely to characterize material ritual communication" (Conkey

1985:305), then the vulviform sites on light coloured tuff would be such a place.
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7.3.2 Animal Motifs (Appendix 12 and 12a)

Zoomorph

The final general representational category is animal, and like the human category,

most of those in the animal category are unspecified zoomorphs (n=62, 15.16% of the site

records with motif details). These occur in thirteen of the sixteen counties, with none reported

in Douglas, Eureka and Lander which describe zoomorphs. By far the highest numbers of

records with zoomorphs are found in Clark (n=18, 29.03%) and Lincoln (n=ll, 17.74%)

counties or the Southeastern region. White Pine county (the Eastern region) has the next

highest number of zoomorphs reported (n=8, 12.9%). These three counties account for

59.68% of the total number of site records which describe zoomorphs.

Although the Western region has a large number (n=13,20.97%), no single county in

that region has as many site records which include zoomorphs as Clark, Lincoln or even White

Pine county. Washoe county, which usually has very high numbers of motifs recorded, has only

five records which include zoomorphs. The remaining sites in the Western region are

distributed quite sparsely between Churchill county (n=4,6.45%), Lyon county (n=3,4.84%),

Mineral county (n=2; 3.23%) and Storey county (with only one site record which includes

zoomorphs, 1.61%). The Southwestern region has nearly as many zoomorphs as the Western

region (n=6,9.68%), most of which are reported in Esmeralda county (n=5,8.06%) and only

one in Nye county (1.61%). One site record each describes zoomorphs for Humboldt and

Pershing counties (Northwestern region) and for Elko county (Northeastern region).

Sheep

The next most commonly reported motif in the animal category is sheep (n=45; these

are the representations which resemble bighorn sheep), but again the distribution is mainly
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restricted to the Southeastern region where nearly half (n=21, 46.67%) are reported. But in

this region, sheep are reported for only six sites (13.33%) in Clark county while most of the

site records which describe sheep occur in Lincoln county (n=16, 35.56%). Based on this

extremely high concentration one might expect equally high numbers in the Eastern region

(White Pine county), but there is only one site record which describes sheep (2.22%). This

might be explained due to biassed recording (always a potential source for error), or the fact

that White Pine county lies generally outside of the Colorado River drainage system which is

where most representations of sheep appear to be concentrated, along with what might be

called "fantastic anthropomorphs" (Monteleone and Woody 1999:61).

A fairly high number of site records for the Western region also describe sheep (n=l 3,

28.89%), as the Western region does often include a larger number of motif types than other

regions due to the various biases discussed above. But even here, Washoe county has only

seven records which describe the presence ofsheep (15.56%), with the rest located in Mineral

(n=3,6.67%), Storey (n=2,4.44%) and Lyon(n=l, 2.22%) counties. The Southwestern region

has only eight site records which describe sheep (seven of those in Esmeralda county, 15.56%,

and only one inNye county, 2.22%). The remaining site records withsheep described are from

Pershing county (n=2,4.44%), the only ones in the Northwestern region.

Bird Tracks

, Unlike sheep, bird tracks43 (n=23) are most commonly reported for the Westemregion

where more than half (n=12, 52.17%) are spread among Lyon (n=2, 8.7%), Mineral (n=4,

17.39%), Storey (n=4,17.39%) and Washoe (n=2, 8.7%, one more in Washoe county could

not be assigned to region) counties. No bird tracks are reported for either Churchill or

Douglas counties, both also in the Western region. Bird tracks are also reported in fairly low

numbers in Clark (n=3,13.04%) and Lincoln (n=2,8.7%) counties (Southeastern region) and

43 This motif type is called 'bird track' simply by convention. It could just as appropriately been classed as
a 'trident' and placed into the 'geometric' category.
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in Nye (n=4, 17.39%) county (Central region) where all four are located at vulviform sites.

One additional site record which includes bird tracks is located in Esmeralda county

(Southeastern region).

Lizards

Lizards also appear to be mostly concentrated in the Western region, where eleven of

the twenty-one reported for the state (52.38%) are located (seven of these are in Mineral

county, 33.33%; and two each are reported for Storey and Washoe counties, each 9.52%).

Only one lizard is reported for each of the Southeastern region (Clark county) and the

Northwestern region (Washoe county), while the remaining 38.09% are in the Southwestern

region (Esmeralda county, n=7; Nye county, n=l). There are no lizards reported in ten of the

sixteen counties, although it is possible that this absence is due to biassed recording.

Paws

Paws (or animal tracks, mostly 'bear paws,' but one site report describes 'mountain

lion paw prints') are the only other motif in the animal category that is reported more than ten

times in the entire state. All except two are petroglyphs (one each in Clark and Mineral county

both described as 'combination' sites), and all except three are reported for the Western region

(n=8, 72.73%). Mineral county has the highest number (n=4, 36.36%), followed by Lyon

county (n=2, 18.18%) and one each in Storey and Washoe counties (9.09% each). Of the

remaining site records which moM&Qpaws, only two are reported from Clark county (18.18%)

and one from Esmeralda county (9.09%).
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Other Animal Motifs

Deer are reported from only nine sites and all are from the Southeastern region.

Lincoln county has the highest number (n=7,77.78%), all of which are petroglyphs except one

which is described as a 'combination' site. Clark county has only two (22.22%), also both

petroglyphs. The concentration of deer images in Lincoln county is reminiscent of the high

occurrence of sheep which also occur at every site where deer are reported.

Dogs are reported from eight sites, all petroglyphs and found in four of the seven

regions, although half are reported from Clark county (n=4, 50%). One each is reported from

the Northeast and the Southwest, and two are reported from the Western region. With the

prominence of Coyote in the stories of Great Basin people, it seems a little surprising that

images that resemble coyotes or dogs, are not more common, but they occur only half as often

as do images that resemble bugs, or fantastic

creatures (n=8; Figure 27). Again, half of these are

reported from Clark county while the remainder are

from Mineral (n=2) and one each in Storey and

Washoe counties. Snakes might also be expected to

be fairly common simply because the live variety are

quite common in the entire region, although it is

entirely likely that many of the wavy lines discussed

above could just as easily have been called snakes.

They are however only reported from six sites

statewide, with two each in Washoe and Lyon

counties and one each in Esmeralda and Lincoln

counties. Birds are recorded even fewer times (n=5)

_. __ „ , _ with only two reported for Lincoln county, and one
Figure 27: Horshoe Canyon,
Lincoln County, Southeastern e a c h from Churchill, Clark and Mineral counties.
Region.
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Turtles are reported only twice (although some sectioned or divided circles, or shield motifs

could also be interpreted as turtles, but without legs or head), one in Clark county and one in

Nye county. Bison are also only reported twice, on opposite sides of the state, one in Elko

county (Figure 5), and one slightly less realistically represented in Mineral county. Deer tracks

are only reported once in the Northwestern region (Washoe county), although that is the term

sometimes used in the past for vulviforms (e.g. T. Thomas 1976).

In the animal category, what might be more interesting than what is represented is

what is not represented. As others have suggested, it seems strange that a wider variety of

animals are not depicted, or that the ones that are depicted are done so rarely. There are no

representations of rabbits or other small mammals, in spite of their dietary importance. Sheep

are the most commonly depicted animal, but their distribution is far more restricted to the

Southeastern region than presence :: absence counts seem to indicate (as are deer),

concentrated in the area of the Colorado River drainage. Like elsewhere in the world, animal

motifs in Nevada's rock art seem to have little to do with major food sources or even the

mythological characters of historically known Native Americans (Steward 1968).

In addition, although I have given the labels plant and tree to two motif types, either

one of these could have been just as easily called something else, and the fact remains that

except for a very small number of sites in the extreme southeast, there are also no clear

depictions of plants, again in spite of the importance of plants to Great Basin peoples, at least

for the last eight thousand years. So like elsewhere the selection of motifs present is somewhat

baffling.

7.4 Conclusions

From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that motif types vary by region in Nevada.

The south and east have greater numbers of representational motifs than the north and west,
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but in general, non-representational motifs are found throughout the state. Basin and Range

Tradition rock art is the predominant style and is found at nearly every site in the state.

Historic motife are found primarily in the southern half of the state and scratched motifs occur

primarily in the western half of the state. In the next chapter I summarize the salient

characteristics of Nevada's rock art by region. This provides the background for the following

comparison of interpretive approaches in Chapter 9.
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Despite the poor state of knowledge regarding Nevada's rock art, it can still provide

important information regarding past social and ritual practices, as well as address issues of

ethnicity and historical process. In this chapter, I draw together the various threads of

discussion presented in the Nevada case study with a brief characterization of each region. This

is followed by a discussion of specific characteristics of a number of specific rock art sites

which will demonstrate how important this sort of detailed information is to our understanding

of the rock art found at these sites, and of associated behaviours. I argue that only a

perspective which is informed by the anthropology of symbolism (discussed in Chapter 2) and

an understanding of the importance of places in the landscape to hunter-gatherer populations

(discussed in Chapter 3), can re-situate rock art into the cultural landscape and of which it

played a constituting role. This discussion is followed by chapters exploring diachronic

variation in the uses and significance of the places in the landscape marked by rock art. I argue

that rock art first played a significant role in socializing a new landscape and thereafter

influenced the lives of the descendants of the first Americans.

8.1 Regional Overview

The rock art of Nevada is as varied and distinctive as the landscapes in which it is

located, and each of the seven regions defined above (Chapter 6) can be characterized both

topographically and by the rock art. Generalizations should not be treated as rigid descriptions

since there will always be rock art which does not fit with the general descriptions made here,
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although each region is relatively distinctive. Beneath the distinctiveness of each region,

however, there is an underlying style of rock art which is spread across the entire state, and

in fact extends far beyond the modern (artificial) boundaries of the state of Nevada. This has

recently been called the "Great Basin Tradition" (Whitley 1998a: 12), or "Basin and Range

Tradition"45 and was formerly called the "Great Basin Archaic" or "Great Basin Abstract."

This style is found across the entire desert west of the United States and into Central and even

South America, and is in fact similar to abstract traditions from throughout the world. It

generally follows the characteristics of open social systems, such as large areas of open space,

repetition of relatively simple geometric shapes and a lack of borders or indications of the

ground or space (Fischer 1961:79-93). Also, like most rock art, there seems to be no

directional indicators and rather than being 'read' as if it were a type of writing (or a static

representation of sign language),46 each panel appears to have been intended to be engaged as

a whole and there are none of the regularities of writing. Basin and Range Tradition rock art

is primarily (if not exclusively) non-representational in nature, consisting of sometimes simple

individual motifs, and other times more complex combinations of motifs.

In some cases this style appears to be earlier than other rock art that might be present

at a site, but often in some regions it is the only style of rock art at a particular site and may

appear to be relatively more recent. This is the rock art that is most characteristic of Nevada,

it is found at nearly every site, regardless of the presence or not of other more recognizable

imagery. The oldest Basin and Range Tradition rock art may have been the product of the

45 The name Basin and Range Tradition has recently been selected by a gathering of Great Basin rock art
specialists.

46 Furthermore, because sign language is based not just on the shape produced by the hand, but also on
speed and direction of movement to impart meaning, static rock art could not be intended to represent a
sign language, as has been noted long ago (Kroeber 1958).
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area's first inhabitants and may have played an important role in socializing the landscape by

communicating with unknown others or by claiming certain places in the landscape. That

which is more recent (as indicated visually by lighter revarnishing, though this is an unreliable

guide to age [Whitley et al 1984]) was likely the product of later groups of people who

continued to follow a transhumant, hunter-gatherer way of life and rock art continued to be

utilized to communicate and negotiate social relationships in relation to places in the landscape.

8.1.1 Northwestern Region

In the Northwestern region, Basin and Range Tradition rock art dominates with nearly

61% (n=17, 60.714%) of the sites in that region exclusively non-representational. Only two

sites have only representational imagery described and nine have a combination of

representational and non-representational motifs. The landscape is predominantly displaced or

uplifted fault blocks separating smaller basins which were the locations of small pluvial lakes

(Cressman 1986:120). Basalt cliffs are the most common surface on which rock art is found

which suggests an open, public purpose for its production. Rock art sites are also commonly

found in association with a variety of resources such as root plants which formed a staple part

of the diet. The region is a part of the northern lobe of the Great Basin which has a long

history of occupation, dating back at least as far as 12,000 years (Cressman 1986:121). Also

found in the Great Basin's northern lobe (in southern Oregon) is the Long Lake site. This site

has rock art which extends below a layer of Mazama Ash, which indicates quite clearly that

it is at least 6,800 years old (Cannon and Ricks 1986:12). In the Northwestern region there are

other sites which strongly resemble the art at Long Lake, which has been called 'Great Basin
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Carved Abstract,'47 and is characterized by very deep engravings, much denser designs (or an

"absence o f white space'" [Ricks 1993:51]) and complete revarnishing. Diagnostic artifacts

found in the Northwestern region include recent materials such as a Rosespring projectile

point, probably associated with the bow and arrow, as well as older types such as Elko,

Humboldt and Crescents, which range in time back to around nine thousand years ago. There

are few pictographs found in this region, only three sites and an additional two sites which

have both pictographs and pictographs, although pictographs are somewhat more common to

the north in southern Oregon (Ricks 1996:58). Petroglyphs clearly dominate this region, as

they do throughout most of the state. The relationship between petroglyphs and pictographs

is not clear, and should be the focus of further research (see Chapter 11.1), with questions

directed toward understanding whether one is older than the other, if the motifs are the same

and only the method of manufacture is different, or if they might be considered the product of

different people.

8.1.2 Northeastern Region

Moving eastward across the state to the Northeastern region, limestone shelters

become the surface of choice rather than open cliff faces, and 70% of the reported sites are

found in the context of limestone shelters. This is in keeping with the general archaeological

record in the region, which also is primarily derived from excavations of caves and rock-

shelters (Aikens and Madsen 1986:150). The region is very well watered, at least by Great

47 Originally the style of rock art at Long Lake was called "Long Lake Carved Abstract" but the name was
subsequently changed when the style was found outside of the Long Lake site (Ricks 1996:54).
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Basin standards, by the Humboldt River and stored winter moisture from surrounding

mountains (Aikens and Madsen 1986:149). Also found in this region is a wide variety of both

plant and animal species which have been exploited by people from as early as 11,000 years

ago (ibid:154). It is also higher in elevation than the western and southern parts of the state,

with valley bottoms averaging above 5000' and mountain ranges over 11,000' (Grayson

1993:15-17).

It should be noted that there are few sites recorded in that region,48 although more are

known to exist in the lands administered by the National Forest Service, which have not all

been integrated into the official record. Of those which are a part of the official record

however, there are several characteristics which distinguish this region. As mentioned above,

the majority of sites are in

shelters, but there are also as

many pictograph sites as there

are petroglyph sites, whereas in

most regions petroglyph sites

outnumber pictograph sites by at

least 2 to 1, and often more.49

Differential preservation is

probably the reason for this

pattern and the durability of
Figure 28: Chalk Springs, Elko County, Northeastern
Region.

48 Heizer and Baumhoff (1962:205) even suggested that T h e peoples of northeastern Nevada evidently
did not make petroglyphs at all."

49 The only exception is the Eastern region which also has many sites in protected contexts (i.e. shelters).
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pigments should be examined in more detail (see Chapter 11.1). Also unlike other regions in

the western part of the state, geometric and human forms dominate motif assemblages in the

Northeastern region. This represents an east:: west split in motif types which continues in the

Eastern region as well. Few animal motifs or circular motifs are known in the Northeastern

region, although there are of course striking exceptions to this, such as the beautiful and

unusual Chalk Springs site. This site is dominated by vulviforms but also has a number of

extraordinary motifs which might be considered large patterned cupules on a vertical tuff cliff

face (Figure 28 and 21).

8.1.3 Western Region

In the Western region, basalt dominates, but unlike the Northwestern region the

preferred surface is not cliff faces but rather is boulders. Basalt predominates as the preferred

surface for rock art and is four times more frequent than the next most numerous rock types

(tuff and tuffa). The selection of basalt may have to do with it being so commonly found in the

western part of the state, but it also makes an excellent surface which to engrave because the

inner material is generally much lighter than the surface which is scraped away during

petroglyph manufacture. The region is generally comprised of the eastern front of the Sierra

Mountains and large basins which were the bottoms of enormous Pleistocene Lakes. The

Sierras in the extreme west, rise quite dramatically to more than 11,000' from valley floors

which average around 4,000' (Grayson 1993:17). This area is again relatively well watered

with several flowing rivers and considerable winter accumulation of moisture in the Sierras.

Further east into Churchill and south into Mineral counties, there is somewhat less water,
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although the remnants of Pleistocene Lake Lahonton can still be found in the Lahonton

reservoir and Walker Lake. Human beings have been in this region for at least 10,000 years,

as has been recently dramatically demonstrated (Kirner et al 1997; see Chapter 9).

Here petroglyphs also far outnumber pictographs and again, the Basin and Range

Tradition is dominant. Only twenty sites are reported as exclusively representational, while

ninety sites are reported as exclusively non-representational. Nearly as many sites (n=77) are

reported as a combination, but nearly half of those are vulviform sites. Groundstone is found

at more than a third of sites, but this is probably the result of under-reporting of groundstone.

Only seven diagnostic projectile points have been reported at rock art sites (also probably due

to under-reporting), including crescents and stemmed points (both considered to be around

9,000-10,000 B.P.), Elko and Side-Notched points which range from around 8,000-9,000 B.P.

to as recently as 1,000-3,000 B.P., and Martis points (often made of basalt and generally

associated with the Washoe) dating from around 3,000 B.P. to around 1500 B.P. It is fairly

likely that more recent points are also associated with rock art sites, but these are often not

reported because they are smaller and easily overlooked. But the reported diagnostic materials

do suggest old dates, although of course we cannot currently directly associate projectile

points or other materials to rock art at the same site (see Chapter 11).

8.1.4 Central Region

The Central region is the heart ofNevada and is overall the region with the least water

(only the Reese River) and the least diversity of plant and animal species. The region also has

a number of mountainranges that reach nearly 11,000'; (Grayson 1993:16-17), and is relatively
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high in average elevation, roughly 5,600' in the valley bottoms. The average elevation of rock

art sites is quite high (5814'), and 86% (n=12) of the sites with motif information are even

higher than this average. The whole state tends towards 'high altitude' rock art sites (see

above, Chapter 6), and this region markedly so. The area was, and is, sparsely inhabited but

has the most distinctive rock art sites of the state. As elsewhere, petroglyphs dominate

although there are a small number (n=9) of pictographs, but only one site which is recorded

as having both petroglyphs and pictographs. Nearly all of the sites in this region are on tuff

(n=17, 71%) and most occur on either cliff faces (n=13, 45%) or in shelters (n=ll, 38%).

There is only one site which is

exclusively non-representational

(although an additional three

sites comprise vulviforms only,

however these are classified as

human motifs). There is also a

single site which is exclusively

representational (a single turtle

motif), but usually sites

combine both types of motifs

Figure 29: Possible male and female motifs at Barley
Creek; Nye County, Central Region.

(n=9,64%). Eleven of twelve sites in this region which are recorded with human motifs have

vulviforms and two of these sites have representations of females, one of which also has a

possible male figure (Figure 29). Other vulviform sites in this region also have a large number

of hand prints associated with vulviforms. Handprints, like vulviforms, have been considered

to be associated with the puberty ritual of girls (Monteleone 1993,1994; see Chapter 10.2.1).
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In any event, the vulviforms do show a strong correlation with volcanic tuff and often occur

in great numbers and often to the exclusion of other motifs. Nowhere in Nevada is there such

strong patterning between rock type and motif, and nowhere else is there such domination by

a single motif.

8.1.5 Eastern Region

The Eastern region shares many characteristics with the Northeastern region. Most

sites are located in shelters and there is an unusually high number of pictographs. In fact

pictograph sites (n-30) outnumber petroglyph sites (n=14) by more than 2 to 1, while there

is only a single site reported which combines both. Limestone is the most commonly utilized

rock type and it often erodes to form deep shelters and caves, where many of the area's most

important archaeological sites are located. Like the West and Northeast, the Eastern region

is relatively well watered and its animal and plant resources are among the most diverse in

North America (Aikens and Madsen 1986:149). No diagnostic projectile points have been

reported in association with rock art in this region, but there is strong support for occupation

of the area from as early as 11,000 B.P. These inhabitants followed a hunting and gathering

lifestyle until around 1600 B.P., when "a number of features characteristic of settled

horticultural village life" began to appear (ibid:160). Also included were technological shifts

from the spear thrower (atlatl) to bow and arrow, and by around A. D. 400 or 500 pottery and

maize were introduced, although hunting and gathering continued to constitute an important

part of the subsistence base. But by A. D. 800, settled horticultural villages indicate that the

Archaic period was over and Fremont cultures had developed (ibid:l6Q).
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Also of interest in the Eastern region is the dramatic shift toward representational

imagery, with human motife most common (n=19; including three which are the very

distinctive Katchina figures often associated with the Fremont, and one motif described as a

female). This continues the east:: west split in motif types seen in the Northeastern region,

with the eastern part of the state having a much higher number of human motifs and

representational motife in general. Additionally, folly half of the sites (n=13) with motif

information are exclusively representational (including both human and animal motifs, but

curiously only one of these animals is a bighorn sheep), while only five sites are non-

representational and eight are a combination of both. Groundstone and pottery are found at

only two sites and pottery alone is found at one more site, an absence that is somewhat

unexpected and may be a product of under reporting.

8.1.6 Southwestern Region

The Southwestern region is also fairly dry, with no major rivers in the area (although

there are some rivers just outside of the state), and the region is typically subarid, with an

annual evaporation rate that is higher than precipitation (Warren and Crabtree 1986:183). Only

the White Mountain range (whose highest peak is over 14,000', which lies just outside of

Nevada in California) is located here and valley bottoms average around 4,000', while the

average elevation for rock art sites is 5,971' and nearly half are above that elevation. Again,

the high altitude nature of Nevada's rock art is clearly demonstrated. Like elsewhere

occupation of the area extends back for a very long time (as much as 12,000 years), but the

Shoshonean period (Numic) is generally considered to have begun around 1000 to 800 years
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ago, which is marked by diagnostic projectile points (the Desert Side-Notch, one of which was

found at a rock art site) and pottery (found at only three sites, two of which also had

groundstone, groundstone alone appears at five additional sites).

In the Southwestern region we also to see a north:: south split in rock art which is very

similar to the east:: west split previously mentioned. Petroglyphs dominate assemblages, and

these are distributed more or less evenly on basalt (n=14), tuff (n= 12), and boulders (n=15),

cliff faces (n=l3) and shelters (n=l 1). The thing that is most striking in comparison to the more

northern regions is that even though exclusively representational sites (n=7) are only half as

common as those with non-representational images (n=14), sites with both motif types are

frequent (n=23). This increase in the number of sites with representational imagery is in

striking contrast to the northwestern and western parts of the state where these make up a

much smaller percentage of sites. Human figures appear at more than half of sites which record

motif information (^=24; 53%) and bighorn sheep (n=18; 23%) appear in higher numbers as

well. The numbers of sites with non-representational imagery remains high, but these are no

longer the dominant type of imagery.

8.1.7 Southeastern Region

Much of the Southeastern region actually lies outside of the hydrographic Great Basin,

and is dominated by the drainage areas of the Colorado River, which includes the Muddy and

Virgin Rivers (themselves fairly large). It is fairly low in elevation, averaging around 2,700' in

the valley bottoms, but like elsewhere in Nevada, high mountain peaks can still be found such

as Charleston Peak at 11,912* (Grayson 1993:16-17). The climate is subarid (like the
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Southwestern region) and the area is generally classified as a part of the Mojavian biotic

province. Like elsewhere in Nevada, occupation appears to have begun sometime around

12,000 years ago. Pottery began to appear in the area at around A. D. 500-700, known as

Western Anasazi, which was restricted to the Virgin and Moapa Valleys of southeastern

Nevada, followed by Paiute-Shoshone pottery between A. D. 700 and 1000 (Shutler 1961).

Pottery is found at eighteen rock art sites, the same number that have groundstone, while

thirteen sites have both pottery and groundstone. The presence of pottery at rock art sites

indicates clearly at least the use of rock art sites by more recent peoples, but does not address

the issue of the rock art's authorship. This area also has the highest numbers of rock art sites

which contain historic imagery of all the regions in the state. These motifs are especially

important in identifying the presence of historic populations, and are discussed in more detail

below (see Chapter 10.3).

In the Southeastern region, we see a continuation of both the east:: west and north::

south splits that have been seen in other regions. Like the Eastern and Northeastern regions,

human motifs are found in high numbers (n=61) and here animal motifs are also very high

(n=44), and nearly half of these are big horn sheep (n=21). This region has the second highest

density of sites (1.833/mi2) and more sites which have exclusively representational rock art

(n=42) than any other region. Only eight sites are reported to be exclusively non-

representational and twenty-eight are a combination. And again, like the Southwestern region,

geometric motifs (n=31) outnumber circular motifs (n=22). Petroglyphs dominate this region,

unlike the Eastern region, and the majority of rock art is produced on sandstone (n=64,

75.29%), while cliff faces (n=62, 41.06%), shelters (n=47) and boulders (n=32) are also
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commonly used. This might suggest a variety of both public and private functions for rock art

in this region.

8.2 Regional Diversity

Clearly, the greatest numbers of rock art in Nevada occur in two regions. First, in the

Southeast: Clark and Lincoln counties, which are areas typically associated with the Anasazi

around the Colorado drainage and later the Southern Paiute, as well as the Fremont along the

modern border with Utah (Map 6). Motif diversity for each region was calculated by dividing

the total number of rock art sites by the number of motif types represented at those sites. This

showed that the motif diversity in the Southeastern region is the second highest in the state

(Table 23; diversity data by county Appendix 13). This is primarily due to Clark county, which

alone has the highest individual county diversity (6.83). Lincoln county has a relatively low

diversity (3.33), but less than half (40.6%, see Table 11) of the records for that county have

motif data. Once that information is more complete for Lincoln county, the variety of motifs

there may rise. Only two regions have less than the average motif diversity (4.31), three have

very close to the average, while only two (Southeast and Southwest) have substantially higher

diversities.

Somewhat unexpectedly, the region with the greatest motif diversity is in the

Southwest (5.62), with relatively even numbers of all motif types (Appendix 9). While Nye

county has the second highest individual county diversity (6.00), it is generally the northern
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part of that county, which falls into the Central region, which has the greatest variety of motifs.

Esmeralda county makes up the other half of the Southwestern region and also has relatively

Region

Northwest

Northeast

West

Central

East

Southwest

Southeast

# of Motif
Categories

145

31

851

82

59

253

412

# Sites w/Reeords

30

9

189

19

25

45

81

Motif Diversity
Measure

4.83

3.44

4.50

4.32

2.36

5.62

5.09

Table 23: Motif Diversity by region

high diversity (4.95) and this may be in part because this area is one of Mr McLane's favourite

areas of investigation. In Esmeralda county, slightly higher then 85% of the site records have

motif data, the highest percentage in the state. This may account for the high diversity found

there and suggests that when more motif data is recovered for other regions, diversity of motif

types may rise in those as well But of the other counties with high percentages of records with

motif data (50%), five have more than the average diversity of 3.98, while six have lower than

that average, so the diversity of each region represented here may be accurate.

The Southeastern region has the second highest motif diversity, and the rock art there

is very distinctive, with bighorn sheep and anthropomorphs found in high numbers (both the

human and animal motif categories have very high numbers [Appendix 9]). Although bighorn
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sheep petroglyphs have been called characteristic of Great Basin rock art (Whitley 1998a: 13),

they are in fact relatively rare in other parts of the state. The stylistic quality of the

anthropomorphs and sheep also varies in this area from the rest of the state where there seems

to be more attention to what we might call "realism." Again Heizer and Baumhoff (1962:204)

correctly noted that their "Representational" style was distinctly lacking outside of the

southern regions. In addition, the anthropomorphs are often very elaborate with clothing or

patterning in the area of the torso (e.g. Pahranagat Man motifs; Monteleone and Woody 1999).

The second region of the state with the highest numbers of rock art sites is in the West:

Churchill, Mineral, Lyon, Douglas and Storey counties, Carson City Municipal area, and the

lower half of Washoe county. This area is typically associated with the Washoe and historically

the Northern Paiute. Unlike the Southeastern and Eastern regions, the Western area is

characterized more typically by complex motifs which are without identifiable representations,

although more representational types of elements do of course occur, but in very small

percentages (Appendix 9). In spite of relatively large numbers of rock art sites however, the

diversity of motif types found in this region (4.50) is only slightly higher than the average

(4.31). This may of course be a product of biassed recording simply because the

nonrepresentational motifs which dominate the assemblage in this region are more difficult to

classify.

The Central region, historically occupied by the Western Shoshone, shows much less

density of sites than other regions. The motif diversity for this region is slightly higher than the

average (4.32) but the most interesting thing about this region is that it contains a surprisingly
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large number ofvulviforms (Chapter 10.2.1). This region has relatively even numbers of

circular, geometric and human motifs, with the number of human motifs slightly greater

(Appendix 9), most likely due to the fact that vulviforms are classified as human.

The Northwest also has higher than average motif diversity (4.83),and like the Western

region, nonrepresentational motifs are the most common (Appendix 9). Both circular and

geometric motifs occur more than twice as often as either human or animal. The Northeast has

the second lowest diversity (3.44) for the entire state, but has fairly even numbers of circular,

geometric and human motifs, while animals are only recorded at one site and neither historic

nor scratched are found there.

Quite surprisingly, the region with the lowest motif diversity is the Eastern region, in

spite of the fact that slightly more than half of the records for this region have motif data

(52.1%; see Appendix 7). This region falls well within the territory of the Fremont and the

rock art there does often reveal that influence, but as mentioned above there is a surprising

lack ofhornedanthropomorphs, sheep and shield figures in the area. White Pine county does

have relatively large numbers of zoomorphs (n=8,12.9%), but again not as many as Clark and

Lincoln counties. Katchina motifs are also described in White Pine county (n-3), but fewer

than in Lincoln county (n=5), again something of a surprise. As would be expected in the

territory of the Fremont, White Pine county has the highest number of pictographs (n=30,

27%) in the state. But also quite unexpected is the relatively high percentage ofcupules in

White Pine county (n=5,20%), while the highest numbers overall oicupules are from Washoe

county (n=8) which is more expected.
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The Eastern region does have the highest percentage of sites with anthropomorphs,

with 72% of all rock art sites with motif information recorded in that region having

anthropomorphs described as present. Because the Fremont were horticultural people, perhaps

this is an attempt to situate the ancestors into the landscape as a means of legitimating

possession of the land, something fairly common among horticultural groups (Woody and

Quinlan 1998). Next, in Chapter 9, I offer a more in depth interpretation of the social

characteristics which may account for the dramatic differences between this region and others

in the state.
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Chapter 9: A Contextual Approach to Nevada Rock Art

The rock art of Nevada and elsewhere can be analysed in relation to whatever

theoretical model one wishes to utilize, but the rock art itself must be tested against the

expectations of the model. For both of the currently dominant models (hunting magic and

shamanism) there is a single explanation for rock art, either it is a product of a ritual to ensure

success in the hunt or produced by a shaman at the conclusion of her / his trance,50 although

recently the concession has been made that there may have been non-shamanistic motivations

for rock art production (e.g. Loubser et al 1999:54-63). The test of the hunting magic model

is the presence of rock art at hunting locales. But in Nevada, very few rock art sites are

actually in what might be considered good hunting locations, while a large percentage occur

at what appear to be habitation sites, a pattern repeated elsewhere in the Great Basin (e.g.

Ricks and Cannon 1993; Ricks 1996; Cannon and Woody in press). For the shamanistic model

the presence of 'entoptic' imagery which are reproduced following the 'seven principles of

perception' (Loubser et al 1999:73) indicates that it represents the vision experiences of a

shaman.51 It is notable that 'entoptics' are the most basic geometric shapes and that the 'seven

principles of perception' are more or less the same principles used in visual design traditions

everywhere, so these forms are likely to be associated with any visual design tradition and in

any event are not diagnostic of trance imagery (Dronfield 1993,1996).

50 As noted above, it is often argued that rock art producing shamans were exclusively male (Whitley
1996) in spite of the feet that both men and women were shamans in every group except the Kawaiisu
(Driver 1937:102), a California group.

51 And as noted above (Chapter 4), both Lewis-Williams (2000) and Dowson (1999) have recently
suggested that the presence of entoptics does not indicate that imagery is trance related, which leaves one to
question exactly how the relationship between trance and rock art is to be tested.
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Neither actually addresses specific environmental and cultural site contexts or even

variations in the imagery itself as a part of analysis. The approach advocated here rejects

universalist explanations and moves the focus of research away from imagery alone and

focuses instead on the context of the site (both environmental and cultural) for clues as to the

meanings or functions of the rock art. In this chapter, I explore varying contextualist

interpretations of rock art locales that can be generated from considering sites in isolation,

followed by looking at regional distributions of sites. In the next chapter I focus more

specifically on introducing a more temporally aware contextualist interpretation of rock art

locales.

I begin with an examination of the important Grimes Point site, located in the Western

region (see Chapter 6 and Figure 4), which is called Stfmasada, ('basalt' + ? [Fowler

1992:40]) by the Northern Paiute, who inhabited the area historically. They were generally

fearful of the site because of burials which were known to be in nearby caves. The petroglyphs

at this site are called Iza?a thonnu, 'Coyote's writings,' indicating that it was made by the

well-known trickster figure during 'The Time When Animals Were People' (Fowler

1992:180).

One critical, although very simple, piece of contextual information regarding this site

is its elevation and relationship to several Pleistocene shorelines, as well as to other

archaeological materials in the immediate area. The main part of the site is located between

3960' and 4000' above sea level (Nissen 1982:41) and would have been covered by Pleistocene

Lake Lahonton during much of the last 26,000 years. The only periods when the area would
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have been exposed was prior to 26,000 years ago, and for a brief time between around 11,000

and 9,000 years ago, when lake levels are less well understood. This time period however, may

be especially significant because of dates of associated burials (see below). The lake also

dropped sufficiently for the shorelines where the rock art is located to be exposed after around

8,000 (Mehringer 1986:34-35), with the driest period between around 6,900 and 4,500 years

ago (Kenneth Adams, personal communication, January 2000). Morrison (1965:281)

suggested that the lake's water would have been directly offshore from the petroglyph area

around 5,000 years ago, but some of his dates appear to be in conflict with other researchers

in the area (Mehringer 1986:35).

The lake finally disappeared (except for an area north and west of Grimes Point which

remains today at Stillwater Marsh) around 4,000 years ago and has remained dry since that

time. This site is uniquely suited to direct dating attempts (see Chapter 11.1) precisely because

of its environmental context (Alan Watchman, personal communication, June 1998). It is a part

of a large complex that includes not only other rock art sites, but also dry cave sites, some

containing burials such as Spirit Cave which has recently been dated to 9400 BP (Kirner et al.

1997). It is interesting to note that this is one of the periods during which the shorelines where

the Grimes Point petroglyphs are situated would have been exposed.

The Native Americans who created the rock art at Grimes Point were presumably

drawn by the very productive marsh that developed when the lake waters became more

shaEow. In any case, fish and wildlife would have been available whatever the depth of the

water. Not all of the rock art would have faced the lake, but rather faced in all directions. The
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site is dominated by cupules,

which like the petroglyphs, are

now darkened by revarnishing

to the point of near invisibility

(Figure 30). But when

produced, the engravings

would have stood out from

their dark basalt background
Figure 30: Grimes Point, Churchill County, Western
Region.

and would no doubt have been quite visible. Judging by its location and associated

archaeological evidence, this site would have been a largely public place. The rock art may

have served as a mark of ownership by those who frequented this part of the lake or even what

Ingold (1987) has called 'signalling,' with rock art created in to announce the presence of its

makers. If it was made during the one thousand year period when the Spirit Cave Man (see

Chapter 10) was present, these may have been among the first people in the area and the rock

art meant as an attempt to contact others for permission to partake of the resources or claim

the location for their own.

Another example where attention to context adds significant information is also found

in the basin of this same ancient lake as the Grimes Point site. On the opposite side of the

Lahonton basin is Salt Cave (Figure 31), a pictograph site. Another unnamed and unpainted

cave is nearby (approximately 50' south) and another cave that is smaller yet is located around

5000' away. If these sites are compared by the way they regulate access (Gibson 1986), the
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differences are striking. Salt

Cave is quite large (58' deep,

around 21' wide and 10' high at

the opening), with enough room

to accommodate a relatively

large number of people. The

ceiling and walls are more or

less evenly covered by red
Figure 31: Salt Cave; Churchill County, Western
Region.

pictographs, painted on bulbous outcrops of tufa, with extensive smoke blackening on the

ceiling toward the back of the cave. The pictographs are primarily dots and circles, but also

include a small number of possible human stick figures and possible animals.

Without the benefit of direct dates on the pigment, it is not possible to estimate the age

of the pictographs, although the cave was cut by wave action, probably between 11,000 and

10,000 years ago when the lake was at its highest level during the Lahonton Beach period

(Mehringer 1986:34). Based simply on the degree of weathering, however, all of the

pictographs appear to be more or less contemporary, possibly even produced as a single event.

The soot indicates the presence of fires in the past, and the bones of a large animal were

recovered by guano miners in 1939. There may be midden deposits in the cave, but no formal

excavations have thus far been conducted. Several cultural artifacts however were recovered

from the neighbouring cave. Recovered from this smaller unpainted cave are such things as a
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worked greasewood stick, a grinding stone and

debitage (site form on file at the Nevada State

Museum).

In sharp contrast is the very small cave around

5000' feet away which has only enough room inside

for a single person (Figure 32). There is no midden

discernible, but the ceiling of this very small cave also

appears to have smoke blackening. Since there is no

sign of a hearth in the floor of the cave (and certainly

no room for one unless the person inside the cave
Figure 32: Near Salt Cave;
Churchill County, Western Region. ,. . .... ., , i a , . , , ,u

y s were standing in it), it seems most likely that the soot

was produced by the flames of a hand held torch. Little light penetrates the small opening of

the cave and once inside it becomes quite dark. But with the help of a flashlight, one single

non-representational red

Figure 33: Near Salt Cave; Churchill County, Western
Region.

pictograph can be seen (Figure

33). The pictograph inside this

very small cave, a simple

geometric pattern, is not

repeated at Salt Cave, whose

imagery tends to be circular

(although there are a very few

linear geometric motifs such as
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zig zags). Excavations at both sites would reveal much more information, but based on context

alone it seems likely that these two are very different types of sites. As Thomas (1993 a)

suggests, the simple difference in visibility and size may suggest who could participate in the

activities which took place there. The fact of size alone implies that access to the smaller cave

site was restricted, while at the very much larger Salt Cave, the opposite is most likely. Salt

Cave might have been the site of larger scale public rituals or those associated with daily

domestic routines. These may have even included the people who inhabited the cave beside it,

as well as others who might have come to this place for such a gathering. But the very small

site clearly must have been the location of activities which were much more esoteric and

secretive in nature. As Gibson (1986) has suggested, the physical context of the site itself

shapes access to it, and in this case restricts both access and movement, hence shaping

perception of it. Consideration of this contextual aspect of these sites allow a more richly

textured understanding of them.

Clusters of sites also occur at a larger scale, and can be identified through simple

locational analysis. As mentioned above (Chapter 6), several large clusters exist throughout

the state where up to twenty or more sites are located within a single 362 mile area. One such

cluster of twenty-eight sites is located just to the north-east of Las Vegas in Clark county

(Southeastern region). This area technically lies outside of the Great Basin, as it is within the

drainage system of the Colorado River. More than half of the sites (n=16) in this section are

located within a single elevated valley (Hidden Valley) in the Muddy Mountains. Hidden Valley

is a relatively well watered locality, and all sixteen rock art sites are situated within an area of
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1500 x 3000 metres. This area is described by Green (1987:174) as an "extensive occupation

area with numerous rockshelter loci and rock art displays." Excavations were conducted in the

valley and produced cultural materials 3500 years old from lower aceramic levels, and mixed

ceramics in the upper levels. Ceramic types are diagnostic of Anasazi, Fremont, Lower

Colorado and Southern Paiute wares by methods of manufacture, morphology and surface

designs (Blair 1986; Jenkins 1982; cited in Green 1987:174).

Green farther notes that the rock art of the area is also mixed, "reflecting Puebloan

images but fewer types" than in other areas, "with some probably but yet undefined affiliations

to the California-Great Basin and Newberry-Eldorado stylistic patterns" (ibid:174). She

illustrates two panels (ibid: Figures 11 and 13), both of which depict bighorn sheep, as would

be expected in this area near the Colorado River drainage where such images dominate

(Monteleone and Woody 1999). But the mix of ceramic types indicates that various distinctive

groups utilized this valley through time and the various rock art styles could also no doubt be

related to these various groups. The presence of what she calls the 'California-Great Basin'

style refers to the very common non-representational rock art that is found commonly

throughout Nevada and the desert west, the Basin and Range Tradition (Eileen Green,

personal communication, January 2000). The other styles might have been produced by other

groups in the area in an attempt to claim the relatively rich valley by introducing their own

marks of ownership or signalling. As will be discussed more fully below (Chapter 10.2), rock

art may be a sensitive indicator of ethnic identities and Hidden Valley a good example of how

these various groups might be identified.
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If rock art is ever to play a significant role in archaeological analysis, then

archaeological issues need to be addressed through rock art. A means of identifying specific

groups in the Great Basin is an extremely important, although somewhat controversial, issue

(see Madsen and Rhode 1994). As this example indicates, rock art may prove to be one

sensitive means of group identification (Woody and Quinlan 1998).

Figure 34: East Walker River; Lyon County, Western Region.

Another interesting

comparison of rock art

sites can also be made

within a single region if

individual motif types are

examined rather than

interpreted as hunting

magic or vision imagery,

which ignores patterned

variation in imagery. Again, sites from the Western region serve well to clarify this issue.

Grimes Point and East Walker River (located approximately 50 miles to the south) were both

extensively recorded by Karen Nissen (1982) so that the way in which imagery was classified

at these two sites is broadly similar. Grimes Point contains only a single representational image

(a possible lizard) whereas East Walker River is known for its relatively high number of images

ofbighorn sheep (n=33, Figure 34) and other representational motife, including humans (n=6),

dogs (n=3) and even one which resembles a deer (all relatively unusual for this region). In all
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there were 133 panels photographed at the site as a part of this study, and all of the panels that

could be identified fromNissen's record were examined. Of these, twenty-one panels (15.79%)

include imagery which might be considered representational. When the motif assemblage at

East Walker River is compared to that at Grimes Point, the differences are striking, although

the number of representational imagery is still relatively small. For example, at another site in

the Southeastern region (Mouses Tank, discussed below) representational images occur in

more than 90% of the panels at the site (n=19), often to the exclusion of other motif types.

Both the East Walker River and Grimes Point sites lie in historic Northern Paiute

territory, and like Grimes Point, East Walker River appears to be a habitation site based on the

presence of rock rings, groundstone and lithics. Both sites were associated with water,

although Grimes Point is approximately one thousand feet lower in elevation than East Walker,

and the lake on which it was situated is now dry, while the East Walker River still flows. The

most obvious environmental differences between these two sites is that East Walker River is

quite near the eastern foothills of the Sierra Mountains, whereas Grimes Point is situated in the

lowest basin in northern Nevada (Elston 1986:135).

The petroglyphs at Grimes Point appear overall to be very much older than at East

Walker, although both have more than one generation of rock art (based on visible differences

in patination). Also, the rock art at Grimes Point is more ambiguous, with primarily abstract

imagery, while the very distinctive rock art at the East Walker River site has imagery much

more specific in addition to more opaque motifs. Grimes Point may have been utilized by a

wide variety of early peoples, but when the lake and subsequent marsh were gone or the area
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was again covered by water, the site may have lost importance and rock art production

stopped. At East Walker River however, production may have continued because the location

remained important through time, perhaps due to the river. All of the representational motifs

at East Walker are in the most recent generation and may represent another group of people

who entered the area later and their attempt to claim the locality for their own. This may have

occurred during a period of increased regionalisation when populations began to settle into a

specific area and seasonal movements became more scheduled. A similar process is suggested

by Tacon in Australia (1993), and he relates changes in land use to stylistic changes in the rock

art.

Certainly more work needs to be done (see Chapter 11.1), including a clearer

documentation of the site and its surrounding environs. A theoretical approach which allows

analysis of differences or similarities in motif types within a single region can allow more

specific questions about changes in how Native peoples lived in the landscape to be addressed.

If rock art is seen as an integrated part of the lives of the people who created it, the capability

of addressing issues of culture change may be possible. Rock art can address such issues when

re-integrated into the cultural landscape and analysed within its foil cultural and environmental

contexts.

Comparing rock art motifs and distributions on a much larger scale allows very broad

distinctions to be seen state-wide. As mentioned above (Chapter 8) and as I discuss in more

detail below (Chapter 10), there is a definite and clearly patterned variation in the distributions

of representational motifs throughout the state. But in addition to this, other important
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differences can also be seen statewide in such things as surfaces utilized. For example, in the

Southeastern region, cliff faces are used far more frequently (41.06% of the total sites in that

region) than any other surface. A simple consideration of differences in surface may also

suggest very different motivations for rock art production. Some cliff faces can be seen for a

great distance, almost like a modern day billboard and the rock art on such a surface must have

been intended to be seen by all, or even to be seen from a distance. This setting may suggest

a measure of openness or public performance as opposed to sites with more limited diversity

and a restricted access.

One such cliff face in Lincoln county is

known as the Calendar Fence where there is an

' apparent solar interaction which occurs on the

summer solstice (Figure 35), and again at mid-

autumn (Burkholder 1994:42). Some rock art

researchers consider solar interactions to be an

important part of the purpose of some rock art

sites. Burkholder (1994) for example documents

fifteen such sites in the Southeastern region, one of
Figure 35: Calendar Fence; Lincoln
County, Southeastern Region w h i c h fa t h e Calendar Fence. It is situated in an

open area of a large river channel cut during the Pleistocene and affords ample room for a

large number of participants. Burkholder (1994:7) suggests that the ritual associated with such

'solstice sites,' like those of historic Great Basin ritual or social gatherings, would have
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included "dancing and feasting... exchanging ideas and playing games of chance." She further

notes that in spite of numerous suitable surfaces in the immediate area that the 'ancient artists'

selected only this single face where the solar interaction occurs to engrave.

The site was recorded by Heizer and Hester and interpreted from a hunting magic

perspective as depicting a diversion fence for game drives, although they admitted being "far

from certain about this explanation" (1974:10). While this is a plausible suggestion, in most

cases such "drive fences" were merely piles of brush or uprooted sagebrush (Fowler and

Liljeblad 1986:439) or in some cases rocks (d'Azevedo 1986b:478), rather than the picket

fence that seems to be illustrated.

Some shamanistic authors have vehemently denied that there is any relationship

between rock art and seasonal movements of the sun or other Native astronomical beliefs and

practices (e.g. Whitley 1998d). The lack of support in the ethnographic record is the primary

reason for rejecting the so called 'archaeo-astronomy hypothesis,' although a lack of scientific

objectivity and Eurocentricism52 are also cited as objections (Whitley 1998d:136-137). Other

shamanistic authors are less critical and in California even suggest that "artist, shaman and

solar observer were one and the same, either as an individual or collectively as members of a

cult" (Hudson, Lee and Hedges 1979:52).

Interest in astronomy however is a universal characteristic of human societies, even

when the observation of the night sky is the preserve of specialists (e.g., priests or

52 It is suggested that rock art scholars who interpret some rock art motifs as astronomical are attempting
to turn "Native Americans into junior scientists and fitting them into our twentieth-century mold" (Whitley
1998d:137).
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astronomers). And as McLane (in press'A) notes, ". . . the data collected on the Culture

Element Distribution lists of Great Basin Indians . . . show that most of these groups

recognized the solstices, four seasons, and twelve months. " There are a growing number of

rock art locales reported in Nevada (especially by McLane) as having significant solar

interactions and in some cases (like the Calendar Fence) they are quite convincing. Such places

in the landscape may have taken on special importance during the seasonal movements of

highly mobile peoples, and the Calendar Fence may be a good example of what Thomas

(1993a) has referred to as the 'creation of place.' Places created by the modification of the

natural environment through the production of rock art to mark significant temporal events

(such as the solstice) may have helped to 'add structure to mobile lives' as suggested by

Conkey (1987) and Giddens (1979), or as a means of "mapping the world of mobile people"

as Bradley (1991:77) puts it. This specific locale may have been selected for gatherings of large

numbers of people to communally observe the change of season. Open social systems require

such gatherings, when the important business of negotiating new relationships or strengthening

old ones can occur, or when the selection of marriage partners can be made. And although the

observance of solar events is often assumed to be a normal practice for farming communities,

and the Calendar Fence is located in what would have been Fremont territory (who were

farmers), I suggest the same would be true of hunter-gatherers simply so that they could keep

track of the changing seasons and arrange their travels accordingly.

The placement of rock art on cliff faces is common to other regions and implies that

access to it would not have been restricted, but rather was meant to be seen and engaged by
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everyone. However, significant

regional variations in imagery can be

identified, suggesting that the same

kind of support was used to transmit

different messages. In the

Northwestern region, 50% of the

sites recorded are on cliff faces and

Figure 36: Multigenerationalpanel at Massacre the Massacre Lake site is a good
Lake; Washoe County, Northwestern region.

example of such a site. The site is

located in an area of abundant plants, the roots of which were an important part of the diet of

earlier inhabitants, there is seasonal water and it lies generally in an important travel route

connecting two valleys. The motif assemblage is predominantly non-representational (only a

small number of scratched human motifs are present) and was seemingly produced over a long

period of (although possibly occurring in discrete 'outbursts of production' recognized

elsewhere by other researchers [e.g., Tacon, 1994:118]). At least four separate generations of

rock art are definable at this site, based on both relative patination and stylistic differences

(Woody 1997:54-58). The earliest phase of rock art production may be as old as 11,000 years

if temporally diagnostic projectile points at the site are associated with the art (Woody

1997:41 -42). Perhaps most importantly, many of the motifs show signs of re-working of earlier

motifs (Figure 36), and in some cases older motifs have been enhanced.

The Massacre Lake site appears to have been an important gathering place for a very

long time and the rock art is located on open cliff faces. The motifs themselves indicate it was
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created by groups with an open social system, with panels and motifs being generally

unenclosed and characterized by an abundance o f empty space' and the repetition of simple

elements (Fischer 1961). The rock art is generally ambiguous and frequent re-use or

enhancement may indicate that this was a place where rights to resources were legitimated by

establishing a symbolic link with the past. Weissner (1989) has suggested that symbolic

methods of creating 'sameness' are utilized to create relationships and reduce distinctiveness.

The rock art at Massacre Lake may be an example of symbolically creating a shared identity

by those who used the site with those who had used the locality before.

Moving along a diagonal transect across the state, cliff faces in the Central region are

also utilized for rock art production. Thirteen sites are recorded on cliff faces in this region and

all except two are on tuff and all except these same two are vulviform sites. As I discuss in

more detail below, these vulviform sites may have been related to very specific types of ritual

activities. One of these sites is

the well known Hickison

Summit site, and out of the 350

recorded petroglyphs at this

site, 193 (55.14%) are

vulviforms (sometimes

previously referred to as

' h o r s e s h o e s ' [Thomas

1976:68]). The petroglyphs are
Figure 37: Hickison Summit; Lander County, Central
Region.
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located in fourteen clusters throughout an area approximately one mile in length. The site is

around 6600' in elevation and lies in the pifion - juniper zone and seed bearing grasses are also

quite common at the site.

There are some indications of later use (such as scratched rock art) but most of the

petroglyphs appear to be fairly weathered. Some of the motifs are in secluded spots (Figure

37) but most others are on open cliff faces. It seems most likely that at least this part of the

rock art was for public consumption because it is located in clear view. Like Massacre Lake,

there is a clear indication that the area was utilized as long ago as 10,000 years (Bureau of

Land Management, n.d.). Thomas (1976:68-70) examined this site using a Hunting Magic

approach and identified several 'attack stations' along the migratory trail of animals, with

clusters of panels carved into the surfaces which would face the 'oncoming or passing

animals.' She also discussed the common interpretation of the vulviform as "a representation

of female genitalia," but suggested that the association of fertility and increase rites may be

extended to include "the mechanics of a complex and highly productive hunting system"

(ibid:73).

A shamanistic interpretation of this site would suggest that a shaman had a vision and

then carved the imagery s/he had seen into the cliff so as to not forget (e.g., Whitley 1994c:3),

the same interpretation as made at other sites. Alternatively it has also been suggested that

vulviforms were created by male shamans practising black magic, because of the dangerous

and diabolical power of the 'twitching vulva' (Whitley 1996; I discuss an alternative

interpretation below, Chapter 10.2.1). But neither model addresses the specific concentration
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of a single motif type when compared to other areas or the variation within the site as to

location of the panels, whether private and concealed or public and open. Also because of its

location in the pass to the north of both the Monitor Valley to the east and Big Smoky Valley

to the west, it is not only a migration route for animals, but also a natural travel route for

humans. Hickison Summit may also represent a gathering place where puberty ceremonies

could have been collectively enacted.

At the end of the diagonal transect across Nevada, in the Southeastern region, motif

assemblages are dominated by representations of humans or animals, sometimes in great

numbers (although other types do occur, such as the Calendar Fence mentioned above).

Hartley (1992) has suggested that redundancy of images reduces mistakes in understanding

the messages contained in the imagery, which would also be true of the vulviform sites

mentioned above and discussed in more detail below (Chapter 10.2.1). If that message is also

placed on an open cliff face where it can be readily seen, it also seems most likely that the

message being sent was intended for a wide audience. Again, this suggests a very different sort

of message than one in which the rock art is produced inside an enclosed shelter, for example.

The Southeastern region is dominated by the Colorado River drainage and was densely

occupied and farming associated with villages developed very early (around A.D. 300-500,

Fowler and Madsen 1986:175). Ownership or rights of exclusive access are very often more

important to farming populations or even in areas of abundant resources and high populations.

This may be reflected in the more direct message sent as opposed to the more ambiguous

messages at Massacre Lake.
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In the Arrow

Canyon area in the

southeastern region a

cluster of rock art is found

on the limestone walls in

several different loci. Green

(1987) included two of

Figure 38: Warshield Canyon; Clark County; Southeastern these sites in her survey of
Region.

ecological contexts of rock

art, the Big Dune site and Warshield Shelter. Both sites are visible from a distance and both

have very distinctive shield figures as an important part of their motif assemblages. At the Big

Dune site, among other representational imagery (e.g. bowman and bighorn sheep) there are

two large shield figures, one 150 centimetres in diameter and the other 90

centimetres in diameter, and both "sport feather headdresses" (Green 1987:130). A

considerable amount of "lithic waste, ceramic sherds and groundstone mixed with fire-affected

rock in a sandy midden" (ibid:\70) is present. Across the canyon is Warshield Shelter, also

dominated by a large shield figure (Figure 38). This site was excavated in the 1920s, when

Anasazi, Fremont and Paiute ceramics were recovered, as well as fibre, lithic, faunal and floral

artifacts (Shutler 1961).
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The shield motifs themselves are most commonly associated with Puebloan53 groups

or the Fremont (Schaafsma 1980:171; 1986:226; Green 1987:128). They are known to date

to around A.D. 1350 -1600 in New Mexico, and may be something akin to clan markers. The

Fremont examples would be somewhat earlier (around A.D. 450 -1300) and may also pre-date

similar figures found in the Plains area of the United States (Gebhard 1966:728, cited in Green

1987:128). These very specific images are found in mil view, probably intended to be seen by

everyone, and may have marked ownership of the area by a specific group.

Using a more contextual approach, which is informed by both the anthropology of

symbolism and landscape theory, these examples show clearly that striking differences can be

seen statewide, although all may be examples of'signalling' as suggested by Ingold (1987).

This type of communication is especially important when attached to specific places in the

landscape utilized by different groups, either shared, as in the Northwest or exclusively, as in

the Southeast. While in the Northwestern region the rock art imagery is abstract and

ambiguous, in the Southeastern region motifs are representational and specific and in the

Central region motif assemblages are dominated by a single motif. Although all occur in more

or less open contexts where the rock art was intended to be openly engaged, the differences

in motifs types indicate that very distinctive means of communication were employed at each

site. The Massacre Lake site may have been visited by a variety of peoples who utilized the

resources there and lessened their differences through repetition of opaque symbolic forms.

53 The term 'Puebloan' is often used to refer to the at least partially horticultural groups in the
Southeastern region who were also characterized by small village sites with semi-subterranean pit houses,
surface structures of masonry or adobe and ceramics (Fowler and Madsen 1986:175).
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In contrast at Hickison Summit an explicit

message was intended and reinforced through

redundancy of specific images. And

alternatively, at the Arrow Canyon sites (Big

Dune and Warshield Shelter) rock art may

have indicated ownership and restricted

access to clan members or other related

groups, through the use of overt images as

Schaafsma (1992:14) has suggested was likely

for the Anasazi.

While the above descriptions and
Figure 39: Hunting blind withpetroglyph
at the Pistone Site (Black Mountain); discussion of rock art is restricted to Nevada,
Mineral County, Western Region.

a similar approach would be beneficial in any

region or any country where rock art is found. Universalist interpretations extract rock art

from its cultural and environmental context and impose meaning onto it without attention to

the details of environments, placement or cultural associations. It is important to note here that

I am most certainly not suggesting that rock art never played a role in ritual associated with

hunting, and some rock art does occur in direct association with hunting blinds (Figure 39).

Nor ami suggesting that shamans never produced rock art. What I am suggesting is that rather

than applying a universal interpretation to all rock art everywhere, each site should be
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approached individually and the context analysed to determine the possible purposes of the

rock art that is found there.

Rock art will never allow further insight into the ways of life of prehistoric peoples if

the analysis of it is not approached with an understanding of symbolic practice and integrated

back into the cultural landscape of which it is a part. In the following chapter, I will show how

rock can inform archaeological questions. These examples are specific to Nevada, but similar

archaeological issues exist in other parts of the world which rock art may be able to inform.

First, I discuss the role of rock art in the initial colonization of the New World generally and

the Great Basin specifically. This is followed by a discussion on how rock art may also help

to identify and clarify ethnicity and identify prehistoric ritual localities in the past and I

consider how rock art can speak to issues of the construction of social identities in the present

among Native American groups. Finally, I conclude discussing the strength of utilizing

alternatives ways of thinking about rock art and suggest fiiture directions in rock art research.
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In the previous chapter, I examined specific contextual and graphic rock art data to

show that such an approach leads toward a fuller and more detailed understanding of the

imagery itself. In this chapter, I seek to illustrate how rock art can be used to address specific

archaeological issues. First, I discuss how it may have played an important role in the initial

colonization of the New World and prehistoric ethnicity, followed by a discussion of how rock

art continues to play an important role in the construction of modern Native American

identities.

10.1 The Initial Colonization of the New World

In spite of the hopes of some researchers, there has never been any evidence that the

New World was occupied by any other species than Homo sapiens sapiens. For many years,

the "Clovis first" paradigm was accepted by virtually all serious researchers, but has recently

been challenged (see Chapter 1). The evidence for early human occupation in the New World

has generally been stone tools, some of which have been found lodged in the bones of extinct

animals (Meltzer 1991). More recently, at Monte Verde, other materials such as animal skins

(thought to have been used as a shelter) and knotted cordage have been dated to around

12,500 years ago (Dillehay 1989; 1997).

In the Great Basin, like elsewhere in North America, stone tools have been the primary

evidence of early human occupation, the most well known being the Clovis Point, but also

Folsom and in Nevada, Stemmed points and Crescents. These points have been recovered in
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buried contexts elsewhere, are found throughout North America (except for the Crescents) and

are distinctive enough to be easily identified. Few Folsom points have been found in Nevada,

and only around 36 Clovis points, often associated with Stemmed points. Some researchers

now think that Stemmed points are as old as Clovis and were simply another part of the Paleo

Indian toolkit. Crescents have a very restricted distribution and have been found in some

Nevada sites (e.g. Sunshine Well) by the hundreds.

While stone tools are the most common evidence of early human occupation of the

Great Basin, there are other artifacts as well. For example, a recently vandalised cave site in

northern Nevada yielded a series of sandals which have recently been dated to 10,130 years

old (Pat Barker [BLM State Archaeologist]; personal communication, October 2000). But

probably the most striking evidence of early human occupation of the Great Basin has been the

recent revelations about the age of the Spirit Cave Man. This well preserved mummy was

located in a cave that is part of a complex of sites that includes rock art and a series of dry

cave sites, some of which contain burials. The Spirit Cave mummy has recently been dated to

9400 BP (Kirner et al 1997) and is the oldest mummy in the world, proving without any doubt

that people did inhabit this part of the Great Basin at least 9000 years ago. The petroglyphs

at Grimes Point are also a part of the complex of sites where the mummy was found and are

very near to Spirit Cave. The petroglyphs would have been on the shoreline of Pleistocene

Lake Lahonton during the time that Spirit Cave Man was buried in the dry cave (see Chapter

9), and it is likely that he would have been at the very least aware of them. In addition to this,

another (less famous) mummy was also found in the northern part of Pyramid Lake (the

remnant of ancient Lake Lahonton, see Map 3). This mummy, called the Wizards Beach Man,

is nearly as old as Spirit Cave Man (around 9,200 years old) and together they suggest that
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western Nevada was populated at least at the end of the Pleistocene (see Tuohy and Dansie

1997 for information on these and other burials).

When the First Americans began to arrive in the New World, they did not travel in a

single direction or toward a specific point. These first Americans were not moving purposefully

from Beringia in the direction of Tierra del Fuego, but rather they lived along the way. The

journey would have been made by families with women, children and elders, and they would

have required time to interpret and understand the new landscapes that they travelled through.

But, as they moved into new territories, I would suggest that they would have expected to

encounter unknown others, simply because their own lived experience would not have

suggested otherwise.

An important tradition among mobile people everywhere is that they are free to use the

critical subsistence resources in any territory - but they need to ask permission from its regular

inhabitants (Fowler 1982:113), be they human or spirit. In a new landscape, which I argue

would be assumed to be inhabited, how would one ask permission if the inhabitants were

unknown and unseen? Ingold (1987) has suggested that hunter-gatherers leave signs to notify

regular inhabitants of their presence and rock art might be one means of signalling. It is easily

recognized as a non-natural artifact, although it could also easily be interpreted as a

supernatural one by those who did not make it, as seems to be the case among the historic

inhabitants of Nevada. It is also durable enough to remain where it was placed long enough

to be seen. Places where subsistence resources were found would be very important for any

new arrival. Rock art sites in Nevada are very often close to water or other critical subsistence

resources and may have begun as a material and durable means by which new arrivals could
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ask permission for use of resources from unknown inhabitants or powerful spirits who dwelt

in the new area.

Temporally diagnostic

lithic materials noted in

association with rock art are far

too rare to make any strong

generalizations, but what there is

appears in large part to be very

old. There is also rock art known

to be very old, such as the Great

Figure 40: Deeply engraved motifs at Massacre Lake; Basin Carved Abstract style
Washoe County; Northwestern region.

described by Ricks (1996). The

Massacre Lake site in the Northwestern region shares the characteristic of extremely deep

engraving (Figure 40) in some of its panels with other very old sites such as Long Lake, along

with several other more recent engraving. More recent abstract engravings, while stylistically

similar to the older, are generally much more shallow (Bednarik 1995:91).

Researchers such as Steinbring (1993:22, 1999:12), White and Orndorff (1999:13),

Whitley and Dorn (1993:637-638), and others have suggested that some rock art in the New

World may be very old. Tratebas (1999) for example compares Old World rock art with that

in regions of the New World to find possible precedents. In other parts of the New World

equally old rock art has been described, such as paintings in Brazil that may be Paleoindian

(Roosevelt et a. 1996) or even older (Guidon and Delibrias 1986). But in spite of this

provocative evidence, there has been some hesitation in assigning great antiquity to the rock
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art ofNorth America, and many researchers automatically assign it to the Archaic. The logical

argument for an Archaic age for rock art is foirly simple and persuasive. The Archaic was a

time of explosive diversity of material culture and behaviours in the New World, and rock art

is thought to be just one more example of that diversity (Elston 1986:138). While the term

'Archaic' may be defined simply as 'older' or 'earlier,' in archaeological terms it implies a

specific time frame, which varies regionally, but nonetheless is after around six to eight

thousand years ago generally. Because of the archaeological specificity of the term, it may not

be appropriate to call rock art produced prior to that time by this term (i.e. Great Basin

Archaic; [Hedges 1982]) and as mentioned above (Chapter 8) a more appropriate term has

recently been coined, the Basin and Range Tradition.

For some reason, it has not been generally thought odd that the First Americans did not

bring an artistic tradition with them when they entered the New World. Why should we not

expect such a tradition when it is such a conspicuous part of the early archaeological record

elsewhere in the world? Gamble (1991) for example has argued that art was not a part of the

process of socializing newly occupied landscapes. He compares the lack of art in newly

occupied regions of Europe with the lack of art in the earliest occupation periods of the New

World, but bases this comparison on Martin's now highly contested model of Pleistocene

overkill. Martin (1973) hypothesized that the dramatic extinctions of megafauna which

occurred in the New World at the end of the Ice Age were due to immigrant hunters, who

thrived in the relatively temperate North American climate and spread explosively across the

continent. In his model early Native Americans, following large herds, briefly attained a density

sufficiently large to overkill their prey, which led to a population crash (Martin 1973:970).

Martin models a wave of advancement across the North and South American continents
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suggesting that the "relatively innocent prey was suddenly exposed to a new and thoroughly

superior predator, a hunter who preferred killing and persisted in killing animals as long as they

were available" (Martin 1973:972). In his scheme, a similar type of overkill did not occur in

the Old World because in that area prey animals were more experienced, hence more wary of

humans.

Martin was apparently a follower of the then popular Hunting Magic hypothesis,

because he suggested that the animal populations were wiped out before there was an

opportunity for hunters to portray the extinct species in cave paintings or ivory carvings

(ibid:912), apparently assuming the art to be an aid to the hunt. More recently, however,

researchers have suggested that hunting populations rarely kill animals to the point of

extinction, but rather practice various types of selective culling of herds (Nelson 1982:221),

and mobility is generally seen as a means of reducing over exploitation of resources (Hunn

1982:17). It has become quite clear that the extinctions of North American Pleistocene

megafauna is a much more complex phenomenon than Martin envisioned (Grayson 1993), and

it now appears that human populations may have entered the New World long before many

of the extinctions occurred (Meltzer et al. 1997). Although it could be argued that this simply

means that it took longer for Palaeolithic hunters to kill off the large herds of megafauna,

Martin's model was dependant on rapid kill-off and unwary animals.

Alternatively Smith (1992:36) sees "no a priori reason why visual communication

systems, including rock art, would not have been integral to Pleistocene social structures" and

so apart of the colonization process of Australia. The basic homogeneity of Australia's earliest

rock art (taken to reflect culturally homogenous Pleistocene populations) is contrasted with
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the stylistic and cultural diversity of Holocene populations (Rosenfeld 1991:136). Visual

reinforcement of open social networks may have facilitated the colonization process, with

heterogeneity of style becoming more common as population density and territoriality

increased (Smith 1992:39), a point on which most information exchange theorists generally

agree, especially in areas of relatively poor resources (Wobst 1977; Gamble 1982, 1991;

Conkey 1984,1985; Weissner 1984,1989), like the Great Basin. Alternatively, heterogeneity

of style marks closed social systems, more commonly found among groups with higher

population densities and/or richer resource environments. I would also argue, similarly to

Smith (1992), that the 'signatures of colonization' would not necessarily be just distinctive

projectile points as Gamble suggests (1991), but also intentional signalling to unknown others

in a new landscape, possibly through rock art. Gamble further suggests that the areas that had

been previously occupied in Palaeolithic Europe would have experienced increased symbolic

production when re-occupied, which seems very likely. Whenever objects or other markers of

an earlier presence were encountered (especially those attached to the landscape itself such as

rock art) they would have had to be dealt with, influencing later inhabitants through their

presence, and rock art (like other in situ artifacts) would have remained in place to be

reinterpreted through time (Bradley 1998:17).

When direct dating for rock engravings is perfected, it may be found that rock art is

among the first indications of the arrival of human beings to the New World. Through rock art

they may have socialized the land, signalled their presence to unknown inhabitants, and

developed a sense history and identity around which they could situate their lives through

engagement with places in their new landscape (Bender 1993b: 1).
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The powerful connection to the land felt by indigenous peoples develops through

recounting significant events in the past that tie specific places cosmologically to oneself and

one's kin through mythology and oral histories, with the material locations of these events

acting as pneumonic devices for social history. Rock art sites may have played an important

role in Nevada by helping to create social landscapes and relationships between agents actively

constructing their landscape and colonizing the land, as they did in Australia (Smith 1992).

These relationships would become legitimated by establishing a connection to the place where

important events occurred, traditions created and maintained through time by re-enactment or

the construction of myth and oral histories. Furthermore, since the First Americans doubtless

carried oral traditions and origin stories with them, new places in the landscape may have fitted

the descriptions of significant places from their own cosmology, allowing the identification of

mythological locales to be made.

Deliberate marking of the landscape by fully mobile people suggests that in spite of

their own social and economic mobility, they chose to leave a permanent indication of their

presence (Conkey 1987). To argue that they did not intend at least engravings to be permanent

would be to imply that they did not understand the qualities of stone, which seems implausible

(Tacon 1994:126). Rock art may be the only deliberate attempt to make such permanent marks

on the landscape by the earliest people of the Great Basin. They did not construct monuments

of other types, they did not farm (although there is some indication that in some areas natural

plant resources were 'tended' or burned off to encourage growth), and they did not build

permanent living or storage structures (with the typical exception of the later Fremont and

Anasazi). But the earliest arrivals in Nevada may have made rock art and through it introduced
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a sense of time and history into the landscape (Tacon 1994:126). The social relationships

negotiated through rock art would have been naturalized and legitimated through the

permanence of the medium and the landscape itself, the legitimacy of the relationships

validated by time (Mine 1986:87).

Since only certain locales were selected from the wide choice available indicates the

selection of place was purposeful and meaningful. These places would have accumulated

meaning through time, and through publicly witnessed rituals where symbols are shared and

commemorated, communities recreate themselves (Durkheim 1926; Radcliffe-Brown 1952;

Turner 1967,1969; Cohen 1985; Connerton 1989). Social relationships are mediated through

symbols shared or differentiated (Weissner 1989). This social identity and the relationships

between the people who share symbols are legitimated through reference to the past (Bloch

1977, 1986). Places where the ancestors had left their mark would become points of

articulation between time and space through re-use (Basso 1996:62).

Rock art may have played a role in providing the performative context within which

ritual negotiation and legitimation of relationships could occur, locales selected because of an

adequate resource base to accommodate the large number of participants (McDonald

1993:85). Through time, these places may have taken on a special importance, the rock art

drawing people to it as the locality where important social functions should occur. In this way

the rock art and the manipulation of rock art motifs may have been instrumental in the shaping

of social relationships through reference to the past and the place. Marks originally created to

signal the presence of newcomers or to ask permission for access to resources would become

through time the marks of the ancestors and a part of the cultural landscape created by them

for subsequent use by their descendants (Tacon 1994:118).
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But, based only on visual differences in patination or revarnishing, an admittedly

problematic procedure, there may have been an increase of rock-art production at a later point

in time. This dramatic increase in production may be linked to other archaeologically observed

changes in the very early Archaic, most notably the occurrence of groundstone (believed to

evince the introduction of seed exploitation), typically associated with the Paleo-Archaic

transition. Changing environmental conditions and possibly growing populations within an

increasingly contested landscape, may have created conflict over access to environmental or

symbolic resources. This conflict may have been mediated, or social relations negotiated,

through symbolic exchange or the manipulation of symbolic capital. Marking specific places

in the landscape may have been a form of symboEc communication, in some ways similar to

naming and thereby defining a place (Ingold 1987). I would therefore suggest that the First

Americans created their own identities and legitimated their relationships with others through

the creation of special places in the landscape, sometimes marked by rock art.

10.2 Rock AH, Ethnicity and Tradition

Despite its interpretative and terminological difficulties it seems that rock art may be

a potentially sensitive indicator of ethnic affiliation (Lee and Hyder 1990) since social identities

are typically reproduced through ritual. If rock art is tied to ritual institutions then we should

expect its characteristics to vary accordingly, and this may be one area where rock art can

contribute significantly to our understanding of past peoples (Woody and Quinlan 1998). In

Nevada, within a vast sea of abstract sameness we find pockets of stylistic distinction. What
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generally makes these localities distinctive is the relatively greater or lesser frequency of

representational imagery, and the distinctiveness of the character of those human and animal

images in different areas.

Quite clearly, Nevada's rock art is concentrated in two regions: the Southeast and the

West. While keeping the undeniable biases that exist in mind, one would correctly expect

higher populations and site densities in these areas in the past. Both areas have relatively

greater amounts of water, making them more hospitable in general and so a simple correlation

between numbers of people and numbers of rock art sites is likely. But these are also important

natural barriers (i.e. the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains in the west and the Colorado

River drainage in the southeast), and might also have been important boundaries in the social

landscapes of the past. If boundary areas are fraught with peril or are areas of extensive social

interaction (Leach 1976:35), one might expect a higher than normal amount of symbolic

activity through which to graphically structure and regulate inter-personal behaviour. Weissner

(1982) suggests that symbols are shared with groups who wished to establish or strengthen

social links between them, but they can also be used to differentiate between 'us and them.'

We know that at least historically groups form symbolic relationships of various kinds through

marriage or trade. Perhaps for mobile people visible marks left on the landscape served as

boundary markers, to establish land tenure or acknowledge a common border between groups

who regularly exchange material and cultural resources. Through the manipulation of visual

imagery social identities and various social relationships may have been created or maintained.

The region surrounding the Colorado River drainage stands in sharp distinction from

the other areas and its rock art assemblages are dominated by mountain sheep and

anthropomorphs. Within this area it may be possible to define separate stylistic areas based on
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differing characteristics of these and other motifs (Rusco 1973; Stoney 1992). It is interesting

to note also that this area generally had higher population densities and some non-mobile

modes of production (e.g. farming). The increase in frequency of representational imagery may

be related to more rigidly defined territories, or social conditions resulting in increased conflict

and the negotiation of status hierarchies, something which appears to be more common in the

southern and eastern parts ofNevada. In areas with more clearly defined social hierarchies and

less mobile modes of production one might expect a different type of graphic imagery. Imagery

might still be a means of structuring the social landscape, but using a less ambiguous discourse,

where more direct messages are intended. Rather than inclusion, the goal may be one of

exclusion, where such things as clan membership or land ownership are advertised. This would

be likely to create a more heterogeneous visual corpora. Such differences in social systems

might be recognizable in the differences in the rock art of the eastern and southeastern regions

ofNevada.

Lincoln county and especially White Pine county have less motif types represented than

the other counties which also have high site numbers, reflecting a reduced diversity in those

areas. Parts of those counties actually lie outside of the hydrographic Great Basin, and these

areas are where Anasazi (roughly A.D. 500-1100) and Fremont occupations were focussed

(roughly A. D. 450 -1300). These were something of an anomaly for Nevada, in that for that

period, foragers were replaced by relatively sedentary horticulturalists who made pottery and

built substantial dwellings and storage structures. After A. D. 1300 the final Fremont peoples

disappeared, and the Archaic culture they had replaced returned and remained in place until

the time of contact in the mid-nineteenth century. Both, but especially the Fremont, left their

mark on the rock art of the region, especially in the stylistically distinct anthropomorphs, often
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depicted with horns or other elaborate headgear (Schaafsma 1980:166), and are very similar

in style to unfired ceramic figurines which are a distinctive part of Fremont material culture

(Janetski 1994:164). Motifs from the human and animal categories dominate the region. In

White Pine county 96%, and in Lincoln county 95%, of all rock art sites with motif information

recorded have motifs from the human category described as present (in both cases

anthropomorphs dominate, but both also have relatively high numbers of katchina motifs).

Farming populations often seek to legitimate their claims to the land through reference

to the ancestors and making their presence visible is an important activity. The rock art in the

eastern and southeastern areas of Nevada may be another example of this more general

process, where it is found in high percentages on clifffaces. Cliff faces would seem most likely

to be used in cases where rock art is meant to be seen, as advertisement or notification.

Whereas, rock art which occurs mostly on smaller boulders in the west, invites a closer look,

and in some cases one can pass within a few metres of the rock art without being aware of its

presence. To interact with rock art in this type of context, one needs to know where it is and

seek it out rather than simply note it while passing as could be done on cliff faces.

The earliest hunter-gatherer populations of the Great Basin may have made rock art

to socialize the new environment that they encountered and to legitimate their exploitation of

resources (see above). In the southeastern and eastern regions of Nevada and into Utah,

however, major changes in ritual forms accompanied the shift from hunter-gatherer economies

to ones based largely on horticulture in addition to the harvesting of wild resources. The

dramatic changes in style and content of rock art in these areas is accompanied by a

continuation of abstract motifs stylistically identical to preceding traditions. This illustrates that
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the horticultural groups of these areas were in situ developments. However, the references of

the rock art may have changed to ones focussed on ancestors, illustrated by the predominance

of anthropomorphs. But as with the non-farming neighbours of the Fremont, rock art

production seems to have ended with the arrival of Numic populations (Woody and Quinlan

1998).

It is important here to remember that identities created symbolically can serve to situate

individuals within social groups rather than create a sense of separateness. For many hunter-

gatherer societies individual identity is constructed from within the collective group (Ingold

1987), being based on relationships, and the same has been said in relation to certain other

types of stratified societies. For example, in parts of Mesoamerica it has been suggested that

there was no autonomous will at the core of the self, and that every human being was instead

a microcosm reflecting the forces that made up the cosmos at large (Carmack, Gasco and

Gossen 1996:299). Identities then are constructed very differently than among modern western

cultures where the individual is paramount. As opposed to the individual, among some hunter

gatherers the corporate identity is most important, and it is from within the group that

individuals situate and define themselves.54 Rock art may have been much more of a group

activity which reinforced corporate identity or legitimated group ideology through the public

production of culturally meaningful imagery. Most ethnographically knownNative Americans'

rituals were group in nature, and Durkheim (1926) suggested that all ritual is group in nature.

Perhaps several people at once or throughout a ritual event collaborated in the production of

rock art to augment or objectify important concepts

54 Although the search for active individual agents in the past is important, the search for individual
creators of rock art may be misleading and in essence Eurocentric.
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In areas of frequent or seasonal food shortages, such as the Great Basin, more open,

less stratified and less rigidly defined social systems were required. In those areas relations with

others might be negotiated using a deliberately diverse and ambiguous discourse rather than

more straightforward signification. In the locales where resources are shared, visual imagery

may have been produced to legitimate those relationships by fixing them to the land itself,

lending a sense of permanence and correctness. These relationships symbolically constructed

may have been with other social groups with whom occasional interaction was necessary, or

with the supernatural through the creation of special places in a sacred landscape.

10.2.1 Rock Art and Ritual Places

The opaqueness of much of the rock art of the Great Basin suggests that it functioned

as a part of a ritual context, and exegesis would have had to accompany its production and use

to clarify its references. The interpretive difficulties of rock art would have served to

demonstrate its connection with the supernatural, and by implication those individuals

authorized to interpret it (Bourdieu 1991:109 and 111). The emotional force and social power

of ritual derives from its connection with the supernatural (Bloch 1974,1977,1986). In most

other areas of the Great Basin, ritual activities may not be archaeologically visible because, like

historic populations, ceremony may have emphasized singing and dancing with little investment

in spatial context (Hultkrantz 1987:633-635). But many rock art sites in central Nevada are

dominated by a single motif, the vulviform, sometimes in isolation and at other times

associated with other rock-art (both abstract and representational). Most would agree that

these vulviform sites meet many of the criteria for archaeologically identifying ritual places,
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exhibiting such things as redundancy of imagery, special natural location or conspicuous public

display (Davis 1961:238; Renfrew 1985:16,18-20,23,24). Although there are also instances

of motif redundancy which are not necessarily ritual in nature (e.g. Hopi clan markings), high

redundancy has been shown to act as a signifier of sacred space by focussing the attention of

participants on the rites to be performed (Renfrew and Bahn 1996:391) The evocation of

emotion produced by imagery becomes operational and meaningful within the context of its

production and/or reproduction (Turner 1967), and within the specific fixed context in which

it is situated (Tilley 1994). Hartley (1992:201) has suggested that higher redundancy of motifs

minimizes mistakes in reception, producing a less ambiguous message which they suggest was

one of access restriction or ownership, stressing recent challenges to density-dependent models

of resource competition.

Little can be said about selection based on rock type except for the observation made

earlier (Chapters 7 and 8) regarding the apparent association between vulviforms and tuff (a

generally soft and light coloured sedimentary stone), especially in the Central region. Nye

county, where these sites are clustered, has a relatively low density of rock art sites and it is

an area where there is little water. It appears to have been very sparsely populated except

during a sort of population 'boom' during the Middle Archaic (between approximately 1500

B. C. and A. D. 500, Elston 1986:142-146). Whether or not it was during this time that the

vulviform sites were made cannot be said.

Vulviforms are found elsewhere throughout the state, although in much less density,

except for another clustering in the area of Pyramid Lake in the western area. Interestingly,

these motife are sometimes found in isolation from other rock art sites, while at other times
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they are integrated into panels containing a variety of other motifs. This implies that the

meaning of these specific motifs is, like all symbols, context dependent. Perhaps when found

in isolation and to the exclusion of other motifs they identify women's ritual space, but when

found in association with other motife that meaning changes. There is some ethnographic

information on girls puberty ritual among Nevada's Native American population, although this

appears to have been less important than in other areas (Driver 1941:97). One Native

consultant, an elderly woman, has identified at least one vulviform site as a location where girls

were instructed in the proper role and behaviours of women. She made this identification in

part due to the petroglyphs and partly because of the concentration of groundstone at the site.

It is interesting to note that a male consultant from the same tribe explained the petroglyphs

as the meaningless actions of children ( Arlene Benson [District Archaeologist, Toiyabe

National Forest], personal communication, February 2000).

Ritual space may be 'constructed' as in the case of vulviform sites, or it may derive

from characteristics of the natural landscape. In every region except the Northeast and the

Southeast, more than half of the rock art site records that have information regarding

elevations suggest that rock art sites are at least one thousand feet above the valley bottom.

This might suggest something of a tendency toward 'high altitude' rock art throughout most

of Nevada. In addition, some sites are positioned in such a way as to allow for a commanding

view. Often these sites do not appear to be appropriately situated for taking game, but rather

may have been situated as Bradley (1993, 1994, 1997; Bradley, Boado and Valcarce 1994)

suggests to survey the landscape below. Possibly to watch the movements or approach of

others or in some cases it must surely have been for the sweeping vista itself.
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High places are often associated with high status (Tuan 1977) or important spiritual

concepts or mythic events, in the Great Basin like elsewhere. One such high place, wahkaia

(one of only a few unanalyzable Shoshone place names [Miller 1986:103]) can be seen for

many miles rising from the floor of Pleistocene Lake Bonneville (where so many of today's

land speed records are broken on the perfectly smooth surface). This was an important

landmark which guided early Euro-American settlers (Grayson 1993:87) and was also the

home of an Indian man who was killed and eaten by early travellers according to a Gosiute

story (Sutton 1993:119).

The only known rock art site on that mountain is situated on the horizontal bedrock

surfaces above a steep cliff which drops away for several hundred feet. While it is of course

dangerous to assume a common phenomenological response to the landscape by people in

prehistory, the spectacular view into the valley beyond could hardly have escaped the notice

of the people who engraved the images so near to the edge and over so long a period of time

(Figure 41). Pilot Peak was a place that was returned to, in spite of a difficult climb, and rock

art was produced in the same

spot over a very long period of

time. But unlike other sites

which show signs of extended

use, there is little evidence of

any other activities in the area

around the rock art site or for

many miles from it in fact.

Figure 41: Pilot Peak; Elko county, Northeastern region. p e r n a p S ^ it did to White
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settlers, wahkaia served as a guidepost to Native peoples to orient travel, or it may also have

been a special destination where people went for other reasons which included the spectacular

view and the making of rock art.

10.2.2 Rock Art and Daily Life

Such features of the landscape appear to have contributed to significance of the rock

art but generalizations are difficult. On a site by site basis one can see how a view may be

important, while at others movement is restricted, or decidedly private because only a single

person at a time can occupy the space of the site (such as the site described above near Salt

Cave, see Figure 32). In many of these sites, what is afforded by the natural landscape is clear,

while at others it is less so. Some sites have had multiple episodes of rock art production but

others have not. Early expectations, based on modern landscape theory and previous

experience in the far northwest ofNevada (Woody 1997), were that extensive rock art site re-

use would be common. This however has been shown not to be the case (Chapters 7 and 8).

Ideas about 'central places' and the significance of certain, often named, places in the

landscapes of hunter-gatherers, would imply more rock-art sites like Massacre Lake or Pilot

Peak.55 While a large number of multi-generational sites, that is, sites with several visually

discernible periods of rock-art production, was expected, only thirty-eight site records

(3.66%), actually mentions obvious differences in generations of rock art. It is a fairly obvious

55 This may call into question many of the models of historically known hunter-gatherer populations and
their relationships with the land, as they may have been simply coping with forced restrictions on
movement or even political issues by attaching themselves so strongly to certain places.
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characteristic and I would think that when present it would be noticed and would be remarked

upon since this is the only real way of estimating relative ages of motife.

Many sites simply appear to of be only a single generation, but this does not of course

mean that these sites were not utilized over extended periods of time. Rock art may simply not

have been produced each time the site was visited. Once a place had been adequately

'socialized' there may not have been any forther need to add to the rock-art, unlike in some

places (e.g. Australia) where re-touch is often required (Layton 1992b:38). The span of time

that a site was utilized may also have been shorter than the amount needed for revarnishing of

differing levels to become visible, which can be very long in certain environmental contexts

(see Whalley 1983). Certainly based on visible differences in varnish alone we cannot expect

to have a fine enough resolution to discriminate between rock-art production over an extended

period of time (White 1994:50).

There is also the possibility that some sites were visited only once and rock art sites

may have been more generally avoided by those who did not produce the rock art. Such

avoidance may account for the general lack of knowledge regarding rock art by local

ethnographically documented Native American statements (Steward 1937:412), and in general

would be in keeping with some Native beliefs regarding potentially dangerous places in the

landscape (Steward 1929:229). This avoidance in general disputes expectations that important

places should remain important through time, but the attachment of supernatural potency or

danger is perhaps the same (Chapter 10.3).
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Clearly, the difference in the apparent number of times a site has been utilized suggests

that there may have been important differences in the types of behaviours involved in its

production. The high numbers of rock art sites in domestic locales (which appear to have had

rock art produced only once or over a shorter period of time) suggests yet another social

context that should be further explored. Because of the very close association between rock

art and food processing tools (i.e. groundstone) or other features (i.e. rock rings), it seems

entirely likely that rock art was integrated into daily or even family life. While some rock rings

at rock art sites are

clearly hunt ing

features (e.g. Figure

39), others are more

likely house rings,

where, like in the

Warner Valley of

southern Oregon,

rock art appears to be

Figure 42: Mr Alvin R. Me Lane recordingpetroglyphs inside a in the living room
house ring in the High Basins; Washoe County, Western Region.

(Ricks and Cannon

1998:6; Figure 42). But of course it must again be kept in mind that whether or not the rock

art and the groundstone are associated with the activities of the same people is not and cannot

currently be known. For example, Mr Clarence De Garmo of the Fort Bidwell Northern Paiute

tribe explains that his family would sometimes camp at rock art sites because "they were good
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places because the old timers had been there" (Clarence De Garmo, personal communication,

January 2000).

In other areas the very common presence of groundstone at rock art sites has been

suggested to indicate the seasonally of site use, since groundstone are commonly thought to

relate to the activities of women and rock art is considered to be the exclusive domain of male

shamans, whose rituals are a winter event (Whitley 1998b:40). Alternatively, it is suggested

that groundstone may have been purpose&lly placed near rock art so that women (who are of

lower status) would be reminded while they worked that the rain which produced the plants

they gathered and prepared were brought by the ritual activities of males (who are higher

status [Whitley 1998b:58; 1998d: 120-121]). These explanations do not explain the presence

of other indications of domestic space and I would argue that we should not assume that the

two are not the product of the same person or related to daily activities. The tendency is often

to assume that rock art was supernatural in character, but that groundstone is not. However,

perhaps groundstone in this context is also suffused with power or rock art itself is not

necessarily powerful. Rock art may simply be seen as supernatural in nature because there

seems to be no obvious utilitarian explanation, while groundstone, found in spatial association

is assumed to require only a more mundane explanation. I would argue that the consistent

association of rock art with groundstone and other domestic debris might suggest that women,

too, could have produced rock art as a part of ritual activity associated with harvesting and

processing plants (Monteleone and Woody 1999:59), something often ignored (d' Azevedo

1986b:477). Or possibly, rock art is even related to even the simple, mundane activities of daily

life and not only the product of special ritual behaviours.
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10.2.3 Rock Art and Historic Process

Whitley (1982:8-9 and Figure 65; 1998d:138) quite correctly points out that some rock

art in the Desert West is obviously historic, and pottery is also mentioned in a small number

of rock art site records (all occurring within the expected range throughout the southern and

eastern margins of Nevada).

These rock art sites raise an

interesting question because

of the apparent antiquity of

associated projectile points

(see Chapter 6.2) with rock

art and the more recent dates

Figure 43: Historic imagery at Stuart Ranch; Clark
county; Southeastern region.

for pottery and imagery

which depicts historical

themes (especially horses,

wagons or 'cowboys', Figure 43 and Figure 1). Pottery appears inNevada at slightly different

times in different areas, but the earliest is approximately 1500 B.P. (Madsen 1986:212). More

recent projectile points are also discussed in a small number of sites, including Desert Side

Notch (up to 1500 B.P., but still in use until around the time of contact) and Cottonwood

Triangular (up to 1000 B.P., but also used more recently). Both of these small projectile points

are associated with the bow which seems to have arrived in Nevada around 1,700 B.P., but

which had only fully replaced the atlatl by around 1,300 B.P. (Grayson 1993:253). There is

some reason to believe that these smaller points and the bow may also mark the presence of
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Numic speaking populations in Nevada, the ancestors of the Native Americans who inhabited

the state at the time of Euro-American contact, while the earlier projectile points may indicate

the presence of an earlier population (Grayson 1993:25 8; Bettinger and Erkins 1999:231 -244).

While it has been suggested that rock art production generally stopped with the arrival

ofhistoric inhabitants (Harrington etal 1930; Steward 1937; Von Werlhof 1965:116; Nissen

1982;15, 115), scratched rock art has been attributed to populations who spoke a Numic

language (Bettinger and Baumhoff 1982). The sites which contain pottery however suggest

that in those areas, some rock art sites were at least being used within the last 1500 years. And

more importantly historic imagery occurs in a small number of site records, and historic debris

(e.g. glass trade beads) also occurs in two of those sites (both in Lincoln county). Quite clearly

historic imagery indicates that at least some rock art was being produced at or after contact,

in spite of the general denial by Native consultants. Historic imagery is spread fairly widely

across the southern half of the state, and it is interesting to note that in spite of general denial

of authorship, like historic imagery, the region with the greatest frequency of representational

imagery may in fact follow the distribution of the historic Southern Paiute.

This historic imagery is the only rock art in the western Great Basin that was

unquestionably produced by the historically known populations, although it is generally an

assumption that they were Numic speaking peoples. As such, it is an important record of the

impact of White encroachment into native lands, and what attempts may have been made to

deal with these unusual and potentially dangerous intruders.56 Especially interesting is historic

imagery that occurs in association with much older rock art. This suggests a continuation or

56 A number of these sites occur in close proximity to mines and both Native and Euro Americans were
involved with these operations. It should therefore be mentioned that there is no "proof that historic
imagery was produced only by Native Americans, although that is my assumption.
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resurrection of the practice of ritually marking and recreating a link with places in the

landscape where there were signs of the more distant past, or possibly attempting to re-

establish earlier practices in the face of potential social crisis.

I have suggested elsewhere that a revitalization or millennial movement may have been

one possible cause for dramatically increased ritual activity seen in other areas (Monteleone

andWoody 1999). ScbifBnanand Andrews (1982) and more recently Stoffle era/(2000) have

also suggested that some pictographs were one of the aspects of native culture that was

revitalized as a part of the Ghost Dance, the best known example of an historic revitalization

movement. A revitalization movement can occur in response to a variety of conditions, such

as environmental disaster, epidemic disease, war or invasion, that cause intense and sudden

disruption of social patterns. Wiessner (1989) explains how such conditions switch on a strong

sense of social group identity as expressed through an intense focus on traditional imagery and

the need for cooperation to attain social, political or economic goals. These types of

movements are fccussed on deliberate and organized attempts to return to a traditional, mythic

and perfect past, a 'Golden Age' (Wallace 1970:336). I would suggest that historic imagery

may have been a part of a revitalization movement or reverting to ancient methods as an

attempt to control a new and threatening situation. Revitalization may also explain why such

social anxiety was manifested as rock art production (although probably in association with

other traditional ritual activities such as singing or dancing). Older rock art may have been seen

as a tangible index of the past and as such a source of power. The resurrection of an ancient

ritual mechanism became important as an expression of revitalization while introducing new

imagery related to the crisis at hand.
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10.3 Rock Art and the Power of the Past in the Present

One other situation where rock art may have been considered powerful, but not

especially dangerous (as most rock art sites were) are the well known 'Doctor Rocks.'

Currently only four Doctor or medicine rocks are known (Map 7),57 but there is the possibility

that there were others in the past. Of the known Medicine Rock sites, one is in the

Northeastern region, one in the Northwestern region, and two in the Western region. In the

Northeastern region (Elko county) a large boulder (1x2 m) is located on the margin of the

beautiful Ruby Valley marsh, an area that has been important to Native peoples for a very long

time. This boulder has been known for many years and was described by Patterson (1972:22)

as a locality where "prayers and medical healing took place" and more recently it has been

discussed by Price (1998). Coins have been noted in the cupules and wedged into cracks in the

rock (site form on file BLM, Elko). The Shoshone people who live in the area said that their

people had gone to the rock for many years to pray for the return of their health and that

sometimes medicines were prepared in the cupules. In return for help from the powerful stone

people wouH leave something of value, usually coins (Patterson 1972:22).

The site in the Northwestern region (Pershing county) also has healing properties but

is unlike other known medicine rocks. This site is a cliff face with pictographs rather than a

detached boulder with petroglyphs. Nitrate salts form on the surface of the cliff face and these

57 Another "Doctor Rock" or "Power Rock" in southern Nevada in the Fortymile Canyon, has been
identified by Native Consultants, but this particular rock does not have rock art on it (Drollinger, Beck and
Jones 2000:37).
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ARIZONA

Map 7: Location of known Medicine Rocks in Nevada.

were licked off by local Native Americans for its medicinal properties. These pictographs

described by Heizer and Baumhoff (1962) have never been relocated since their survey.
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In the Western region is one boulder which is located near the spiritually important

Eastgate shelter (called Higapatoo, 'Wind hole'). This 'Doctor Rock' is called Aatog"/na?a

('to be lifted up') and is now located inside the corral of a local rancher (Fowler 1992:40), but

again, no photographs are known to exist. The boulder "is considered to be especially useful

in treating headaches and dizziness, serious illnesses. The patient places his/her forehead

against the rock and prays for a cure" (Fowler 1992:178).

Of the few such sites which are currently known, only one, puhagammitibbi (literally

'doctor rock' [C. Fowler, personal communication, July 1999) in the Western region has

strong direct ethnographic information about it. This is a rather famous site and has been

known and discussed by many researchers, giving the erroneous impression that such sites are

more common than they actually are (e.g. Whitley 1998a: 18). This locality actually has three

Doctor Rocks located in two separate localities, but one is thought to be especially powerful,

and was recorded in 1985 by McLane and Tipton (report on file at the Nevada State Museum).

The boulders are thought to have both strong healing properties and also to impart good luck

to travellers (Wheat 1967:20,115).

Native peoples in the area where the Doctor Rock is located ascribe its creation to

Coyote (Wheat 1967:115) or alternatively to earlier inhabitants of the area (Heizer and

Baumhoff 1962:48). Either explanation for these and other petroglyphs, called 'Coyote's

writings' (Iza?a tfoonnu [C. Fowler 1992:40]) is that it had been done long ago, during a

mythic time when Coyote and the other animals set the rules of the world into place, 'The

Time When Animals Could Talk' (ibid'ASl). Rock art was already a part of the landscape

when the ancestors of modem historic groups arrived. This reading also respects the oral

histories of local Native people which explains that the Paiute and the Shoshone came to where
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they now live from somewhere else. When they arrived, they encountered other people who

were already here and they drove them off (Fowler 1992:227-252; Sutton [1993] also reviews

some of these oral histories). Although it is also important to note that many Native Americans

also believe that they were created in the place where they Eve now.

These are the only rock art sites considered by the Native Peoples to have healing

powers, but unlike other places where power could be sought, among Northern Paiute peoples

the Doctor Rock was not used by those seeking doctoring powers for themselves (Fowler

1992:178). This is an important distinction and indicates that the places where power could

be intentionally sought were not necessarily the same places which were known to have healing

powers in their own right.

One logical means of answering the question of why the Doctor Rocks were not

thought to be dangerous like most other rock art, might be to examine the rock art itself.

Perhaps the imagery at those sites which were incorporated into local practices held some

meaning for historic peoples, while the imagery at other rock art sites did not. If the imagery

was incomprehensible it may have been considered dangerous, unknown things are often

feared. But on the other hand, if they could identify somehow with the imagery, it might have

been considered a benevolent physical manifestation of a mythical past (Barret 1999:26).

A closer examination of the rock art at these sites however does not reveal any

noticeable differences in their imagery and that of other rock art sites. At the pictograph site

in Pershing county, based on the drawing in Heizer and Baumhoff (1962:Figure 112a) the

motifc appear to be primarily circles connected by lines and so are not especially unusual. This

site is exceptional however, in being pictographs rather than petroglyphs and it is possible that
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the healing power of the salts were known and used prior to the addition of the pictographs

which may have been added later to mark the healing power of the place. What the petroglyphs

in Churchill county, near Eastgate rock shelter, look like is unknown.

The boulder in Elko is covered by cupules, which are known widely throughout the

state and the world (Parkman 1995:1), so these do not appear to ordinarily be particularly

powerful. But the most famous of these few sites is the Doctor Rock near Shurz, and again

the motifs at this site do not

appear to be different in any

way from other sites in the

area (Figure 44). The

boulders are associated with

a relatively large number of

other rock art panels which

are basically circular in form

Figure 44: Medicine Rock with offerings, Schurz site; Lyon and there may be a few
county, Western region.

anthropomorphic motifs as

well. There is nothing that seems to mark these three boulders as being different in any way

from the other motifs at the site or from other rock art more generally found throughout

Nevada, at least not to modern eyes.

Another explanation might be that either historic groups had themselves created the

rock art or believed that it had been done by their own ancestors. This might have made these
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sites not dangerous like others whose creators were unknown. But as mentioned above, at

least in the case of the Doctor Rock near Schurz where authorship of the rock art is well

known, this is not the case. This is a very typical explanation given for rock art throughout

Nevada, and so the benevolence of the Doctor Rock is not simply because authorship was

known and this knowledge diffused the hazardous power of the rock art.

Why then would the rock art at some sites be considered dangerous and at other places

to be beneficial when all rock art was thought to have been created in the same way and looks

(at least to modern eyes) very much alike? The answer may lie in the simple fact of the location

of the benevolent sites near settlements, habitual pathways or in areas of frequently utilized

resources. Rock art sites, like other types of non-portable features or monuments, remain in

situ to be interpreted and re-interpreted through time (Bradley 1998:17). And if the rock art

on the Medicine Rock had been made by Coyote, who was by some accounts a great shaman

(Sapir 1910:36), then these sites may have come to be associated with healing power. If

encountered on a regular basis without harmful effect, it might over time come to be

considered a source of beneficial power from the past and so good luck for anyone who passed

by and offered a token, slowly coming to be known and used by travellers.

Places in the landscape often have special meanings attached to them by many people,

and the same is true of Native Americans. This may be especially true for places in what was

unquestionably their landscape prior to the arrival of Europeans. Some of these places, such

as rock art sites, have become an important part of the cultural identity for modern Native

peoples. The Doctor Rock near the Shurz Indian Colony continues to be visited by Native

Americans and others, and gifts continue to be given to these celebrated rocks.
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One final note regarding the Doctor

Rocks should be made. In the years since I

have been familiar with the Doctor Rocks

near Shurz, there have always been a few

coins or other things left on them. But in the

last year, a noticeable increase in these

offerings has occurred. And in addition, other

rock art sites are also now being given similar

tokens. One example of this is at a site just

east of Reno, known as the Court of
Figure 45: Coins at the Court of Antiquity;
Washoe County, Western Region. Antiquity. On a recent visit to this site, coins

were noted on a ledge which juts out over the Truckee River (Figure 45). Whether these were

placed there by Native Americans, travellers or others is not known. Either way, these

offerings may again be a recognition of the power of the past and if done by Native Americans

possibly a conscious effort to resurrect an ancient tradition as a means of re-coupling

themselves to their own history. I have no doubt that this is in relation to the current spiritual

and political dilemma which Native People now face in regards to the treatment of the burial

recovered from nearby Spirit Cave, as well as other assaults to Native culture.

Rock art is a particularly striking symbol of a time before the invasion that would so

dramatically change the lives of Native peoples, and so is of course significant to modern

Native Americans in their efforts to re-construct a cultural heritage devastated by Euro-

American colonization of their land. In part because of the recent history of treatment of
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Native peoples, the past itself has become sacred to Native Americans and rock art is an

especially spectacular manifestation of that revered past. The attachment of meaning by

historic or even modern Native American groups to special places (including rock art sites) in

what was unquestionably their landscape, is an important part of the ongoing living process

of building both self and cultural identity. Perhaps as in the past, rock art is again seen as the

marks of the ancestors and as such a source of power with which modern Native Americans

can negotiate their own sense of identity. Because of the association with the legitimizing

power of mythic time, the Doctor Rocks have gained special meaning as a part of Numic

tradition and having been legitimately appropriated, are again playing an important role in

modern Native American cultural heritage.
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This study provides the first consolidation and synthesis of existing data for Nevada

rock art since Heizer and Baumhoff s (1962) seminal study. As such it makes a critical

contribution to rock art research in Nevada, but also indicates one way that rock art research

more generally can become better integrated into the larger archaeological programme. It

establishes a foundation upon which future studies in Nevada can be based and against which

higher level analysis can be tested, and provides a model for other regions. It is however, only

a first step, and already further enhancements of the database which was built as a part of this

study are being made and requested by the various governmental managers of the public lands

in Nevada. This database will become an integrated part of the GIS based management system

currently being implemented by all federal and state agencies which manage these public

lands.58 In this way a fuller understanding of Nevada's rock art will become possible, where

patterns of artifact co-occurrence and recognition of more subtle distributions of motifs or

types of rock art will provide a more complete understanding of the function and meaning of

the imagery.

As this study demonstrates, accurate and thorough recording of rock art locales must

become a priority. Rock art is a form of symbolism and like all symbolic behaviour derives

'meaning' from the context in which it is deployed. This context includes the behaviours, social

institutions associated with its production and use, as well as the physical environment in which

it was engraved or painted. Thus, an emphasis on thorough recording of rock art locales rather

58 In Nevada, more than 80% of the state is owned by the federal government, either the Bureau of Land
Management or the National Forest Service. Not many other places in the United States or other countries
have as high a percentage of publically owned lands.
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than being an exercise in naive empiricism is in fact essential if context in its fullest sense is to

be reconstructed. Fortunately, rock art recording projects are a practicable form of research

which can be undertaken despite the restrictions imposed by state and federal budgets for

archaeological exploration. Recording can also be done with the aid of willing volunteers and

Nevada is fortunate in having a large number of avocational archaeologists interested in rock

art. However, the focus on recording imagery needs to complemented with a focus on

recording the particulars of the physical environment in which the art was placed.

The study of rock art has been hampered by universalist theorisations, such as hunting

magic and shamanism, which have tended to impose interpretations that the imagery itself

continues to resist. The contextualized landscape approach advocated here is a useful

framework within which to analyse rock art, and further supports Firth's (1951:71)

observation that "Primitive art is highly socialized." Although not all people at all times

respond in the same way to the landscape or develop significant attachments to places within

it, all people do need a sense of community and the simple fact of human sociality might

explain why rock art played and continues to play vital role in the construction of Native

American identity. As Ricks (1996:42) suggests, "[r]ather than being associated solely with

vision quests or hunting expeditions (occupations which involve single individuals or small

groups), rock art appears to be associated with activities of larger groups, and serve a function

more social than individual." As I have shown, when using a thorough understanding of human

symbolic behaviour, rock art can be understood as a means of social negotiation, or of "doing

things" in the social world.
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Traditionally regional variation in Nevada's rock art has been underplayed, partly

because research has focussed on imagery at the expense of site context. However, as Chapter

8 documents, while some broad variations in style and content can be noted, it is in site context

and the' supports' or ' canvas' selected to bear rock art that certain interesting regional patterns

do emerge. In the Northwest, non-representational Basin and Range Tradition rock art

dominates. Sites are found commonly on basalt cliffs which suggests an open, public purpose

for its production and use. There is strong evidence of very long periods of production in the

region, and the rock art may have been a means of signalling to others. Re-use of the site

through time and the ambiguity of the imagery may have served to establish shared access to

resources. While to the south in the Western region, basalt again dominates, but rock art

occurs most commonly on boulders, and again, the Basin and Range Tradition is dominant.

Many of the sites are seemingly associated with domestic or camp contexts which suggests a

rather different purpose for the rock art, but again there is little stylistic variation. In the

Southwest however, there is an increase in the number of sites with representational imagery.

This is in striking contrast to the northwest and west where these make up a much smaller

percentage of sites. Human figures appear at more than half of the sites in the southwest and

bighorn sheep appear in relatively higher numbers as well.

In the Northeastern region, most rock art is found in more secluded situations, in

shelters or caves. This no doubt contributes to the large percentage of pictographs found there.

Unlike in the West, human forms are common and based on the location may have served as

a mark of ownership of the cave or shelter, or some other more esoteric purpose. The Eastern

region also has a large number of rock art sites in shelters and again there is an unusually high

number of pictographs. But here, pictographs outnumber petroglyphs by more than 2 to 1.
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Also similar to the Northeast, in the Eastern region is dominance of human motifs most

common, and here folly half of the sites have exclusively representational imagery. This

dramatic shift towards representational imagery suggests that there is a much stronger attempt

at differentiation, possibly between groups of people, with a greater attempt at specific

imagery. This emphasis on representation imagery indicates a strong east::west split in motif

type. This split continues in the Southeastern region where more sites have exclusively

representational rock art than any other region. Also in this area is the highest numbers of rock

art sites which contain historic imagery of all the regions in the state.

Unlike other parts of the state, the Central region is dominated by a single motif type,

the vulviform, and most of these are on region are on tuff cliff faces. Again, this location

suggests a public purpose. These motifs often occur to the exclusion of other motifs suggesting

that they have been produced in order to establish sacred ritual space. The tuff is a very soft

rock type which is easily abraded or carved, perhaps it was chosen for this reason so that

someone less strong physically could create the motifs, such as young girls as a part of a

puberty ritual. Such ritual was known historically, but rock art was not a part of their ritual.

However, in southern California, rock paintings were known to accompany puberty ritual.

Because Nevada's rock art has been shown to vary regionally, it can be argued that

rock art can be used to differentiate between social groups of the past. It can be seen as a type

of very specialized communication which indicates differences in the intentions of those

groups. Intentionally ambiguous rock art symbols whose meaning could be easily shared or

whose meaning could easily change depending on the situation would in effect symbolically

minimizing the difference between social groups, reducing the risk of conflict. Furthermore,
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when rock art sites are located in important resource areas, or important places, which were

repeatedly utilized by a variety of potentially non-related groups, that imagery tends to be more

ambiguous, such as in the west and northwestern part of the state. The re-working of earlier

rock art imagery would symbolically establish a relationship between these groups through re-

use of past imagery. Alternatively, when more direct or less ambiguous imagery was used then

the message was more clear and consistent. The diversity of imagery in the eastern part of the

state is markedly reduced, thereby reducing the possibility of misunderstanding. This more

distinctive rock art may have played a role in distinguishing oneself or one's own social group

from others.

Because rock art imagery becomes a more or less permanent part of the landscape, its

creators were in effect creating a socialized landscape for future use. These socially and

symbolically constructed places in the landscape then helps to develop a sense of individual

and social identity either in contrast to or in association with others. Those important places

in the landscape maintain their power over time, shaping the movement and perceptions of

social agents' experience of them. Gibson (1986) suggests that the physical context of the site

itself shapes access to it, and the physical differences in the sites themselves (whether cliff face

or cave) suggest differences in who could participate in the activities which took place there.

Alternatively, Ingold (1987) has suggested that hunter gatherer peoples' signal' their presence

to others and the permanence of rock art may have meant it to be an attempt to contact others,

either to ask permission for use of resources or as a means of claiming the location for

themselves. By re-contextualising rock art, we may be able to get closer to understanding the

motives of those who created those past landscapes.
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In an attempt to do that, various theoretical approaches have been advocated in the

past, with hunting magic and shamanism being the most dominant. Both of these models have

been important in the Great Basin, as elsewhere, and both have contributed to interesting and

important work. But as shown above, both lack the ability to inform specific rock art motifs,

sites or distributions. The hunting magic hypothesis does attempt to address the important

issue of why rock art was created in specific locations, an issue not generally addressed by the

shamanistic model. The hunting magic hypothesis suggests that rock art occurs in hunting

locales and one might expect that motifs should depict prey animals. The model however fails

in its distributional analysis simply because the association of materials which strongly suggest

domestic activities at rock art sites are overlooked. Based on an understanding of symbolism

as discussed in Chapter 2, however, it is clear that there is no reason to expect that rock art

produced as a part of hunting ritual should necessarily be restricted to only hunting locales. In

addition, as I have shown in Chapter 7, the occurrence of prey animals in the rock art of

Nevada is relatively rare. But again, the subject matter of Nevada's rock art would also not

allow one to support or refute the model because the images themselves may or may not

'mean' what they depict. There simply is no reason to expect only animals related to hunting

to be depicted in rock art, even if it were related to hunting ritual. In the end the model simply

cannot be supported or denied based on the rock art itself or on the locations where it is found.

Similarly, the shamanistic model cannot be supported or rejected by either the rock art

or its location. This model seeks to explain the selection of specific imagery, and not

necessarily the selection of locations (however see Whitley 1998a). But it too fails to explain

Nevada's rock art because as Dronfield's (1993,1996) research has shown there is no imagery
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that is diagnostic of shamanistic art, and the 'entoptic' motifs are themselves so simple and

basic in form that they would surely appear in any art tradition whether shamanistic or not (see

Chapter 4). In addition this model ignores site contexts which commonly suggest domestic

activities rather than lone "vision questing."

Both approaches are in fact quite similar in that they both provide only the most

general universal interpretations and both fell short of identifying relationships between rock

art and the landscape in which it is located, or rock art and the social systems of which it was

a part. Most importantly, neither examine (or consider relevant) specific site contexts nor are

either able to address specific archaeological questions. This is something that I would suggest

examining rock art with regard to the power and meaning of places within a cultural landscape

can do. I would not suggest however, that 'meanings' of images are exclusively related to the

places where they are found. In fact original 'meanings' may not be recoverable simply

because of symbolic mulitvocality and the complexities of status and knowledge of individual

producers or consumers of rock art. But as suggested by Layton (2000:170) "the deployment

of art in different ways may nonetheless provide clues to its role in culture that do not depend

on reconstructions of meaning" and "we can be alert to variation in style, distribution and

preferred subjects which arise from the use of art in practical contexts which may have once

enabled an authorized reading" (ibid:\19).
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11.1 Directions for Future Research

I have noted throughout this thesis that recording rock art must become a priority in

Nevada and elsewhere. For this study a database containing information on more than one

thousand rock art sites has been built, but of that number nearly half have no information

beyond simply noting its existence. The important work of avocational archaeologists must be

encouraged and supported and professional archaeologists can no longer afford to simply

overlook it. This study is an important first step toward the consolidation of existing data, but

there is an enormous amount of detail that could not be included, because it has not been

recorded in the past. No doubt it will take a long time for all 1037 rock art sites to be re-visited

and intensively recorded, in addition to the new sites that are found on a regular basis (by Mr

McLane and others). In order to make this enormous task more useful the rock art sites that

are currently known should be prioritized and recorded according to several criteria. First,

those sites which are in the greatest risk of destruction by urban sprawl and concomitant

vandalism should be recorded first. The most complete methods of recording would include

a site map, photographic record, every panel drawn, survey for additional artifacts or features,

plant listing, and descriptions of potential impacts. At the present time, there is no standardized

recording format and in some cases individual sites may require more intensive recording than

others. There are several site records (White and Orndoff 1999; DuBarton and Drollinger

1996; Jones and Drollinger 1997) in the state which are good models, among others done

outside of Nevada. One thing that should be included is an indication of variations in

generations or periods of production. Once a more complete record of this type of data is built

it will aid in establishing a reliable chronology for the state.
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I am currently involved with a large scale recording project at the Lagomarsino site

(see Figure 3), in cooperation with the Washoe Tribe Cultural Committee, with funding from

the Nevada State Museum and the United States Department of the Interior Western Regional

Conservation Department. This site, like many others, has never been recorded in detail. It is

hoped that this will be the first in a series of recording projects and I have helped to organize

a group of interested individuals (Nevada Rock Art Documentation Project) to that end.

From this fuller record it may be possible to examine variation in motif types by

elevation or other environmental variables. Larger sites may allow structural analysis or a test

of Bradley's (1991:80) suggestion that motif assemblages would be structurally simple in home

territories, but more complex at places where large gatherings would occur. More attention

to contexts may allow distinctions between public and private functions of rock art.

Differences in motif size or distances between motifs as well as analysis of superpositioning

might allow more insight into variation between regions and introduce a greater understanding

of cultural identity or a sense of history. Greater detail may help to identify the regional or

historical distinctiveness which lies below the surface homogeneity in Basin and Range

Tradition rock art, as well as allow more accurate identification of rock art that is associated

with known groups (e.g. Fremont).

Secondly, direct dating methods must be refined and tested in a wide variety of

environmental contexts. Two such projects are currently underway in different regions of the

state. The first is at Grimes Point, which may be among the oldest rock art in the state of

Nevada. The rate of re-varnishing however is unknown and may have been accelerated due to

the close proximity of water and an extensive marsh over a very long period of time. Varnish
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forms on the surface of stone due to a variety of complex processes but a simple explanation

is that it is a naturally occurring layer of accumulated minerals (e.g. clay, oxides of manganese

and iron) in contact with the atmosphere. So the petroglyphs at Grimes Point may look old

because of the extensive revarnishing, but that is not a reliable way of determining age.

Furthermore, the colour of the varnish itself is not useful either because that depends on the

type of rock and the minerals that have accumulated (Whitley et al 1984:24).

I have recently organized a project in cooperation with the Nevada State Museum, the

FallonPaiute-Shoshone Tribe and with funding from the CalhounFoundationofReno,Nevada

to allow Dr Alan Watchman of James Cook University (Australia) to sample two cupule

boulders at Grimes Point and extract any organic materials trapped below the varnish which

will be dated using advanced AMS radio-carbon. This method is desirable because only a small

amount of materials are necessary and radio-carbon dating is a relatively uncontroversial

method. It was decided by the Fallon Paiute-Shoshone Tribe that we should only sample the

two boulders which were damaged during earlier dating attempts (Bard et al 1979). This

project and the resulting dates, will be a significant contribution to rock art research, but also

for the archaeology of the region more generally.

Another dating project which is currently in the planning stages, will be conducted by

myself and Dr Watchman in collaboration with Dr Eric Ritter of the Bureau of Land

Management, Surprise Resource Area, who has provided funding and the Fort Bidwell

Northern Paiute Tribe.59 The three sites included in this project are in the Northwestern

region, one of which had been the focus of my own Master's thesis (Woody 1997). This site

59 This project was enthusiastically supported by Mr Clarence DeGarmo (Fort Bidwell Northern Paiute
Tribal Consultant), but his untimely death in April 2000 has delayed the start of the project. He was a
knowledgeable teacher and a good friend and he will be genuinely missed.
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is somewhat unique in that it has clear indication of at least four separate generations of

production, possibly dating to 11,000 years ago based on associated diagnostic artifacts. The

other two sites are nearby (but currently unrecorded) and also share the characteristics of

Massacre'Lake and another site to the north which is known to be very old. This project will

help to establish whether or not the deeply carved rock art in that region is as old as that found

at Long Lake, which is to the north.

Also, the differences in distribution of pictograph, petroglyph and combination sites

suggest some interesting areas for future research. Pictograph sites most often occur in

shelters, and certainly the problem of differential preservation presents itself. Combination sites

(where both petroglyphs and pictographs occur) would seem to be the best means of sorting

out the relationships between these different media. I am currently involved with Mr Oyvind

Frock of Reno, Nevada in a test of the durability of mineral pigments which are mixed with

different binders (including fat, water and blood). In addition to this type of technical analysis,

a more simple study of superpositioning of pictographs and petroglyphs would help to establish

in a relative way if one type of rock art is older than the other or if they are generally equal in

age. These relative ages might vary by region or they may be the same, like many other things

this is currently unknown, but might shed light on rock art sequences in other areas of the New

World and certainly of the Desert West of the United States.

In addition to these current projects, other types of analysis could be built upon the

foundation of this study. For example, the regions defined here should be divided into much

smaller units of analysis, such as individual mountain ranges or valleys. This would enable finer
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resolution for motif distributions and sites locales, as well as a more complete analysis of

variation across the state. Analysis of motif types in different environmental contexts and with

or without domestic debris might also be the focus of analysis.

Certainly there is a great deal more work to do to better understand the rock art of

Nevada. This thesis is an important first step in that direction and will provide the fundamental

data from which to proceed. Much of Nevada's rock art is slowly disappearing through the

natural processes of weathering and exfoliation, but some is being more rapidly destroyed by

senseless vandalism (see Figure 2). Such acts are not only a federal offense (punishable by both

fines and imprisonment), but are also insulting to Native Americans who often consider rock

art to be of spiritual significance. It also destroys a unique and irreplaceable part of the history

and heritage of all Americans. Nevada's rock art is as beautiful and varied as is found

anywhere in the world and is found in an astonishing variety of styles and settings. It is

certainly one of the most compelling traces of the past and deserves to have the same attention

to detail as that paid to other parts of the archaeological record.
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NEVADA ROCK ART MOTIF TYPES
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rayed concentric circles chain spoked circle
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horned circle
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Appendix 1: Motif Typology
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NEVADA ROCK ART MOTIF TYPES
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deer tracks sheep deer dog

Appendix 1 (cont'd): Motif Typology
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NEVADA ROCK ART MOTIF TYPES

snake lizard fantastic creature (bugs)

bird bird track turtle
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male female
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Appendix 1 (cont'd): Motif Typology
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Appendix 2: Records with motif data
(B = boulder; S = shelter; X = mixed; C = cliff, E = bedrock;
u = tufa; s = sandstone; b = basalt; g = granite; t = tuff; 1 = limestone;
Pe = petroglyph; Pi = Pictograph; Co = combination; Cu = cupules)

I Site
CH0001
CH0006
CH0015
CH0020
CH0046
CH0057
CH0086
CHOI 00
CH0121
CH0926
CH0986
CH2089
CH2098
CH7//86-
CK0002
CK0003
CK0123
CK0124
CK0173
CK0207
CK0211
CK0224
CK0231
CK0232
CK0233
CK0234
CK0236
CK0310
CK0329
CK0380
CK0382
CK0383
CK0427
CK0430
CK0444
CK0445
CK0446
CK0447
CK0476
CK0479

fCK04il'
rKf\d%&

I Name I
Grimes Point
Pictograph/Salt
Cave #6
Fish Cave
Hidden Cave
Burnt Cave
Lee (Allen)
Wyemaha Valley
"Cave #5"
Rawhide Wash
Lucky Boy
Amoeba Site
See No Grid
Eleven Mile
Warshield
Hiko Springs
Keyhole Canyon
Lower Arrow
Orphan Butte
Atlatl Rock
Mouses Tank
Red Rock
Red Rock

Brownstone
Red Rock
Red Rock
Mule Springs
Petroglyph Site
near Buffingtons
on Quarry
above waterfall
Keyhole again
Lost Creek
Sandune Shelter
Warrior Shield
Scalloped Rock
Warshield
Brownstone
Yello Sandstone

J Brownstone Cyr
across the road
WillrwA/ Snrinors

Region | Elev lSurf|Rock 1 Art Icircularl
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast

i Southeast
Southeast
Southeast

4000 B
4500 S
4002 S
4002 B
4200 B
4000 S
4000 B
4020 B

S
4050 B
5040 X
4000 B
4068 B
7720 C
1927 S
2000 C

S
1800

B
C
C

5160
5160
4400

4960 B
4500 B

2800 C
2800 S

S
4500 C
2250 C
2250 C
2250 C
2250 S
4500 C
4500 C
4500 C
4500 C
4500 S

b
1

b
b

u
b

g
b
b
b
1

g

s
s

1
s

g

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Co
Pi
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pi
Cu
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Pi

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Co
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Co
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pi
Co
Co
Co
Co

1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1

I
1
0
1
1
0

human |
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

c
1
1

c
1

1

animals |
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

) 1
0
1
1
0
1

I 1
0

1 0
1 0
3 0
1 1
1 0
1 0

geometric |
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
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Appendix 2 (cont'd): Records with motif data

\ Site |
CK0496

CK0506

CK1343

CK1424

CK1470

CK1601

CK1602

CK1609

CK1880

CK2240

CK2621

DO025

DO035

DO038

EK-1234*

EK-1235*

EK-1236*

EK-1237*

EK-1238*

EK0801

EK2769

EK4831

EK9/30/95

ES0001

ES0002

ES0003

ESOOO5

ES0011

ES0337-1

ES0337-2

ES0337-3

ES0393

ES0399

ES0680

ES0681A

ES0681B

ES0681C

ES0681D

ES0789

ES0982

ES10//91-]

ES10//9I-:

Name I
Dry Lake Basalt
Snyder Quarry
Newberry Mtns I
Lone Grapevine

Granite Springs
Granite Springs
EMG #39
EMG#12-Dan
WD-1
Sloan Petro Site
Three Sisters
Near
Spooner Lake -
Chalk Springs
Knoll Creek
Calf Canyon
Red Hand Cave
Reynolds
Bronco Charlie
Burns Canyon
Boulder Creek
Echo Chamber
ALVINS - Fish
Cave with
Barlow Site
Brickyard
Lida Rock
Cane Man
Cane Man 2
Cane Man 8
Davis Mtn / By
Soldier Pass
Tokop Site
Hanging Mesa

Lida Wash
1 ALVINS-
5 Black Lizard

ES10//92-2 ALVINS -

ES10//93-2 ALVIN - Rock

ES10//93-:5 ALVINS
ES10//93-6 ALVINS

Region 1 Elev ISurf|Rock 1 Art |circularl
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Western
Western
Western
Northeast
Northeast
Northeast
Northeast
Northeast
Northeast
Northeast
Northeast
Northeast
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest

2000 B
4400 B
2600 S
4040 B
3840
1450 C
1450 C
2200 E
2840 B

X
B
B

5900 C
6430 S
6230 S
6120 S
6760 B

S
6200 S
5600 B
4800 S

B
S
B

5640 S
4600 S

B

5280 B
5700 C
5940 C
7470 X
7440 C
7460
7240 C

5580 C
5920
6320 C

B

b
s

s

s

g

b
b

t
s
1
1
b

1

b

c
b

b
s
t
b
b
b
b

t

t

b

Pe
Co
Pe
Co

Co
Co
Pe
Pe

Co
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pi
Pi
Pe
Pi
Pi
Cu
Pi
Pe
Pi

Pi
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe

Pe

Pe

Pe

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

human | animals | geometric |
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
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Appendix 2 (cont'd): Records with motif data

I Site I Name | Region |ElevlSurf |Rock| Art jcircular| human |animals |geometric!
ES10/10/9 ALVTNS - PINE Southwest 6320
ESI0/30/9 ALVINS- Southwest 4840
ESI0/31/9 ALVINS- Southwest
ES1012 Outlier Rock Southwest 5740
ESI029 Triple Date Southwest 6530 B b
ESI030 Pigeon Spring Southwest 6480 C t
ESI031 Four Snakes Southwest 6520 B b
ES5//88-1 Lone Boulder Southwest 5920 C t
ES5//88-2 Cane Man Hill Southwest X
ES5//88-3 ALVINS-Dog Southwest
ES5//93-1 Southwest B b
ES5//96-1 Sams Site Southwest C t
ES5//96-2* Down Canyon Southwest C t
ES64-7853 Big Spring Southwest C t
ES856 Indian Springs Southwest 6080
ESA-1-2-3 McNamara Southwest B t
EU0001 Dunphy Boulder Central
HU1879 GoochLake Northwest 6000 C b
HU1880 Big Spring Northwest 5940 C b
HU2237 Dahiem Shelter Northwest 5980 S t
HU5//92-2 ALVINS- Northwest
HU5//92-4 ALVINS- Northwest
HU5//92-5 ALVINS- Northwest
HU5//92-7 ALVINS- Northwest
HU5//92-8 ALVINS- Northwest
HU5//94-2 ALVINS Northwest
HU5//94-3 ALVINS Northwest
HU5//94-4 ALVINS Northwest
HU5//94-5 ALVINS Northwest
HU5//94-7 ALVINS Northwest
HU6//93-1 ALVINS- Northwest 4700
LA0000 Easter Site Central 6320 X b
LA0001 ToquimaCave Central S u
LA0009 Hickison Central 6640 C t
LA2374 Central C b
LA2723 Central C b
LA2724 Battle Mtn Central 5100
LA7//91-1 Natural Vulva Central C t
LN0000 Calendar Fence East B c
LN0105 previously Southeast C
LN0106 Southeast C
LN0117 Southeast C s
LN0120 Southeast C
LN0127 Meadow Valley Southeast C s
LN0128 more Meadow Southeast C s
LN0151 Buckhorn Ranch Southeast C

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe

Pe
Pe
Co

Pe
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pi
Co
Pi
Pe

1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1

0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
I
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Appendix

I Site |
LN0210
LN0211
LN0215
LN0220
LN0351
LN0355
LN0356
L1M0618
LN0809
LN0847
LN1521
LN1522
LN1523
LN1524
LN1525
LN1526
LN1527
LN1528
LN1532
LN1535
LN1539
LN1540
LN1541
LN1542
LN1544
LN1669
LN1703
LN2171
LN2213
LN2561
LN2562
LN3097
LN4137
LY0004
LY0009
LY0025
LY0071
LY0073
LY0076
LY0079
LY0082
LY0103
LY0250
LY0361
LY0363
LY0364

2 (cont'd): Records with

Name |
Amphitheatre
White River
Ash Springs
@ the Narrows

Logan Springs /
Logan Springs
Deep Site
Upper
Wellington
Frenchy Lake
NofHikoPost
@White River
near White
near White

Rainbow Canyon
Rainbow Canyon
McCrosky
near Delumes
Condor Canyon
Condor Canyon
Condor Canyon
Condor Canyon

Maynard Lake

Yellow Man

White Rock Site
Desert Creek
Medicine
East Walker
by Walker River
by Walker River
by Walker Rivet

Silver City
Erickson Point
Pine Grove
Pine Grove
Lobdell

Region |
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western

1 motif data

\ Elev |Surf|Rock| Art {circular!
4600 C

C
3700
4600 C
4000 C

B
B

4160 S
3420 B
4000 C

B
S

c
c
c
B
C
B
C
B
X
B
C
S

c
6500 C
3160 X
5970
5200 S
5600 S
6800 S
4510 C

B
4600 B
5000 B
5780 B
5650 B
4960 B
4960 B

C
5225 X
4800 B

7810

t
t

t

c
c

b

b
b
b
b

b
X
b

b

t
t
b

t
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b
b

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Co
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Co
Pe
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Co
Pi
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Cu
Cu
Pe

Pe

1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0

human I animals | geometric j
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
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Appendix 2 (cont'd): Records with

| Site 1 Name I
LY0399 4 Towers
LY10//94- ALVINS-Wof
LY12//92- ALVINS
LY2//95-1 ALVINS-No
LY2//95-2 ALVINS-Spider
LY5//99-1 ALVINS
LY5//99-2 ALVINS
LY5//99-3 ALVINS
MN0001 Rattlesnake
MN0004 Cottonwood
MN0005 Whiskey Flat
MN0006 West Shore of
MNOO13 Painted Canyon
MN0014 RattlesnakeWell
MNOO 17 Dutch Creek
MN0022 Huntoon Spring
MN0094 Truman Springs
MN0097 Ten Vulvas
MN0098 Barb Wire Site
MN0132 Pepper Springs
MN0484 Huntoon Spring
MN0512 Dry Canyon-
MN1//91-1 Taft Spring
MN1//97-1 Taft Spring
MN1//98-1 SW of Miller
MN1/23/9 So of Miller Mtn
MN1/23/9 W of Miller Mtn
MN1/7/97- Spring® Table
MN10//94 Scratched Hands
MN10//94- Truman Spring
MN10//94- 5500 ft Truman
MN10//94- Power Vision
MN10/10/ ALVINS
MN10/109 Old Camp
MN10/109 16 Grooves
MN 10/119 ALVINS
MN 10/299 ALVINS
MN 10/299 ALVINS
MN10/299 ALVINS
MN 10/299 Power Vision
MN10/299 ALVINS
MN 10/309 Bear Track
MN 10/309 Little Shelter
MN11//90- Pilot Cone Site
MN 11/12/ Pilot Cone
lVTM?nO1 RlarW Mountain

Region 1
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western

motif data

Elev |Surf|Rock| Art lcircular|
5816
6920

6880
6700

6680
6600
6030 B

B
6000 B
4300 B

S
B
B

6320 B
X

7240 B
7120
4100 B
6120 B
4400 B
6280 B

C
7180 B
7180
7040

6800 C
6800
7120 C
7380
6500
5120
7280
6880
6780
7140
7130
7120
7880
7800
6595 C
6595
7800 B

b
b
b

g

b

g
b

b

b
b
b
b
b
b

b

b

Pe

Pe

Pe
Pe
Co
Pi
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

human I animals | geometric |
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

ol
I1

1
0

o]
f
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
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Appendix 2 (cont'd): Records with

I Site | Name |
MN3/13/9 Giant Vulva
MN4/24/0 ALVINS
MN4/24/9 Sand Flat
MN5/21/8 Beetle Site
MN5/21/8 Marble Site
MN5/21/8 Stream Junction
MN5/21/8 ALVINS-Willow
MN5/21/8 Sand Bench
MN5/30/8 On Bluff Site
MN5/8/87- Peach Site
MN6//96-2 ChukarSite
MN6/9/96- Junction
MN6/9/96- Railroad Spring
MN7067
MN9/1/90- BarbwireSite
MN9/10/9 Jacks Spring
MN9/10/9 Jacks Spring
MN9/11/9 ALVINS
MN9/11/9 Coffee Pot Mesa
MN9/11/9 ALVINS
MN9/11/9 Knob Top
MN9/14/9 Grinder Person
MN9/15/9 Eagle Feather
MN9/2/90- End of Trail
MN9/2/90- NE Truman
MN9/2/90- NE Truman
MN9/2/90- NE Truman
MN9/2/90- NE Truman
MN9/2/90- Triangle Site
MN9/2/90- Spoked Circle
MN9/2/90- NE Truman
MN9/2/90- NE Truman
MN9/24/8 Nucleated Circle
MN9/24/8 ESEMcBride
MN9/24/8 WMcBrideFlat
MN9/24/8 WSWMcBride
MN9/24/8 SWMcBride
MN9/3/93- Little Man Site
MN9/3/93- So of Little Man
MN9/4/93- Circle Cluster
MN9/4/93- ALVINS
MN9/4/93- ALVINS
MN9/4/93- ALVINS
MN9/4/93- ALVINS
MN9/4/93- ALVINS
MN9/4/93- Big Circle

motif data

Region 1 Elev| Surf| Rock i Art
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western

: Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western

6600 C b
6500 B b

B b

7420 C
6440 S
5800 C t
5420

7120
6580 E b
6660 B b
6640
6820
6800
6920
6690 R
6920 B
7260 C b
7260
7300
7320
7360
7360
7560
7560
7410
8080 C
8080 C
7800
7770 B
7800
6980
6920
7160
7160
7120
7760
7760
7720
7740

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pi
Co
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

•circular!
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

human I animals \
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0

geometric \
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
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Appendix

I Site |
MN9/4/93-
MN9/4/93-
MN9/4/93
MN9/4/93
MN9/6/93-
MN9/6/93-
NY-MV#9
NY-TY-
NY-TY-
NY-TY-
NY00001
NY00002
NY00041
NY00110
NY00111
NY00301
NY00304
NY00369
NY00924
NY01158
NY05670
NY09307
NY10//96-
NY6//94-1
NY8//87-2
PEOOO
PE0006
PE0036
PE0040
PE0059
PE5/10/97
PE5/19/93
ST0001
ST0032
ST0033
ST0035
ST0036
ST10/19/9
ST10/21/9
ST2/38/88
ST3/20/96
ST3/26/88
ST4/23/88
ST4/25/92
ST4/30/89-
ST4/30/89

2 (cont'd): Records with

Name |
ALV1NS
Knoll House
4 Circles
Lone Hand
Scratched Hands
Rocking H
Turtle Rock
White Rock
Freight Road
X Marks the
Includes Big

Gold Crater =
Moores Station
Jumbled Rock
Gatecliff Shelter
Northumberland
Air Force Target
Barley Creek
Hunts Canyon
Blue Jay Mine
Split Boulder
Three Vulvas
Pink Butte
Mustard Cliffs
Star Creek
Leonard
Star Canyon
Painted Cave
Eugene Mtns
ALVINS-Tufa
ALVINS
Lagomarsino
Lousetown
Rock Cabin
Corral
Zig Zag
ALVINS-Chalk
ALVINS-Horse
ALV1NS-3
ALVINS-The
ALVINS-Sunse
ALVINS-Water

motif data

Region |EIev|Surf|Rock|ArtIcircular|
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Central
Central
Central
Central
Southwest
Southwest
Southwest
Central
Central
Central
Central
Southwest
Central
Central
None
Southwest
None
Central
None
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western

t Western
Western

ALVFNS-Trailer Western

- ALVINS-
ALVINS

Western
Western

7660
7640
7440
7440
7800
7800

B
7600 C
7360 C

C
4760 B
4760 B
5275 B

C
C

s
c

c
s
c

6640 B
C
C

s

4190 S
6000 B
3900 S

4400
5000
5200 X
5580
5640
6020

5120
5080

t
t
t
b
b
t
t
t
b
t

t
t
1
t
t
t
t

u

b

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Pe
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
pe
Pe

1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

human | animals | geometric |
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
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Appendix 2 (cont'd): Records with motif data

I Site I Name | Region | Elevj Surf| Rock | Art jcircuiarj human I animals {geometric |
ST4/30/89

ST4/30/89

ST4/30/90

ST4/30/94

ST4/30/94

ST4/9/89-1

ST5/1/941

ST5/26/96'

ST5/28/88

ST5/6/89-1

ST5/6/89-4

ST5/6/89-5

ST5/6/89-6

ST5/6/89-7

ST5/8/941

ST5/8/942

ST6/22/91

ST6/29/96

ST62291-

ST8/23/93

ST9/28/91

ST9/28/91

WAOO

WA000

WA0002

WAOO 12

WA0028

WA0078

WA0128

WA0140

WA0142

WA0308

WAI 033

ALV1NS

ALVINS

ALVINS

ALVINS-

ALVINS-Coyote

ALVINS-

ALVINS

ALVINS

ALVINS-Flying

ALVINS

ALVINS

ALVINS-Ugly

ALVINS-Big

ALVINS

ALVINS

ALVINS-Spring

ALVINS

ALVINS

ALVINS

ALVINS

ALVINS-Clam

ALVINS-TP

ALVIN - Miller

ALVIN -

Court of

Griffith Canyon

Smokey Flat

Massacre Lake

Peavine Mtn /

ML Site

Indian Church

The Natural

WAI 1//96- Alvin - Spanish

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

None

None

Western

Western

None

Northwest

Western

Northwest

Northwest

Western

Western

Western

WA12//89- Alvin - Standing None

WA12//94- ALVIN - Big

WAI 604

WAI 607

WAI 609

WA1611

WA1612

WA1613

WA2238

WA2543

WA2847

WA2859

Olsen Site

Sheep Camp

Deep Grooves

Lizard Man

Crows Nest

Crows Nest

Granite Creek

Transmission

Shovel Site

Hill House

None

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Western

Northwest

Northwest

Western

Western

5100

5160

5180

5240

5270

5400

4000

5680

6900

6890

5200

5200

5200

5240

5250

5160

4240

5670

O

c

c
B
C
C

B

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

B
B

b

b

b
b

b
b

b
b
b
b
b
b

g
b
b
b

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe

Pe
Pe

1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
I
1
1
1
0
1
1

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
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Appendix 2 (cont'd): Records with motif data

I Site |
WA3135
WA3312
WA3314
WA3329
WA4//95-2
WA4/20/8
WA4/20/8
WA5//95-2
WA6409
WA7/1/95-
WA7/8/85-
WA9//90-1
WA9/29/8
WA9/29/8
WA9/29/8
WA9/29/8
WA9/29/8
WP0001
WP0003
WP0012
WP0035
WP0037
WP0042
WP0056
WP0068
WP0069
WP0071
WP0134
WP0135
WP0654
WP0854
WP10//89-
WP1436
WP1676
WP1937
WP1940
WP1942
WP1945
WP1946
WP1948
WP1949
WP1950

Name |
Rock Sale #2
Mule Mountain
Hobble Springs
Winnemucca
South of Falcon
Alvin - AM22 -
Alvin - AM23 -
Alvin - Mass Lk
Wingfield
Buzz Site
Alvin - Almost
Alvin - Joan
Alvin - Sunburst
Alvin - Jeep
Alvin - Jabar
Alvin - Lost
Alvin -

Upper
Lower
South Fork Big
Cedar Cabin
Quartz Cave /

Baker Creek
Katchina Cave
Mosien Canyon
Raised Spring
Mill Creek
Steptoe Creek
Ohio Spring
Honeymoon Hill
Success Summit
Christmas Wash
Sepia Shelter
Christmas Wasr
Rogers Ranch
Windy Canyon
Lone Deer
Ryans Site
Hendrys Creek
Guilmette

Region
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Western
Western
Western
Western
Northwest
Western
None
Western
None
Western
Western
Western
Western
Western
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East
East

1 East
: East
I East

East
i East

East
East
East
East
East
East

| Elev |Surf|Rock | Art |circular|
6020
5680 C
6000 C
3939 B

S
B
B
C

4780
C
B

B
B
B
B
B
B

7240 S
7000 S
6920 S
7760 S

S
C

7020 S
5720 X

B
7250 E
8000 E
8160 S
9280 B

C
8400 S
6720 S
6480 S
6680 S
6200 C
8740 B
9560 B
6800 E
5560 S
5560 S

b
b
b
u
s
b
b
b

b
b

b

b

g
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

g
1

g

1
1
1

g

Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Pe
Pe
Co
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pe
Co
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pi
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pi
Pi

0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

human | animals | geometric |
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
I
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
]

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
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(27) Circular

circle (36)

clusters (23)

chain (17)

dotted (37)

connected (52)

joined (22)

• rayed (29)

spoked (16)

bisected (37)

concentric (66)

rayed concentric circle (19)

spiral (24)

horned (6)

divided (9)

sectioned circle(shields?)(39)

tailed circle (45)

dumbbell (21)

atlatl (7)

dots (13)

dot row (19)

dot field (21)

tailed dot (8)

arcs (21)

nested arcs (33)

joined arcs (4)

filagree (35)

cupules (36)

(13) Animal

- zoomorphs (62)

- sheep (45)

- deer (9)

-dog (8)

- bison (2)

- snake (6)

-lizard (21)

- fantastic (bugs) (8)

- bird (5)

- bird tracks (23)

- turtle (2)

- paws (animals tracks)(l 1)

-deer tracks (1)

(11) Human

- anthropomorph (146)

- male (5)

- female (7)

- Katchina (8)

- archer (3)

- paper dolls (2)

- horned anths (14)

- shield figure (3)

- hands (32)

- feet (22)

- vulviform (60)

(86) Scratched

(24) Geometric

-grid (50)

-grill (14)

- netting (14)

- sectioned square (6)

- triangles (22)

- diamonds (2)

- diamond chain (9)

- shield (24)

- double dash (2)

- parallel lines (71)

- back2back rakes (27)

- 2 sided rakes (40)

- rake (7)

- ladder (6)

- tally marks (9)

- zig zag (47)

- wavy line (75)

- undulating line (16)

- fish bones (3)

- chevrons (2)

- grooves (18)

- plant (7)

- tree (17)

- asterisk (30)

(27) Historic

Appendix 3: Motif types, counts and categories
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Appendix 4: Sites visited for this study

Site I Name
CH0001 Grimes Point
CH0006 Pictograph/Salt Cave
CH0020 Fish Cave (Polished) Cave
CH0046 Hidden Cave
CH0057 Burnt Cave
CH0086 Lee (Allen) Springs
CHO100 Wyemaha Valley Petroglyphs
CK0002 Warshield Rockshelter
CKO124 Lower Arrow Canyon
CK0207 AtlatlRock
CK0211 Mouses Tank picnic table
CK0224 Red Rock Canyon Area
CK0231 Red Rock Canyon Area
CK0233 Brownstone Cannon area
CK0380 nearBuffinjtonsPocket
CK.0444 Sandune g^jj^T~""*
CK0445 Warrior Shield Wash
CK0446 Scalloped Rock
CK0447 Warshield Shelter
CK.0476 Brownstone Cannon Shelter
CK0479 Yellow Sandstone Roasting Pit
CK0480 Brownstone Cyn
CK0481 across the road
EK-1234* Chalk Springs
EK-1235* Knoll Creek Rock Shelter
EK-1236* Calf Canyon Shelter
EK-1237* Red Hand Cave
EK-1238* Reynolds Petroglyph Site
ES0337-1 Cane Man
ES0337-2 Cane Man 2
ESI012 Outlier Rock
ES1029 Triple Date Petroglyph
ESI030 Pigeon Spring
ES 1031 Four Snakes Boulder
ES5//88-2 Cane Man Hill
LA0001 ToquimaCave
LA0009 Hickison Summit

JSSOOO Calendar Fence
LN02T0 Amphitheatre (Horseshoe) Site
LN0211 White River Narrows #2
LN0215 Ash Springs
LN0220 @ the Narrows
LY0009 Medicine Rock/Schurz Site
LY0025 East Walker River
LY0071 by Walker River Site

I Site I Name
LY0073 by Walker River
LY0076 by Walker River
LY0361 Pine Grove Cupules
LY0363 Pine Grove Historic
MN0001 Rattlesnake Canyon / Garfield Flat
MN0004 Cottonwood Canyon
MN0005 Whiskey Flat
MN0006 West Shore of Walker Lake
MN0013 Painted Canyon Pictographs
MN2001 Black Mountain (Pi stone)
MN6//96-2 Chukar Site
NY-MV#9 Turtle Rock
NY-TY- White Rock Canyon
NY-TY- Freight Road Petroglyphs
NY-TY- X Marks the spot
NY00110 Moores Station # 1
NY00111 Jumbled Rock Gulch
NY00301 Gatecliff Shelter
NY00304 Northumberland
NY00924 Barley Creek
NY09307 Split Boulder
NY6//94-1 PinkButte
PE0006 Leonard Rockshelter
ST0001 Lagomarsino
WA0002 Court of Antiquity
WA0012 Griffith Canyon
WA0078 Massacre Lake
WAI604 Olsen Site
WAI607 Sheep Camp
W A1609 Deep Grooves
WA1611 Lizard Man Ridge
WAI612 Crows Nest
WA 1613 Crows Nest Group
WA2847 Shovel Site
WA2859 Hill House
WA3329 Winnemucca Lake
WA4//95-2 South of Falcon Hill
WA7/1/95- Buzz Site
WA9/29/8 Alvin - Jeep Trail Ridge
WA9/29/8 Alvin - Jabar
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County

Churchill

Clark

Douglas

Elko

Esmeralda

Eureka

Humboldt

Lander

Lincoln

Lyon

Mineral

Nye

Pershing

Storey

Washoe

White Pine

NEVADA

Total No. of Sites

47

239

6

13

47

2

28

12

101

33

116

79

14

44

208

28

1037

Total Area

4929.3

7910.7

709.9

45400

3588.7

4176

9648.3

5493.5

4435

1993.8

3756.6

18147.2

6009.1

263.5

6342.5

8876.6

109805.5

Site Density

0.95

3.02

0.85

0.03

1.31

0.05

0.29

0.22

2.28

1.66

3.09

0.44

0.23

16.70

3.28

0.32

0.94

Appendix 5: Rock art site densities by county and total for the state of Nevada
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Region

NW(24)

NE(10)

W (163)

C(29)

E(45)

SW (41)

SE (151)

Boulder

7

1

93

4

8

15

32

%
T

29

10

57

14

18

37

21

Cliff

12

1

20

13

5

13

62

%
T

50

10

12

45

11

32

41

Bedrock

0

1

2

0

5

11

3

%
T

0

10

1

0

11

27

2

Shelter

5

7

44

11

26

0

47

%
T

21

70

27

38

58

0

31

Mixed

0

0

4

1

1

2

7

%
T

0

0

2

3

2

5

5

Appendix 6: Surface types by region

County

Ch (38)

Ck (78)

Ek (10)

Es (26)

E«(l)

Hu(8)

Ln (73)

Ly(19)

Mil (42)

Ny(40)

Pe(5)

St(l)

Wa(76)

WP(45)

Boulder

7

15

1

9

0

3

17

16

23

9

2

0

37

8

%
T

14

19

10

35

0

38

23

84

55

23

40

0

49

18

Cliff

12

32

1

12

0

4

30

1

13

13

1

0

13

5

%
T

32

41

10

46

0

50

41

5

31

33

20

0

17

11

Bedrock

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

5

%
T

0

40

10

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

1

11

Shelter

17

27

7

3

1

1

20

1

4

18

2

0

25

26

%
T

45

34

70

12

100

13

27

5

10

45

40

0

33

58

Mixed

1

1

0

1

0

0

6

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

%
T

.03

.01

0

3.8

0

0

8

5

2

0

0

100

0

2

Appendix 6a: Surface types by county
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Region

None

Northwest

Northeast

West

Central

East

Southwest

Southeast

Total No. Sites

116

58

13

334

40

48

88

340

Total w/Motif Data

10

30

9

189

19

25

45

81

%w /Motif Data

8.6

60

69.2

56.6

47.5

52.1

51.1

23.8

Appendix 7: Rock art sites by region and percentage with motif data

Region

Northwest

Northeast

West
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